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SUMMAM
From a biostratigraphic study of the distribution of dispersed
fossil spores and pollen in the Lower Tertiary sediments of southern
Australia, six zonules haye been recognised. These have been
correlated with the succession of foraniniferal zones in the
marine sequence and thus their rel'etive stratigraphic position is
well known. Tlre zonules can be correlated over wide areas of
southern Australia and are therefore of ¡nore than local correlatiye
value. They provide the criteria for the recognition and correlation
of both geological and palaéobotanical eyents,
In the section on stratigraphy and correlation the nomenclature
of the lower Tertiary sedinents in South Australia has'been reviewed
and revised where necessary. rn addition seyeral u¡r-named units
have received fornal stratigraphic names. These are the poelpena,
Wanilla and Wilkatana Forrnations, the Rennark Beds and the Burungle
I
Menber of the Knight Fornation.
The study has highlighted two important time stratigraphic
bourdaries- One, that between the Upper Cretaceous and Lower
Tertiary, can be defined arbitrarily on nicrofloral assemblages
occurring in essentially a non-marine or marginal rnarine sequence.
The beginning of Tertíary sedimentation in southern Rusträîia
ls rnarked by the appearance of spores and pollen characteristic of
tlre Gørbierirn, ednatdsí,i Zonule and younger sedirnents. These
include pollen from the genera Beaupreøiditu", Echipeniponites
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artd Pvoteaeídites. The Tertiary microfloras are distinct from those
of the Upper Cretaceous and the boundary between the two approximates
closery a disconformity recognised on geophysical evidence.
The other boundary, between the paleocene and Eocene, is
represented by a hiatus. The-change fron Paleocene to Middle Eocene
sedinents is acconpanied by a najor f1ora1 change. particularly
striking is the appearance in larg'e numbers of several new
Nothofagidites species together witfjincreâse of more than 40eo new
species. At this tine too, more than s0% of the species present in
the youngest Paleocene (or perhaps earliest Eocene) becane extinct.
Neither fawtas nor microfloras characteristic of the Lower Eocene
have been recognised.
rn the systenatic section two new genera, Gønbiev,ina and
LakuLarryipoLLds have been proposed and about sixty-six new species
described. 0f these new ty¡les, nore than twenty-five are ¡nernbers
of the genus Proteací&itee and it is during the lower Tertiary
that this genus reaches its maxinum diversity.
' The finel section briefly highlights the differences between
the Australasian fossil floras and those of the rest of the world
during this tine. A broad correlation exists between the nicro-
floras of Australia and New Zealand. Both of these regions show
similar developnent of the Nothofagus group over a sinilar tim'e
interval. the genus Proteaeidites ín New Zealand microfroras
apparently does not reach th¿diversity as it does in southern
Australia
INTRODUCTION
The immediate task of this project is to provide a timescale
(or a biostratigraphic series) in southeasterî Australia for the
definition and correlation of geological events relating to the
deposition of both marine and non-marine sediments in the earLy
Tertiary Period. Major floral modifications (evolution and
migration) during this time can then be accurately correlated and
dated by reference to standard ,"{,r"n"u, established by fossil
groups other than spores or pollen. Thus on the one hand we have
a biostratiglaphic tool (palynology) to correlate rocks containing
plant ¡nicrofossils from one region to another, and on the other we
have a means of tracing, both temporally and spacially, the evolution
and migration of sone of the nore significant elements of the
Australian flora during this time.
Both aspects of this study are closely integrated and it is
emphasized that a discussion of plant biogeography or evolution is
neither complete nor accurate without adequate geological control.
The co-ordination of plant naðro- and micro-fossil evidence is a
distant but highly desirable aim and few ¡nicrofloral entities can
be convincingly related to floras established on nacrofossil i
evidence. Moreover, the precise dating of the majority of plant
nacrofossil-bearing sedinents is far from clear.
furother important part of this thesis is the taxonomic treatnent
(description, nomenclature and classification) of the dispersed
potlen and s¡-rores. These are nallte(l in accor:cl;rnr.:e wi.th the
Internati<lnal Code of Botn¡tl.cal Nornc¡rr,:laiute ¿¡¡lrl rcceivo Purül
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Generic and Specific nanes. In the systematic section the botanical
affinities, where known, are also indicated.
Thus a palynological study of the Lower Tertiary sediments
in southern Austraria is a nost valuabre objective at this tine.
Locarly and regionally the study has contributed to the basic
understanding of the evolution of the Australian flora and its
relationships to that of the rest.of the world.
Non-marine sediments of Lower Tertiary age are widely
distributed throughout southeastern Australia and in certain
instances are intercarated with marine limestones, marrs and
glauconitic sandstones. To appreciate fully the biostratigraphy of
these sediments, their relationship to the rnarine sequence is of
utmost importance and is an integral part of this study. Keeping
this in nind, the analyses of palynological data from non-rnarine or
brackish water sediments havebeen closely conpared with those from
favourable sedinents intercalated in the marine sequence or with the
rnarine sediments directly. Sections of inportance in this respect are
those of the Princetown-Casterton areas of Paleocene age; the Upper
Eocene sections of the Castle Cove - Browns Creek area, the Buccleuch
Group in the Murray Basin and the Blanche Point Marls of the"St.
Vincent Basin; and the Middle Eocene Burrungle Member of the Knight
Fornation in the canuier Enbayment" 
''''' "\'vr'-:" ' ;r'r ri r''l 'j'rrrr";rrL"
,r . t, ,,,,, . -ir. .,1;i.-:.ttìtr,; i.L ,ii]:; iìrr¡i.
A biostratigraphic sequence has been established in the
Murray, Otway and St.'Vincent gas'ins and serves as a referénc" for
all the other sequences in southeastern Australia. That'"ì.n the
rL:, .)t. 1,.,r..-. rur'.riir') r,-r!i ..¡'!, \irL¡uii/
sttuclrul:;Lu1'n ArLscr'¿il ia ¿trrd i rt ccl'1.¿¡ iir
i- \i -( : I . 1 , ( , ,.
.' , , r , ri,. r, ,l i. !¡ r'utl-t]lÌOt-rt
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central part of the Murray Basin appears to be the ¡nost complete.
The company Bore drilled in 1910 near Loxton has provided nearly
1,000 feet of Lower Tertiary sedi¡nents adequately sampled. six or
more rnicrofloral zonules are recognised in a continuous sequence.
Assemblages in the Paleocene, Middle and upper Eocene can be
correlated with ty¡le marine sequences elsewhere and moreover the
zonules can be recognised throughótrt the Lower Tertiary of south-
eastern Australía and are therefore of strong correlative va1ue.
using this timescale a correlation table has been produced
of Lower Tertiary sediments in southeasteïTr Australia for the
comparison and demarcation of both palaeobotanical and geological
events. Microfloras from Tasnania are not treated in this study.
By the nature of their snall size (10 to 200 nicrons) and low
density, pol1en and spores are particularly suited to wide dispersal
by both wind and water. Indeed, many plant species rely on these
characteristics for pollination. However, even in insect- or self-
pollinated species, dispersal by wind or water can result in con-
siderable numbers being preserved in sedimentary deposits. The
result is that pollen and spores ale not restricted to any
particular depositional environ¡nent and are therefore disseminated,
often in great abundance, in genetically dissinilar sediments.
The nethods of preparation in parynoro!y are dependent on the
nature of the membranes surrounding the protoplasm and gametes.
Recent chemical studies (shaw and Yeadon 1964), indicate'thät these
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are extrenely complex consisting of cellulose (10-tsø"), a xylan
fraction (10e"), a lipid fraction (ss-ooø"¡ and a lignin fraction
(10-15e"). The exine, the outermost Layer, is onry preserved in the
fossil state and is to a certain degree resistant to oxidization.
Because of their smal1 size and abundance, sufficient nu¡nbers of
microfossils can usually be obtained from a sample of about 5
grams weight. Other acid resistant fossils occurring together
with spores and pollen include, fungal spores, filanents and
fruiting bodies; leaf cuticles, tracheidal fragments,
rrmicroforarniniferarr, acritarchs and dinoflagellate cysts. None of
these groups are dealt with in this thesis.
The application of palynology is limited, however, to the
nature of the sedinents and conditions imposed during and after
deposition. spores and pollen will only be preserved in a reducing
environment; lithologies such as limestones and sandstones usually
are barren. Post depositional effects of metamorphism, deep
burial (greater than about 10r000 feet), high coal rank and surface
weathering often result in the destruction of the exine and there-
fore restrict the application of this nethod.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Australian Tertiary palaeobotany was considerably revived by
Dr. I.C, Cookson, in collaboration with K.M. Pike, S.L. Duigan,
M.E. Dettmann, G. Deflandre and A. Eisenack, and a series of papers
dealing primarily with irlentiÍicaticlrl a¡trl clirrsifieation of -.iprìì:es,
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pol1en and nicroplankton were produced. Three papers of strati-
graphic significance (cookson 1953, 19S4; cookson and Dettnann 19s9)
j.ndicated that pollen and spores had biostratigraphic value
particularly in non-¡narine sediments. probably the ¡nost important
paper to appear (cookson & Pike 19s4), described seventeen species of
dicotyledonous pollens from Australia and New Guinea. since 1gsg,
Cookson and her co-workers have coïeentrated almost entirely on the
description of microplankton.
Other authors, Balme & Churchill (1959) and pike (1949, Lg5O),
have contributed observations of less importance and no species
were forrnally described by them. Harris (Í965) has monographed
nicrofloras from Pareocene sediments in southwestern victoria.
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All relevant stratigraphic, lithorogical and locality data
of samples studied are sunmarised in Appendix A; the samples are
grouped in their respective sedimentary basins. Figs. 4-6 indicate
the approximate position of the localities.
As sanples are taken by one or more rnethods of drilling in
connection with oil exploration or water resources, it is of
importance in this study to discuss the applicability of each t¡le
of sarnple used.
1. Core samples These are the most useful subsurface source
of ¡naterial in that they are uncontaminated by drilling ,muds
(unless sandy and therefore susceptible to mud penetration) and are
accurately located in the subsurface stratigraphic sequence. They
are of two trpes: those taken by rotary drilling nethods and those
taken by percussion or wire line drilling techniqr:e.s--tube samples.
TTre fonner is very expensive to cut nnd thc intr:trr¡l I t¡ett\,osr'ì cores
is usually of the order of 300 feet. Tul-re sam¡iles obta:ined rlurlng
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percussion drilling are sinpler and relatively cheaper to obtain.
rn several wells almost the entire sequence has been cored and a
satisfactory sampling interval achieved. The depth fron which
tube core samples can be taken is dependant on the type of rig
operating but is usually less than 1,S00 feet.
2. cuttings obtained dirring rotary drilling are generarly
unsatisfactory for palynological'analysis. They are often heavily
contaminated with drilling mud and cavings fron sedirnents higher
in the section. Only the 'tops, of the ranges of species can be
used reliably in any stratigraphic interpretation.
3. sludges are obtained during percussion drilling and are of
considerable value where cores are not available. They do not
suffer the defects of cuttings as generally no drilling fluid other
than the fornation water is used and secondly the casing rnay follow
very closely behind or nay be driven ahead of the drilling bit,
reducing the possibility of contamination fron cavings.
4. Outcrop samples provide the ¡nost reliable source of naterial.
when carefully collected they are uncontaminated and their strati-
graphic and geographic position can be accurately determined.
However in south Australia most outcrop sanples of favourable
rithologies, except those from a few pleistocene or Iater deposits,
have failed to yield pollen or spores. This is believed to be due
to the development of deep weathering profiles during the Pleistocene
and the lack of subsequent rejuvenation to remove these to expose
fresh sediments. victorian outcrop samples generally have yierded
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excellent microfloras and the effect of weathering appears to be
lcss severe, particularly in the south-west of that state.
All well samples are stored at the core Laboratory of the
south Australian Department of Mines, Thebarton. outcrop samples
collected frorn several field trips in victoria are retained in the
Palaeontological Collection.
Preparation, Exanination and Storage o f Residues.
To ensure consistent results for all trpes of sediments a
standard procedure was followed. The method is basicalLy similar
to those described by earlier authors and in particular that of Balne
and Hassell (1962). The nethod adopted was chosen after considerable
experinentation and gives consistentry good results for all types of
sediments.
Initially if carbonates were present they were removed from the
crushed sediment with dilute hydrochloric acid. The basic procedure
is then as follows:
1. Boil about 5g. of the crushed ( > 2mm) carbonate free
sediment with 50 ml. 60e" Hydrofluoric acid until only a sludge
remains. ltlash by centrifuging twice with water. This step is
carried out in 250 nl. nickel or copper beakers.
2. Transfer residue to beaker and add 40 nî'. of 10% Hydro-




3. Add 60 nI. of Schultze solution (1 part concentrated
Potassiun chlorate solution: 2 parts concentrated nitric acid) to
the moist residue, transfer to a beaker and heat gently for about
one minute. centrifuge and wash three times. This is a critical
step in the procedure as too much oxidation will destroy arl spores
and pollen. In some samples bette.r results were obtained by allowing
the residue to stand,in the Schultze solution for 10-20 minutes before
boi Iing.
4" Transfer residue to a beaker, add 40 nl. of LO% potassiun
carbonate solution and heat to boiling point. centrifuge and wash
until supernatant liquid is clear.
5" Add 30 nl. of concentrated nitric acid, stir for 10 to
20 seconds then wash imnediately three or for.¡r tines.
6. Add 30 m1. of L09o potassium carbonate solution fot 20
seconds. Centrifuge and wash residue until solution is clear.
The residue is stored in glass phials to which has been added
an aliquot of glycerine and a few drops of 7% phenol solution.
Four strew slides are made up using glycerine jelly, two of
which are stained with safranin. The glycerine jelly is made by
the following method:
1o 20 gns. gelatin (bacterial culture quality) are
dissolved in L20 ccs. of distilled water on a water bath.
2. When dissotved add 140 ccs.'pure gfyc"rir're and 0.'5 gms.
phenol. Allow to set 
( ¡'i '
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A drop of melted glycerine jelly with or without safranin is
mixed thoroughly with a snall quantity of residue on a nicroscope
slide and the coverslip lowered. The slides are immediately
inverted to permit the microfossirs to settle closer to the
coverslip. These are allowed to stand for at least three days
before being creaned of excess gly.cerine jerly and ringed with
goldsize varnish or nail racquer. strew-slides were initiarLy
I
surveyed at. x100 magnification; identification and rnorphological
analyses made at magnifications x4s0, x6s0 and x1000. rn addition
several hundred single grain mounts of individual specimens were
prepared. A Leitz Laborlux Microscope No. 579756 of the
Palynological Laboratory was used during the investigation and E-w,
N-s vernier readings are from this instrunent. photomicrographs
were taken on Adox KB14 filn (developed in Adox E10 and printed on
Kodak No. 3 and No" 4 papers) using a Leica M1 carnera with Mikas
attachment.
slide and sanple nurnbers mentioned in the text are denoted by
the prefix S and are stored in the Palynological Laboratory.
Registered specimens housed in the palaeontological colrection,
Geological survey of south Australia, are denoted by the prefix py.
Holotypes of newly described species are retained in this repository,
where possible, as singre grain nounts. The rare occurrence of
some species precludes this general practice and holotypes in these
cases are' carefully chosen from'strew-s1id"r."'Delicate 
"p""i"r' ^"y
" , r':', /
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fracture or become distorted when prepared as single grain mounts,
and to ensure that morphological characters are not misinterpreted,
tr4ro photonicrographs of the species are included--one of the single
grain preparation and the other fron a strew-slide preparation.
STRATIGRAPHIC PALYNOLOGY
Six distinct, successive miç.rof1oral assemblages are
distinguishable in Pareocene and Eocene sediments. Each is
characterised by one or more distinctive pol1en or spore species of
restricted stratigraphic range. on this basis they wilr be used
to denoirstrate their important correrative value, both localIy and
regionally. The age of these assenblages will be discussed with
reference to the standard rnarine sequences of southeast,ern Australia.
Their relationships to planktonic fqraniniferal zones are indicated
in Tables L and 2.
It is acknowledged that the distribution of many species is
not known, but those that have been chosen to charact,erise particular
assemblages are believed to be reliable index species. Further¡nore,
the assenblages have time-stratigraphic value and can be shown
emþiricalty to o""rrr' essentially as'units over sufficientry wiäe
" ';1' "' , .', .'.'- ¡r\/,- ,.,,:,.1¡,1\r, r .- !-(l
geographic areas to lrarrant their use"
rhe nomenclature oi parynoiogi""ì ;iiJ"iï n"r.ràïr.'i;"" '''
been inconststent" Dettmarul (1963) has referred to her rmits as
rrAssemblagesrr prefixed by the specific epithet of the index species;
Balme (1964) has used 'tAssemblagerr and ttMiòroflorarf j-n conbination
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with a generic ,narne; Cookson (1954) has used rrMicroflorail in
combination with a letter crassification system; Evans (1963) used
sinply a letter classification and Harris (1965a) used the binonial
of an index species conbined ùrith the tern ilZone'r which was further
qualified in conformity with the American code of stratigraphic
Nomenclature.
In this present text it is pr'oposed that the rrZone Conceptfl
of Teichert (1958) be applied to the assemblages" If this is
accepted, then the term rrzonulerr in conbination with the name of
the index specÍes, which need not necessarily be confined to the
zonule, is applicable to these r.mits. Teichert (op, eLt. p. 115)
described a zonule as a minor biostratigraphic r:nit recognisabte
in geographically rest,rict,ed areas" This definition needs sonìe,
clarification as used in this context. The word trminorrr implies
that the zonule does not have intercontinental or world-wide
application. This does not inply that the r¡rit is of minor
importance intra-continentally. Teichert (op. eLt.p. 113) considers
that a zonule rris recognisable in a sedimentary basin or sinilar
restricted area of sedimentation.tr It is proposed not to restrict
the use of the term in this sense'but to apply it to sedimentary
basins within southeastern Australia. At first this would, appear to
be an anrplification of Teichert's definition, but it is important
to realise that this study is based on organic remains principally
from terrestrial plants gfowing ;lrorrncl tl¡o arens of serljnrcntfltiölì.
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The Australian Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature (1964 Ed.),
however, provides for the use of the term rrzonert in conjunction with
the nane of the fossil or fossils or symbol denoting a fossil
assenblage. The Anerican Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature,
however, amplifies considerably the term such that a large nwnber
of terms are available to describe an assemblage. This author is
in agreenent with Teichert that this rnultiplicity of names and
definitions is unnecessary. The fundanental approach of Teichert,
based on the original concepts of Arkell, 0ppe1, Kleinpell, Fenton
and Fenton and others leaves little to be desired.
Essentially biostratigraphic units are rocks indentified by a
distinct fauna or flora and are defined solely by the fossils they
contain. They should be identified with a type section or locality.
The two main factors deterrnining the differentiation of
¡nicrofloras are evolution and migration.
KuyI et. aL. (1955) defined three types of zones:
a. by species which occur only in one particular zone,
or whose stratigraphic highest or lowest occutrence
is to be for¡nd at the boundaries of that zone.
Causation - evolution. Essentially qualitative.
. b. by species which occur nost numerously in one
particular zone, or whose main distribution ends
or begins at, the boundaries of that zone. This''
is essentially a quantitative approach.
Causation - migratioh'and edaphic changes.
L4
c. by a fairly constant association oû species, the
Iowest and highest occurrences of which are usually
found elsewhere in the stratigraphic sequence.
The'first type (a), is that used in this text ancl is essentiall.y basecl
on tho evolution of new taxa and the extinction of others.
Before attempting to define,any zonules several a pniorL
considerations need to be observed:
a. The only INSTANT that the fossil can supply is
either the beginning or end of its stratigraphic
range. (Teichert op. eit.) These are the only
true rrtime plansrr observable.
b. A zone or zonule can be refined only by
omitting species whose ranges do not conform
to the original definition. These smaller
urits will be primarily only of local
correlative value.
c. Ignoring negative factorsre.3.poorll preserved
or low yíeld samples, the assenblages of each
unit are to a certain degree distinct.
d. Boundaries between units need not necessarily
coincide with those of the current geological 
' ''
' flras. oF
time scale nor with^any other fossil group.
e. The relative ages, with lespect to accepted
' paLaeontological time sca1e, can only be
determined by reference to other fossj-l groups
on which this scale is erected.
,l
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f . Th'e boundaries between lithologic and
biostratigraphic units may be coincident, 1ie
at quite different stratigraphic horizons, or
may even cross each other.
Delineation and age of the nicrofloral ass emb lases
Cookson (1954) described two Tertiary microfloras, (trBtt)
and (rrctt) from the Birreguma No. 1 Bore in southwestern Victoria
and based the identification of these on the two species,
rz'iorites eduardsii and Proteac|d¿tes pachypoLus respectively.
Evans (1966) has recorded the former or a closely allied species
from Upper Cretaceous sêdiments in Victoria.
The author has been unable to examine the Birregurra material
and is therefore not in a position to comment in detail on these
two microfloras" Microflora trBrr of cookson was also based on the
vertical distribution of Podospnz"Ltes mierosaccatLûs, a long ranging
form, occurring in the cretaceous sediments of the otway Basin and
the middle Paleocene sedinents of the Pebble Point Forrnation and
the Dilwyn C1ay. Thus it is necessary to closely define
assemblages in which these species occur. 
""
Microflora rrcrr has been characterised by the index species,
Pv'oteaciditee paehypoLus, which ranges fron the upper pareocene in
victoria and western Australia to the upper Eocene in southern
Australiao For correlations in soutlrern Australi;i 1.he vçt.Lical
distríbution of this spocios is l.iruitacl to vor:y l¡roud r¡se,
r.6
Comparing the assemblage from the Birregurra Bore (760-790 feet),
it is clear that a Microflora rrC'r assenblage is not present in the
Princet,own Member of the Dilwyn C1ay.
Paleocene Zonules
The type sections for the Paleocene zonules are located in
the Princetown to Dilwyn Bay ,uqráh.u.
The stratigraphy of the area has been the subject of a number
of papers by Baker (L943, L944,1950 and 1953) and for the purpose
of this study the st"ratigraphic relationships and thicknesses of
the sediments indicated by Baker (1953) are accepted. Fig. 1 shows
the generalised stratigraphic succession of the Wangerrip Group in
the Princetor^In atea, the stratigraphic position of the sanples
examined, and the distribution of selected species.
The Pebble Point Formation unconformably overlies Lower
Cretaceous sedinents of the Otway Group. The base of the formation
is typicaLLy a ferruginous r¡nfossiliferous conglomeratic grit with
ninor lenses of sandy and gritty carbonaceous clays. Towards the
top of the formation at Pebble Point, the sedinents become ¡nore
sandy and glauconitic h/ith the final developnent of a shelly horizon,
fifteen feet thick. This is succeeded by a gritty phase and the
conformabl.e Di lwyn Formation.
The Dilwyn Fornation consists of gritty and sandy clays and
silts with three minor rnarine iigressions, the' try:'117,v,if,eLla bed",
|, ,:J
the "Irochocyathue bed'r and the tlivernook Member. It is generally
LL.r ¡ j.r1 r:r,































































































poorry fossiliferous. Mineralogically the sandy and grLtty phases
of the Pebble Point Formation are essentially similar to the
fossiliferous beds of the Dilwyn Formation (Baker 1955), Baker
(op. eit. p.131) states with reference to the Dilwyn Formation:
rrlithologically and mineralogically there is virtually no significant
difference....throughout the Dilwyn clay itself.'r All sediments of
the wangerrip Group in the area are conformabre and have a shallow
dip (So¡ to the north-hrest.
The Gønbierina edilardsii Zonule
. This zonulo has been defined and described by Harris (1965a)
in samples S20B-S211 and includes the Pebb1e Point Formation and
the lower portion of the Dilwyn Formation. The assemblage is
characterised by the distinctive species .GønbierLna eduardsii,
Cøna?ozonosporLtes bulLatus and Daezgdíwnites eLLiptícus.
Døcz,y&Lumites baLmei appears to be restricted in this section
to the basal beds of the Pebble Point Formation. AmosopoLlis
diT.uynenszls occurs consistently in this zonule.
The most commonly occurring for¡ns include z Diluynites
granuLatue, Stephm.opoLLenites obseurus, Proteaeidites panúus,
P, aubecabnabua, Cyathidí,tes austlaLia, t aeuíga'boaponitea ouatue
and Podospor|tes microsaceatus with an abundance of gynnospernous
pol len including Daenydiutndites fLorinii, Phy LLodadidí.tes ma,tsonií,
, t,
Mieroeaehyri&itee antatcticus and Podocarpíditee eLLipticus.
J.B
species of rare occurrence incrude Daerydiwnitee ba|,nei,
cya'bhídites splendens, Pnoteacidites adenanthoides, p. c?a*eua,
AnacoLosidites acutuLLus ar.d Nothofagidítes spp-
This nicroflora appears to be equivalent in part to .lvficroflora
I'Brr of Cookson (L954) .
The Cupøtíeidítes orthoteichus Zonule
Ttris zonule has been defined and described in sanples s272
to S2LB and includes the upper section of the Dilwyn -Forrnation. The
upper li¡lit of this assemblage is unknown. It includes the
DupLopoLLis ortTtoteichus Assemblage Zone and the Tz"iorLtes
eå¡avdsä - D, onthoteichus Concurtent Range Zone of Harris $965a),
now referred to as the Myrtaeeidites eugeniíoides Subzonule.
The zonule is characterise¿ by the presence of C. ortho-
teichus, Myntaeeídites eugeniioides together with proteacidites
inqtruatus, P. paehypoLus, Anacolosidites Luteoides, Banksieaeí,dítes
sp. and BeaupreqL&ites eLegøtsiforrnis. Gønbierùna eduatdsii
is absent from the upper part.
severar species are particularly abundant in the zonule and
they inc\ude TrLcoLpor|tes proLata" Dt1:'tynites granuLatus and
Proteacidites sutbseabnatus. commonly occurring species include
D aery diwni te s fLorinii, Po dà. otp+att u s eLLdp ti. 
",t 
s, Laeoi gato sp orLt e s
mai o r', DiLuy ni te s tub erculatus;, pro t eaciditnà tpp ., c asuaz.Ln¿à¿ tu 
"
caino ;:oí øts, fo t y p,o,ø,na fYagi\iu " E ch,Lper,[-p a nt'" tt:. a d,n u entt ue,
1.9
Nothofagídítes spp. and Iy,icolporites micz,oreticuLatus.
species of rare occurrence include cyathi&ites spLenderæ,
ALísporites gnandis, PenomonoLítes densus and Latyoboepor"Ltes
cw,gsus.
0n the basis of the distribution of M. eugewLioídes this
zonule can be subdivided into a lower sub-zonule, the Myrtaeei&Ltes
eugenííoíd.es. The base is recogni3ua uy the appearance, generarly
in some abundance, of the nominate species together with
IilíaepoLlenites notabíLis, Proteaei&Ltes cliluynensis and.
P. neticuLoseabratus. PhyLLocladictites neticuLosaccatus and
I. eduædsii appear to extend up into this unit.
The zonule is not equivalent to Cooksonrs Microflora ncn
which is distinctly yotrnger than the microflora described here.
In particular, several distinctive species listed from the
Birregurra Bore are not present; e.g. BeaupreaidLtes .uerrttcoslts,
Cookson, Cuparuieùdites majus, C. neticuLar\s, SantaLuni&ites caino-
zo'Lcus, rrícoLpites thomasii, rz"LorLtes magnifícus, Nothofagidites
aspæa and /Il. dimirwta. 
ir'r
Age and Correlation
Singleton (1943) on the basis of a molluscan fauna assigned
a Danian to Lower Eocene age for the Pebble,lgi¡t Formation.
Glaessner and Parr (in Baker 1945) noted that there tiras no dis-
agreement as to the age,.qf ,,!hq |qf{¡qÇ,ipg,wh.qn },gth moll¡s,ca.r1 and
foraminiferal evidence 11,p{g .c,oLslCglqd.,.,¡Pa{f,,,(i.l Þ+keriJ+9.+Lr,;,;i I
pp. 86 and 87) concluded that the foraminiferal, assemblageç of
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the Pebble Point Formation, the Rivernook Member and the ,r7urritelLa
bedrt were essentially similar.
0n the basis of planktonic foraminifera occurring in the
Pebble Point Formation and the Rivernook Member, the age of the
Ganbierina ednardsii ZonuLe in the ty?e section can be dated as niddle
to upper Paleocene. McGowran (1965.) notes that two distinct
foraminiferal assemblages are known from the outcropping paleocene
sequence at Pebble Point. The planktonic conpetent, while not so
diverse as in the Tethyan region or in the carnarvon Basin of
Western Australia, nevertheless is developed sufficiently to correlate
the older (Pebble Point Formarion) fauna with the Globorotalía
pusiLLa pusiLLa Zone of Bolli (19s7); and the younger (Rivernook
Member) fauna with either the upper part of t]ne GloborotaLia
membranacea, Zone or the GLoboz,otaLia uelascoensis Zone in the sa¡ne
sequence. Thus the Pebble Point Fornation is niddle Paleocene and
the Rivernook Member, middle to upper paleocene in age.
Further to this, Dr. B. McGowran has supplied the following
communication. ttOf the five foraminiferal-biostratigraphic units
distinguished in the Princetown secrion (Taylor in singleton 1967)
attenpts have been nade to correlate and thus date three. The
significance of PLar¿orotaLítes chapmaní ehz,enbergi in the pebble
Point Fornation probabLy is less than has been indicated by McGowran
(1965, 1968) but there is no good reason for changing the Middle
Paleocene age. In a new study (McGowran, unpubl. report, Geol. Surv.
S. Aust.) the age of the Rivernook Member and a new fauna from
2L
below it (r'Rivernook Ar'; TruneonotaLoLdes aff , ö::i.tt1,ts of Table 2
herein = GloborotaLía angzLata -> G. a,eq1,ø, of Taylor , op. c+t.)
are discussed in terms of new data on Upper Paleocene correlations
and the position of the Pal,eocene/Eocene Boundary. rt is concluded
that the Rivernook Member should stilI be regarded as Upper
Paleocene in age. That the Princ.etown Member can be taken also
as Paleocene by superposition (Harris 1965a, McGowran 196s) is now
somewhat doubtful, but a possible Lower Eocene age (TayLor op, eit.)
cannot be proved or disproved without nore facts. With sone
resen¡ations about the highest part, the entire section outcropping
at Princetown can be regarded a! of Paleocene age.,,
The lower age linit of the oldest nicrofloral unit is sorne-
what in doubt and requires further study, particularly where there
appeals to be continuous sedimentation from the upper cretaceous
(see Taylor 1965a) to the Lowe,r Tertiary. There is some evidence
(author's unpublished data; also Evans, 1966) that G. eã¡ardsü
or a closely allied form extends into the upper cretaceous but
the other conponents of the assemblage such as AnacoLosi&Ltes spp.
and nurnerous Proteacidites spp. including P. &LLuynensis and
P. oz,natus appear to be restricted to Paleocene and younger
sediments. Thus the age of the Gønbienina eã¡ardsü ZonuLe ís
, Midclle Paleocene but could be as o1d as Lower paleocene. There is
no direct evidence for this h,owever.
2Ia
Palynological zonules
Cup ani eidít e e ortltp t eichus
- l\,,.1.,r: i, ,l
Table'1
Relationships between foraminiferal and palynological
zones in the Paleocene
Note: Foraniniferal data and ages from Taylor (in Singleton
t (./




























L967) and McGowran (pers. conrm) .
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The Princetown Member of the Dilwyn Formation has been
regarded by Baker (1953) and Raggatt and crespin (19s2) as Eocene.
The sediments carry cyeLatrvnina. spp. which are of limited strati-
graphic value. Taylor (1966) offers further support of a
Paleocene age for the unit on the basis of his H'apLophnagmoides
faunas. ¡
Palynological evidence ¡Harris 1965a) confirns the view
that deposition from the Rivernook Member to the end of the
Princetown Member was continuous, there being no najor nicrofloral
breaks or significant changes in frequences. 0n the basis of this
evidence the Cupanieidites oz,thoteichus ZonuLe present in the
Princétown Member is upper Paleocene in age, although as already
noted by McGowran, a possible Lower Eocene age can neither be
proved nor disproved.
Table 1 indicates the relationships between Paleocene
foraminiferal and patynological zones in the Princetown-Dilwyn
Bay sequence.
Eocene Zonules
While it was most appropriate and convenient to choose an
outcrop sequence for the type sections of the Paleocene zonules, no
such sequence exists for those of the Eocene. Moreover there are
no known subsurface sequences that have both a coinptete zonal.



















































































































section in the centre of the Mgrray Basin with an Eocene sequence as
werl as Paleocene zonures in superposition has been chosen for
typification. Age relationships are determined for the Eocene
zonules by correration to rnarine sequences elsewhere in southern
Australia. (See TabLe 2.)
The rrCompanyrr llore drilted 15 miles northeast of Loxton
provicles a complete zonule ,"qr"rr." in the Renmark Beds beth/een
740 (base of the Ettrick Formation) and i.698 feet, the top of the
cretaceous. The rower boundary has been placed stïatigraphicarry
lower than that shown by Ludbrook (1961 fig. 1) on lithological and
palynological evidence. The boundary between paleocene and Eocene
sediments lies between 1416 and 7462 feet. Fig. 2 indicates the
distribution of serected species and the limits of the zonules.
T}re Pz,oteaeidites confnaøosus Zonule
This zonule between 1ã4O and lt+lb feet in rrCornpany Borert,
is characterised by the consistent occurrence of ProteaaidLtes
pachypoLus P. aff , P. paehypoLus together with T?cþoropol.lonit¿c
gemmatus, Proteacídites eonfragosus" P. kopiensis and P. trip,r,titus.
The most commonly occurring species include Nothofagidites
spp., DaerydLumites fLorLrr|i, Podoearpidites eLLiptícucs,
Proteaci&Ltes toytuosus, P. uiLkatanneræis r'furiorites tþsiLat,æ and
CanyophyLLi&ites spp.
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Species of rare' occurrence include DacnycanyLtee austraLíensís,
ALiaporítes Ða?ius and MiLfondia spp,
The zonule is a rttotal range zoneil of the two species
P. aff. P. pachypoLus and P. confragosus.
The Proteacídites paehupoLus Zonule
This zonuLe, between LoL6 índ 1lo2 feet in rCompany Boreil,
is considered to be transitional bet$reen the p. confnagoaus and
the succeeding zonules. It is characterised by the very common
occurrence of the nominate species and negativery by the lack of
P. aff. P. paehypoLus anð Triorttes magnificus. characteristically
it is rich in NothofagídLtes spp. and Proteaeidites spp., in
particular P. kopíeræis, P. retianlatus and P. syntphyonemoidee.
TniLites tubereuLífornris and T. ornamentalie are rare or
absent.
The base of the zonule is narked by the last occurrence of
Po aff. P. pachypoLus and P. eonfragosus.
The TrLorítes maqwificus Zonule
This zonule, between BBã and tooo feet in the dype locaLity,
is characterised by the distinctive species, Iz"Loz,Ltes magnificrc,
readily identified even when poorly preserveàr' together'with
P. pachypoLus and P. inòuruaúas 'Cookson. Characteristic also of
this assemblage, partÍcutarJy towards the upper limit, is an increase
in the frequency of the pteriodphyte component aepresented by
lrr 1..;
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TriLites tubercuLíforrnis Cookson, T. ornønentaLis Laeuígøtospo?itel
mqjor (Cookson), KuyLisporites cf. K. uaterboLki and
Verz.ucosísporites kopkuensis (Couper) .
Comnonly occurring species include Podoearpidites eLLipticus,
ALísporites uarius" Dacrydiumítes fLorinü, ALisporites eimiLie,
Echiperipoyites díoersus, Ericipiles cpaesieæinous, and t
S ap o t a ee o ip o LL eni te s r o tLtndlus
Species of rare occurrence include Tní,coLpites thomasü,
Cookson and Pike, iroteaeidites tripattí,tus and P. diLuynensis.
The base of the zonule is marked by the first appearance of
T. magnificus.
The AqLaoreidn bammqensis Zonule
This unit, between 76o and A56 feet in the I'Company Bore'r,
is characterised by the presence of the distinctive species after
which it is naned, together with a characteristic associated assernblage
with few stratigraphically restricted forms. Species present in the
trnderlying units but rare or absent in this Zonule include
AnaeoLosid|tes acutuLLus, Bean,tpneaidítes eLegansiformís, Proteacidites
trwncatus, P. aã.enanthoides, P. retícuLatus, P. pachypoLus and
TníeoLpites thomasii. Associated species with .4. bartntgensís
include MiLfondia spp., I{uyLisponites, cf. /(. uaterboLki,
Proteaeidites cLintonensis, Ceratosporites stní,atomarginatus,
C. finbniomarginatus, Notlofagidítes aspera, and iV. bracltyspinulosa
and Triorites magní,ficue.
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The base of the zonule is marked by the first appearanee of
the noninate species and the top by the first appearance of
cyatheacidites ørnuLata cookson and/or severar undescribed taxa
(see following discussion).
Age and Correlation
The recent advances in planktonic foraniniferal zonation and
correlation in southern Australia, particularly in Eocene and younger
sediments, by Lindsay (1967, 1969), Ludbrook and Lindsay (1969),
McGowran and Lindsay (1969) and McGowran, Harris and Lindsay
(MS unpubl.) have provided a firn basis on which to correlate and
date the palynological zonules of the Eocene in this region.
Their relationships to the planktonic foraminiferal zones are
indicated on Tab1e 2. Ludbrook and Lindsayrs Table 1 correlates
the South Australian zones with zones in Trinidad, Venezuçla and
East Africa. McGowran and Lindsayrs (op. cít,.) fig. 1 records the
ranges of relevant Middle to Upper Eocene species and morphotypes
in South Australia, New ZeaLand and Trinidad.
T'he Proteacidítes confraqosus ZonuLe
The type assemblage of this zonule can be correlated directly,
and quite precisely, with the microflora in the Burrunf,e Me¡nber of
the Knight Formation. The assemblages are very similar in total
composition and in particular have P. pachypoLus, P. aff. P.
paehypoLus and P. confragosus in co¡nnìon.
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Planktonic foraminifera in the Burrunfnle Menber include
PLanorotaLites austnaLiformis (Jenkins), TruneorotaLoídes coL\actea
(Finlay) , "GLobígez,ina't cf.. G. higginsi (Bolli) and GuønbeLitnía
aff. G. coLmbíana (Howe) and this assernblage occurs in the
tt1loborotaL'iatt austraLifor,¡nís zone of Ludbrook and Lindsay (1969)
(PLanonotaLites austnaLíforrnis zone in McGowran, Lindsay, 1969).
McGowran, Harris and Lindsay concl"rrde that the Burruni^le Member is
not younger than earliest Lutetian, i.e. earliest Middle Eocene.
These authors, however, point out that this is a mininum age. No
marine Lower Eocene nor any Eocene spore-pollen assenblages below
and distinct fro¡n the Proteaeidítes confxagosus zonuLe have been
recagnised, so both biostratigraphic units could conceivably extend
into the Lower Eocene. Against this however there are several
species, in particular Verrucosisporites kopukuensis (Couper)
and ttTríonitestt ecabratus Couper (?=ttT.t, psiLatus Harris sp. nov.),
that would seem to indicate a Middle-Upper Eocene age with reference
to the New Zealand succession (1960), although correlations are not
precise.
This zonule does not appear to extend to the level of the
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The Proteacidites paehwpoLus Zonule | .i,
In all basins, except the Ganbier Embayment, the zonule is
'!t:'
associated only with non-marine sedinents. In the Gambier Enbayment
\ ì,
it succeeds the Pnoteacídites.confragos¿¿s Zonule being present in
.t .:
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tlre Kongorong Sand and basal Lacepede Formation. The latter Ludbrook
(1969) and Ludbrook & Lindsay (1969) place in the rz,tntcorotaLoíd.es
primitiuus Zone. The base therefore appears to correspond with the
change fron Burrungre Member (or Knight Formation) to Kongorong
sand and Lacepede Fornation. The Kongorong sand does not, contain
useful planktonic fatrnas
The upper linit however is .quite indefinite. rn the Eucla
Basin the zonule is in Pidinga Sands which underlie the ltrilson Bluff
Limestone in Nullarbor No. 6 Bore. rn Nullarbor No. g and Albala
Karoo Bores McGowran and Lindsay (1969) place the base of the wilson
Bruff Linestone within the GLobigenapsís inÅ.eæ indeæ zone. But
tertiary sedinents below this formation in these bores have not
yielded any microfloras. Moreover it is apparent fron an examination
of Ludbrook's cross-section of the Eucla Basin (in parkin 1969,
Fig. 97) that the base of the wilson Bluff Linestone cannot be
assumed to be time concordant. Therefore the upper boundary .o,rí¿
on present evidence be anywhere from within the 'TuvbonotaLia,,
acuLeata zone to the TrtutcorotaLoides primitiuuts zorLe.
The Triorites magnificus Zonule
For the reasons discussed above, the position of the lower
boundary of this zonule remains in doubt. There is evidence to
suggest that it lies below the ,Tuy,borotaL-i,at, aculeata zone. In
the St. Vincent Basin tlne Trioritee magrtLficus zonule extends well
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berow t}re 'TurbovotaLía" acuLeata zone where Lindsay (1969) has
identified the latter in several sections and notes that no older
zones beyond this have been identified. But this is because
planktonic fora¡ninifera disappear downsection. The evidence points
to a lower boundary perhaps within t]ne GLobigenapsis ínåpæ iná.eæ
zone. The upper boundary see¡ns to be somewhere within the
ttTtøbonotaLiatt acuLeata zone. ttre zonute is comnonry present in
the Aderaide Plains sub-Basin in correlatives of a Branche point
Marls--Tortachilla Linestone sequence.
The zonule has been identified in Morphett Street and Victoria
Bridges foundation tesr bore 14, at s6 feet. Lindsay (1969) has
outlined the subsurface stratigraphy at this locality, and has
supplied the following personal cornmunication.
rrOpên tube core from bore 14 in marly correlatives and
equi.valents of Blanche Point Transitional Marls--TortachilIa Limestone
at 57-58 feet contains a well-preserved and quite varied
planktonic microfauna including rare rurborotaLia aeuLeata,
GLobigerapsis indeæ (Fintay) and subbotina Linapenta (Finray),
together with common smalL Hantkenina aLabamensis comp?esea parr,
but no TvuneorobaLoides pnínitiuus. This sample is therefore in
both the Hantkenína aLabønensís compressa zone and t]ne T. aculeata
zo¡e of Upper Eocene age (Ludbrook and Lindsay, 1969).
Tlne Huttkenína aLabønensis'cornpnessq, zoÍLe can be traced
through bore 11 (82-Bg feer), bore 12 (66-zs feer) and bore 14
(56-?65 feet), all in the sûit¡c tì{:Ì'nt itlr:a¡rþ j.ç u;ri t. þJlrere it i,s
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present, this zone occurs within the ?. acuLeata zone in the
st. vincent and Otway Basins (Ludbrook and Lindsay, 1969; Lindsay,
1e6e).
By comparison with sequences elsewhere in the st. vincent
Basin it is inferred that the succession of Branche point Marls--
Tortachilla Limestone and its coriëlatives and equivalents are all
contemporaneous with the ?. acuLeata zone, although the zonal species
may be rare and sporadic in occurrence.
Because of poor rnicrofaunas, no planktonic foraniniferal
zonation is possible at present for the underlying correlatives and
equivalents of south Masrin sands at the bottom of bores 1L, Lz
and 14.tt
Further evidence on the position of the upper boundary has
been obtained from the classic Browns creek section. J.M. Lindsay
has provided the following personal cornmunication regarding the age
of this unit.
rrSample WKH 5, collected by W.K. Harris, is from 30 feet
below the greensand at the measured section of Browns creek clay
(Cookson and Eisenack, 1965, Fig. 1), that is, near sanple 2 used
by Cookson and Eisenack. pfånttoni" fot"*inifera are weff-
', ,).,..,.
preserved and rather varied. rurborotaLia acuLeata (Jenkins) is
abundant, but despite suitable fa.cies rruneorotaLoides pnimitiuus
(Finlay) is not present. The sanple is therefore assigned to the




sample ltIKH 4 is from 10 feet berow the greensand, that is, nea!
sample 4 used by cookson and Eisenack. planktonic foraminifera
are again well-preserved and quite varied, but ?. pnimitiuus is
not present, and in this case ?. aculeata is very rare. However
the sample is also assigned to I. acuLeata zone.
A sample frorn noar the top o{ Browns creek cray, 5 feet below
castle cove Limestone, was collected by N.H. Ludbrook in 19s5.
rn a good planktonic microfauna this sample contains common
T. acuLeata but no I. primitítsus, and is therefore also in
T. acuLeata zone.
A sample of castle cove Limestone, collected and presented by
D.J. Taylor, contains very rare ?. aeuLeata but despite suitable
facies, no ?. prinitíuus, and is in T. aeuleata zoÍLe.
A sample of rrlower Glen Aire Claysrr (now Glen Aire Clay)
collected from Aire coast by N.H. Ludbrook, 195s, contains connon
T. aculeata but no T. pnimí,tíuus and is sinilarly fron the
T. aeuLeata zone.rr
Thus the entire section, at Browns Creek in particular, lies
v,rithin t}ne t'Turborotalia,, acuLeata zone. This dating is not in
conflict with raylotts biostratigraphic sche¡ne (in singleton 1967).
Both the rriorítes nagnificus and LgLaoieiia' b'arotngen¿",orrrr",
occur here although the unfavourable nature of the sedi¡nents for
palynological analysis precludes precise location of the boundary.
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The AgLaoz,eída banmqensís ZonuLe
The lower datum of this zonule has been established in the
previous discussion. Further to this the zonule has been identified
in core between 458 and 470 feet in s.A.D.M. Light No. 1 Bore in
the Adelaide Prains sub-Basin. Lindsay (1969 p. 25) has discussed
the inportance of this core in tþat both the subbotina Lirwperta
zone and t]ne 'tTu.?bototaLiatt aeuLeata zone are present, the for¡ner
at least as low as 467 feet, three feet above the latest occurrence
of ttTurborotaLiatt acuLeata. Lindsay concluded that the sequence was
probably Eocene below 460 feet. This is then further evidence that
the lower boundary of this zonule lies below the Subbotinø Línapenta
zoîLe.
The upper b.oundary.is a¡other problematical In E. Ê W.S.
Keith Bore L at 224-225'feet the Zonule is associated wíth Subbotirn
Linapenta (Finray) and J.M. Lindsay has provided the following
personal comrnunication on this sample.
trAn open-tube core from E. and W.S. Departnent Keith Bore 1
at 224-225 feet consists of thinly-interbedded black carbonaceous
silty clay and pale grey silty very fine-grained quartz sand.
Parts are finely she11y. This lithology compares best with
Buccleuch Group bed rrBrr (Ludbrook, 1969, p. 16).
Benthonic foraminifera include cyeLømnirn sp. aff. c., íncisa
(Stache) (abundant), BuLimina pupoídes dt Orbigny (abundant), and
ReueelLa finLayí, Dorreen (very rare).
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Planktonic species incrude rare subbotina Linapenta (Fin1ay)
(which also occurs with GLobígerina ønpliapertuya Bol1i at 220-224
feet), and frequent chiLoguembelina cubensis (patmer). Despite
suitable facies, neither TuvbonotaLia acuLeata (Jenkins) nor
GuembeLitnia stauensås Bandy are present.
The sample is therefore assigned to the subbotina Linapenta
zone, of late Eocene age (tindsay, 7g67; Ludbrook and Lindsay,
1969)."
From this and the previous evidence of s.A.D.M. Light No. 1
Bore the zonule clearry extends up into rocks containing the
subbotina Linaperta zone. Lindsay (1969, p. 2s) approximates the
position of the Eocene-Oligocene bor:ndary at the extinction of
S. Linqerta.
From the meagre assemblages obtained fron a very few Janjukian
sedinents there seen to l:. "o criteria at present whereby one can
distinguish.between nicrofroras of the Eocene (Aldingan) and those
1 i ,r. :.r:(ri,.., ,.
of the Oligocene (Janjukian) . Thus the Aglaoreidn bartmgensis
zonule is upper Eocene rri qt" and probably extends into tl"
0ligocene. unpublished dilS gf this aurhoq indicares a significant
change in microfloras. at about Longfordian (Lower Miocene) tine and




Relationships between fora¡niniferal and
palynological zones in the Eocene
Foraminiferal data and ages from Ludbrook Ê Lindsay (1969),
McGowran s Lindsay (1969 and pers. comm.), McGowran,'Harris
Ç Lindsay (M.S. ) .
Palynological zonules
Ag Laon eída b atung ens is
Trionites magnifieus
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TIME STRATIGRAPHIC BOUNDARY PROBLEMS
Although Tertiary sþore-pol1en assemblages cannot be equated
directly lrrith any precision to st,andard sequences in Europe and
central Arnerica, they nevertheless can be related indirectly through
accompanying foraminiferal faunas (see Tables 1 Ç 2 and previous
discussion) and can therefore contribute much to the solution of
boundary problens within rock sequences. .
Two boundaries of considerable in'portance, the cretaceous-
Tertiary and the Paleocene-Eocene, can be recognised, albeit
arbitrariry, by spore-pollein assemblages. C¿ first lies within an
interval of sediments with no marine fauna._q. The latter probably
represents a widespread interval of non-deposition.
The Eocene-Oligocene boundary is represented by a continuily
of microfloras and carurot at present be recognised by the presence
or absence of spore or pollen species. ,,i,
The Cretaceous-Tertiary Boündary''
Few palynological facts are available on this subject and
Evans (1966) has briefly discussed the problen related to the
boundary in the Otway Basin and concluded that the nominate species
of the Trùoritee eãtardaii Assemblage Zone was not a suitable marker
of basaL TertLary sedínents and that the boundary between the
Mesozoic and Tertiary ttbe at the unconformity between the
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rCurdies Beds! and the Pebble Point Formation.rr No biostratigraphic
evidence for placing the boundary here is given but it should be
noted that at this rever a regional unconformity recognised on
geophysical evidence is indicated (Leslie 1966, white 1968). This
boundary does approximate very closely the ilboundaryil discussed
herein. However as a rttime bound.arytt this is unsatisfactory fron a
biostratigraphic point of view. Firstly, it is based on lithological
changes which may be diachronous and for this reason alone it should
be determined by faunal or fIoral changes. Bock and Glenie (1965)
suggest that the Timboon sand Member of the paaratte Formation
in þ[o'ees is transitionar tithologically with the pebble point
Formation. secondly, there is a significant microfroral rbre.akrl
occurring in sediments below the Bahgallah Fornation (e..g. Mt. salt
No. 1 Well) and the typical Gantbier"ina eã¡azdsii Zonule microfloras
present in both the Bahgallah and pebble point Formations..;xtend
into sediments preceding these units in both the Ganbier and port,
Campbell Embayments.
certainly the boundary problem exists be,cause of the,,1""\,, 
.
of marine faunas betwe,en l1rro1's senonian Zonule A (1964), other
na¡ine upper cret,aceous.fossirs (Glaessner 1964) and McGowranrs
(1965) Middre Paleocene pebble point fauna, the oldest marine
Tertiary fauna known frorn Australia.. Tayror (op. sLt.) records up
to 2 roo0 feet of sedinent, between these as being barren of fauna. -l
Thus an arbitrary definition of a biostratigraphic boundary in south
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eastern Australia based on palynological assernblages is most
useful.
Dettmann and Playfordrs (196g, 1gó9) description of new
Cret,aceous taxa and a zonal scheme for the Upper Cretaceous in
particular is timely. Their youngest cretaceous unit is the
Nothofagi&ites Microflora characterised by the presence of N.
senectus Dettnann and Playford, óår*oororrsporites bullatt*s,
DaerydLumLtes fLoz"Lrr|d, rnícolyites gilLií, r. sabuLosus Detrmann
and Playford, Pz,oteaci&Ltes qnoLoseæinuß Dettmann and playford and
aff, Triorítes ed.¡aydsií. 0f these species mosfr except
P. amoLosesínus and T. sabuLosus extend into ¡nicrofloras of the
Tertiary. rn Geltwood Beach No. 1 well this assemblage is present
in core I at 21000 feet, together with several species not
described by Dettmann and Playford including rnernbers of the
Proteacidítes group, N. cf. Jli. emaycidø, anò,Erieipites sp.
The NothofagidLtes Microflora contrasts quite markedly wirh
assemblages from the Middle Paleocene and is not an inpoverished
G. eú¡ardsií zonure microflora. By the Middle paleocene strongly
sculptured forms of Proteacidites had become well established.
These include P. incumsatus, P. &iLuynensis, p. teticu\oscabratus
and P. ornøtus. Other species which rnake their first appearance
include:
s7
Vez.yueatosporites speeiosus podocatpí&ites eæiguue
Pez.omonoLites densus Lalnobosponí,tes craysua
DiLwynítes granulatus p. adenanthoides
MaLtsacipoLLis diuensus p. syntphyonemoi.des
IriporopoLLenites haw,í,síi P. ømuLaz"is
Dacz,ydiwrites balmeí Oaerydí.unites eLLiptícus
Thus it is quite apparent that a iá¡o" floral change takes prace
after t};.e Nothoføgiditee Microflora and before the deposítion of the
Pebble Point or Bahgallah Formations. Dettnann and prayford'(op.
eit.) have already indicated a Sant,onian-ùppermost Cretaceor,¡s for the
Nothofagidites Microflora which extends frorn near the top of Taylorrs
Zonule A. Nevertheress there is no firm palaeontological dating of
Cretaceous sediments in this region beyond Taylorrs Zonule A. Dettmann
and Playford (1969) note that age equivalents of the Upper Cretaceous
southeasterrl Australian assemblages are quite distinct rnorphologically
fron those of Europe, North America, Eurasia and Africa but show
sone sinilarity to those of New Zeal-and. In particular TricoLpítes
paehyeæinr,¿s is res,tricted in New ZeaLand to Senonian-Maastrichtian
sediments (Couper 1960).
It is not Lurreasonable'then to recognise the beginning of
Tertiary sedimentation in southeasterrr Australia as the evolution
of the flora that follows the Nothofagidites Microflora and continues
into the Pebb1e Point Formation. Thus the arbitrary base of the
Tertiary-sequence here nay be defined as the base of tl\e Gatnbienina
edt¡aydsii Zonule. Species that are present in the C¡:etaceous unit
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and absent in the G. ednardsii Zonule include p. amoLoseæinus,
)rrnmentifera sentosa, stereisgnnites uíniosue, aff. r. eãrtardsii,
WicoLpítes çnehyeæíruts and T. sobuLosus.
In marginal areas of the basin the boundary is a¡r unconformity
with the tTansgressive Pebble Point Formation (or Bahgallah Formation)
marking the base of the Tertiary as it is in the s..ii;lqjlce at Dilwyn
Bay. McGowran (1968 Table 1) indicätes an increasing hiatus towards
marginal areas.
The Paleocene-Eocene Bound aTy
Within the Otway Basin Paleocene microfloras are succeeded by
those of the Eocene with varying degrees of palynological disconforrnity.
For example in the Anglesea district the G. eã,tand,síí Zonule is
succeeded by the P. pachypoLus zonule and in the western Gambier
Embaynent the P. eonfz,agosus zonule succeeds tine c. onthoteichys
Zonule. Thus the boundary between the paleocene and Eocene is
represented by a palynological disconformity and it only remains now
to enlarge on the relationship between the lowest recognised Eocene
assembrage, the P. confr,agoszzs Zonule and the highest paleocene,
the C. orthoteiehus Zonule.
rt has been shown (Hamis 1965) that there is continuity in
the Dilwyn clay Formation microfloras through to the end of the
Princetown Member and there is no evidence to suggest that this unit
is younger than upper Pareocene. (see previous discussion.)
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The age of the p. confragoeus zonule has been discussed
elsewhere and determined as Middle Eocene. In the Otway Basin the
unit is only represented, as far as is known, in the Gambier Embayrnent
where it is associated with sporadically occurring marine foramÍni.feral
faunas of Middle Eocene age. It would appear therefore that this
zone does not go below the Middle Eocene but this is an open
question (McGowran, Harris Ê Lindsay MS r¡npubl., and previous
discussion). It should also be .noted that no marine faunas or floras
of Lower Eocene age have been recognised in southeastern Australia.
A comparison between assernblages from the Burrungule and
Princetown Menbers reveals some startling differences that substantiate
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From this list it is clear that about.sseo of the species
present in the Paleocene becorne extinct, and the Burrungle Member
represents an evolutionary burst of about 4s% new species. A
nunber of species in the Burrungle Member are r.¡ndescribed and the
list does not take these into account. These would further increase
this percentage. This then is fqrther evidence of a time break
between rrPrincetown Member tirne, and ,Burrungle Member time.ri ¡,rt
evidence then points to a hiatus during the Lower Eocene in this
basin. The hiatus is variable in degree in that not only part or
alr Lower Eocene sediments may be absent but also parts of the
Paleocene and Middle Eocene in. tþg narginal areas" Thus for the
present we can accept the. base of the p. eonfragost*s zgn.uLg, as the
base of the Eocene sequence in southeastern,Australia.
Further to this, it is interesting to note that petroleum
conpanies operating in the Otway Basin recogni¡e an unconformity at
about this level (white 1968, p., g1, Leslie 1966, Tabre 1). The
recognition of this is presunably based.on geophysical evidence and
gross lithological changes.
It can therefo¡e be inferred that the paleocene_Eocene
relationship over southeastern Australia, at least in the onshore




































































































































The following account describes rerevant data pertaining to
the sediments studied, such as lithology, palaeontology, age and
relationships. For convenience the sedimentary units are listed
according to their geographic dispositions in their respective
sedimentary basins. In addition, previously wrnaned formations are
described and type sequences designated.
Figure 3 is a correlation tab-le of lower Tettiary sediments
in southeastern Australia
Figure 4 indicates the distribution of the Tertiary sedimentary
basin in South Australia.
A few comments concerning definition and correlation of these
sediments are appropriate at this time. Striking sinilarities have
been observed in comparing sediment lithologies, in particular those
of non-marine or narginal marine environrnents, fro¡n numerous
sequences such that Eocene silts from the Gippsland Basin are very
closely conparabre with those of the Eucla Basin. This simirarity
can be taken a step further into the vertical (or time) extrapolation
such that Paleocene silts closely resenble those of the Eocene and
these are in fact, in sorne cases, not separable by gross lithologic
criteria. Paucity of good marker beds, except those of the rnarine
Paleocene and Eocene, and the rapid lensing of sands and lignites
within individual basins, influences the degree of precision of
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lithological correlatíons. Consequently the recognition and
correlation of units both latetaLly and vertically without refined
studies such as palaeontology and clay mineralogy can be in error.
Eucla Basin
The Euc1a Basin covering over 68,000 square miles is shared
by Western Australia and South Rusiratia, approximatety one-third
tying within the South Australian border (Ward 1946). ,The Basin
developed in mid-Tertíary tines as a deep ernbayment of the southern
coastline of Australia. In the deeper sections Cretaceous and Lower
Permian sediments are developed (Ludbrook in Glaessner and Parkin
1958 p. I29, llarris and Ludbrook 1966).Nullabor No. B Bore penetrated
530 feet of marine Tertiary limestone, 600 feet of Lower Cretaceous
shales, sand and conglomerate ur,á ZSO feet of Lower Permian shales.
To the east and marginal to the basin, non-marine sands, silts and
lignites are developed as continental facies of the lower units of
the Eocene Wilson Bluff Linestone and the Hampton Sandstone. These
sediments approach the surface at Lake Pidinga.
Pidinsa Sands: This name has been used informal 1y (Ludbrook
in Glaessner and Parkin L958) for sands, clays and lignites beneath
marine limestones of the Eucla Basin, Non-narine and paralic sands,
lignites and carbonaceous clays underlie with apparent disconformity
the Wilson Bluff Limestone in the Nullabor No. 6 Bore (Ludbrook
in Glaessner and Parkin 1958). The extent of these sediments is
now known but equivalent lithologies occur in the Lake Tallacootra
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and Malbooma areas (King 1951 and Ludbrook op. eit, p. 130) where
they overlie gneissic bedrock at shallow depths of about 90 feet.
In the Pidinga area the lignitic series is overlain by unfossiliferous
mottled alunitic and gypseous clays and sands capped by the
Nullabor Limestone. King (op. cít. p. 32) has presented a general
stratigraphic column for the sequence and sumrnarised the geology and
physiography. The type sequences áre as follows:
1) Bore P15 Lake Pidinga - (for locatity see lr4ining Review
Adelaide No. 90, p. 6).
Between 2t6tt and 4Br0'r - Grey to brown lignitic and pyritic
sands, clays and silts. A detailed 1og is published in Mining Review
Adelaide, No. 90, p. 7. The bore bottoned in lignitic sands. The
unit is òverlain by the Nullabor Li¡nestone.
2) trfuIlarbor No. 6 Bore, 50 miles southwest of Lake Pidinga
(for locality see Ludbrook Fig. 26 in Glaessner Ç Parkin 1958).
The Pidinga sands are represented by the uni_t, between 344 and 450
feet, and conprise carbonaceous and lignitic sands a1d clays in part
alunitic, glauconitic clays and ferruginous sands.
The unit is overlain by the Wilson Bluff Limestone and
underlain by Lower Cretaceous shales and conglomerates.
In both Mullarbor No. 6 and Lake Pidinga Bores the nicrofloral
'assemblages are identified as the Pyoteaci&Ltes paehypolus Zonule.
In particular they have the nominate species but lack P. aff.
P. pachypoLus, P. confragosus and the related assemblage of the lowest
Eocene zonule. The microflora is dominated by Nothofagiùites spp.
including N. faLoata,, N. brachysp|nuLosa" N. møtauyaensis and
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N. hetena. P, cLintonensis, T. magnifÌnus and K. cf. K, uatenboLki
have not been recorded in the assemblages.
The Pidinga sands are therefore of Middle Eocene age and
correlate with the Pyoteacidites pnehypoLus Zonu1e.
Polda Basin
The basin in the Hundreds of squire, Tinline and Taria was
first named by J.r. Mi1ler, then District Engineer of the E. ç w.s.
Department in 1928. Primarily the basin was defined hydrologically;
the best quality hrater occurring in wide spread calcareous dune sands
at reratively shallow depths. More recent drilling has revealed an
extensive sequence of Tertiary clays, siltsr..sands and lignites
unconformably overlying upper Jurassic sands, silts and low grade
lignites (Harris 1964). The lateral extent of the Tertiary and Jurassic
sedinents is unknown and the margins of the sedimentary basin remain
undefined. The basin is bounded in the west near Elliston by
t1?Precambrian congror""rt4u, and sands, resting on order granites. c/\\L/ :
To the east of Lock and north of polda the basin is enconpassed by
Precambrian metanorphic and plutonic rocks.
Poelpena Formation (Harris 1966). Non-marine sands, lignites,
carbonaceous silts and clays have recently been discovered in the
Polda Basin. They overlie upper Jurassic sands, clays and silts,
and are overlain in turn by Quaternary sediments. The type section
as indicated by the Polda No. 1 stratigraphic ltole is as folrows:
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Locality: 1 mile south of the Lock-Erliston Road on the boundary
of the Hundreds of Tinline and squire. The type section between
55 and 224 feet consists of sands, carbonaceous silts and clays
and lignites.
The supplementary section is taken from KR9 Bore 5% miles
east-south-east of Kopi, section 25, Hundred of ulyerra. The
formation between 120 and 220 feet tonsists of lignite, lignitic
clays and sands and white to green-grey clays. It is overrain by
grey to red-brown clayey sands and underlain by weathered
Precambrian metasediments .
From 118 to 190 feet in polcla No. l stratigraphic Hole the
microfloral assemblages crearly indicate a .correration with the
Proteacidites confragosus Zonule. rn particular the assenblages
contain both P. pachypoLus and p. aff. p. paehypoLus rogerher with
P, kopiensis, P. tr"ipattítus and conmon TríporopoLLenites germnatus,
comparable microfloras have been recovered from KR9 Bore near Kopi.
Whilst the nominate species has not been identified fron these
sequences, the overall sinilarity of the microfloras with the
Pz'oteaeidítes confz,agosus zonule is sufficient to indicate the
identification and correlation of this zonule.
Thus the age of the poelpena Formation is Middle Eocene and
correlates with tlie Proteacidites confragostts Zonule,
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Cummins Basin
This basin extends as a sedimentary unit fron south of
WaniIla in a nanow trough-like series of complex bedrock depressions
to just south of Tooligie. In the cummins school Bore, a maximum
thickness of 445 feet of crays, sands, lignites and gravel was
intersected" Johns (1961) mentiorrs gneisses outcropping in the
basin, while drilling has shown that the basernent floor topogaphy
is irregular and undulating. carbonaceous clays and silts fron the
basin have yielded smal1 planktonic foraninifera si¡ni1ar to those
occurring in the Upper Eocene elsewhere in South Australia and indicate
paralic conditions of sedi¡nenrarion (Johns 
.?,?.. .í,.!,. p.. ?g,).. The
sequence however, is doninantly non-rnarine. The southern extensions
of the basin are considered in this text to include the Uley-Wanilla
and Lincoln Basins of Hillwood (1960).
Wanilla Fornation (FlarriÈ 1966) Non-narine and paralic sediments
occur in.a narrow sedimentary 'trough extending approximately north-
south from west of Port'Lincoln to Karkoo. The sediments consist of
lignites, sands, carbonaceous'clays and silts. Ludbrook (196s, p. 7)
reported the occurrence of pauperate plarktonic foraninifera in the
curunins, wanilla and Lincoln Basins but did not corment further on
their Eocene age. These sedírnents are approxinately 250 feet thick
in the cum¡nins area but their fùll laterar extent is unknewn.
4B
The type and supprementary sequence of the formation are in
the cummins schoor Drainage Bore, between 115 and 400 feet and
cummins Police Drainage Bore, between L42 and,234 feet. The top and
botto¡n of the fornation are not known from this bore.
Microfloras fron the Wanilta Formation in the Cummins School
Drainage Bore can be clearly divided into two units; an upper one
between 87 and 149 feet and a lower between i.50 and sg2 feet. The
upper unit is characteristically dominated by MtLfonùia spp.
together wíth AgLaoreídn banungensis and abundant Nothofagidites
spp. There is no evidence that either T. nagwificus or p. pac1rypoLus
are present. Thus the assemblage is assigned to the AgLao*7fu
bæungensis Zonule and is most probably of upper Eocene age"
0n the other hand however, the lower assemblage is cornparative
with that fron the Poelpena Fornation. Thus this is of Middle Eocene
age and a correlative of the proteaci&ites confragosr,¿s Zonule.
Therefore within the Wanilla Forrnation, at least in the deeper sections
of the basin, there is an obvious palynological disconformity.
That is both the Pnoteaeídites paclrypoLus and, rriorítes magnifiarc
are absent.
In Observation Bore 18 at port Lincoln the lower Zonule is
present at 70-80 feet.
Pirie-Torrens Basin
This basin is bounded in the east by ti.ic jl;li.¡It s,)/stotn which
marks the western linit of the Fijnrlels lkin¡¡os t¡url j¡r tþ$ wçst b¡,
a major structtrrill dtscr¡nilLitt¡ity wlti cìr m¿r'ks the westcì:n tììi¡i:¡í i.ti orr
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spencers Gulf and extends northward for about 150 miles to the
northern extremity of Lake Torrens (ward 1944, chebotarev 1958).
An exploration programme for evaporites and brine resulted in
the drilling of several bores in the bed of Lake Torrens. One of
these, Lake Torrens Bore 3A penetrated 830 feet of sediments
comprising recent lake sediments, dolornitic mudstones, gravels
and carbonaceous mudstones. p.rtirr"r to the south the santos-
wilkatana Bores penetrated an abbreviated cainozoic sequence and
finally bottomed in Upper Proterozoic sediments after passing through
cambrian shales and limestones. There are no marine Tertiary
sediments recorded fron the basin.
Wilkatana Formation (New nane): Non-narine sands, silts and
rignites occur at depth throughout much of the pirie-Torrens Basin.
Their ful1 lateral extent and their possibìe connection with the
St. Vincent Basin is unknown. The type sections of the formation are
designated in the santos Ltd. wirkatana Bore 1 between 3L6 and 462
feet and Bore 2, between 276 and 468 feet.
S.A.D.M. Lake Torrens Bore 3A yielded very-we11 preserved
microfloras between 603 and 887 feet, the total depth. similarry
the sanples from Santos Wilkatana Bore 1 (3251 5tt and SS1,4tt)
yielded werl-preserved assenblages. rn particular the nicrofloras
are characterised by abundant Pz,oteacidítes spp., p. paehypolus, p.
aff . P. pachypoLus, P. confyagosus, P. iytcw"uatue, p. subscaby,atus
and P. aã.enanthoidee. Notably the assemblages are characterisecl by
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a low diversity, and frequency, of Nothofag:Ldítes spp. (N.
mateawaensis, N. faLeatø and N. bnacttyspínuLosa). Also ?. haruisii
is comparatively uncommon.
The available evidence indicates clearly an identification with
the Ptoteací'ditee confragoe¿rs Zonule and the Wilkatana Forrnation is
therefore Middle Eocene in age. .
Great Artesian Basin
The largest singre geological unit in Australia, the Great
Artesian Basin occupies *:"u.
Australia. The structure and history of the Basin has been
adequately dealt with by sprigg (in Glaessner and parkin 195g) and
wilr not be reiterated in this text. suffice it to say that Tertiary
sedinents are widespread throughout the basin but are generally thin
and of non-marine origin.
Murnpeowie Formation: Forb es (1966) described this non-¡narine
formation from the Reedy springs area on the MARREE sheet. The
lowermost unit is a quartz pebble conglonerate in a ferruginous sand-
stone matrix. This is followed by gravels, gritty, coarse and
medium grained sands and sandstone. Grey and dark grey sandstones
with carbonaceous matter occur above this and are followed in turn
by partly calcareous and silicified (duricrust) sandstones. These
sedinents appear to be widespread throughout the basin. rn their
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subsurface correlatives the grain size is generally finer and
principally silt size. There is a high proportion of carbonaceous
materiar such that lignitic horizons are deveroped in many
instances. The formation is disconformably overlain by the dolomitic
Etadunna Formation (?Miocene) and the base rests disconformably on
Lower or Middle Cretaceous sedinents.
Microfloral assemblages in corretatives of this formation
fron quite widespread localities within the Great Artesian Basin
(e.g. Lake Eyre - Lake cootabarlow - patchewarra) indicate that
there were tvJo phases of deposition--one .in the paleocene, the other
in the Upper Eocene. The rwo units,lave 
,g?,",1,,?"1,{ identifi,ed in
superposition in two bores, Lake Eyre Bore.io *_u.cootabarlow Bore
2, rn the other bores (Patchewarra, currawarra, Muloowurtna No. 
?
and Cannuwaukaninna) the assemblages that have been studied, are
of Paleocene age. One sanple in East of Lake Frome Bore 1
(290-293 feet) yielded an Upper Eocene assemblage.
The Pareocene microfloras show closest similarities with
those of the Murray Basin and much less so than those of the 0tway
Basin.
StephøtoporoLlenites obscuæus, Myrtaceidites eugeníioides and
cuparñeidites orthoteichus are ubiquitous and characterise the
assemblage at 240 feet in Lake Eyre Bore 20 and below ss6 feet in
Cootabarlow Bore 2. Proteacídites fromensis is characteristicalty
present in all óf tne Paleocene assemblages and is a most distinctive
s2
form. As might be expected, Nothofagidites spp. are either absent
or very rare.
The evidence from the species present and the absence of
'forms such as 6. eå,tønd,sdd, D, balmeí, and c. buLlatue would
indicate an identification with the cuparrieidites orthoteichus
Zonule. The conmon occurrence of ,.9. obseuzws may indícate a
correlation low in this zonule, i.e. in the Myrtaceidites eugewiioid,ee
subzonule.
The typically Eocene assemblages fron Lake Eyre Bore 20
(156-164 feet) and Lake cootabarlow Bore 2 (51s-536 feet) are
characterised in particurar by, the presence of Milfoz,dia spp.,
Aglaoreidø bazurqensis and few proteací&ites sp. p. pachypoLus
and T- magnifícus are notably absent. Nothofagidites spp. are most
common and doninate the assemblages. Thus these ¡nicrofloras are of
upper Eocene Age (or ?Oligocene) and are identified hrith the
Aglaoz,eidn barungensis Zonule .
Again in a sequence of non-marine sediments, sands, silts and
lignites, we have an obvious parynorogical disconfornity (between
upper Paleocene and upper Eocene rocks) that is not imnediately
apparent in their lithological character. Thus there are two phases




This basin, about 600 square miles in area, is present in a
large complex bedrock depression extending fron Booleroo in the
south to willochra in the north (ward 1946). sediments in the
basin are fluviatile sands, gravels and c1ays, with ninor rignitíc
sands developed at the base of thé.sequence.
t'Þlgroo s"nds:" Non-marine sands, silts and clays, carbonaceous
in part occur in the subsurface throughout this small basin.
Insufficient boring and sanpling data do not pernit formal definition
of this unit.
Three sanples from' the wiiiòchra Test Bore'No , 2'have yielded
assemblages containing P.' pachyþoLus, CanyopVryL'Lidites spp.,
Nothofagídites matau.yaònsís,' N. faleata,' MiLfondia spp. and'
Tricolponites spp. The notable absence of forms"suclì as
Proteaeidites eonfnagosus, P. aff . P, pacvtypoLus, rnioyLtes mag-
níficus and AgLaoz,eida barwtgensis would indicate a correlation with
the Pnoteacidítes paehypoLus Zonule. Th,ïr fhe age .9f fhe
rrBooleroo sandsrt is niddle Eocene.
Walloway Basin
This snarl basin is beneath the broad prain which extends
northwards through the Hundreds of Brack Rock plain, walloway,
and Oladdie. The town of 0rroroo lies on its vJesteïrr nargin in
the Hundred of Walloway.
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The basin is flanked by Upper Proterozoic sediments, tillites
and slates, of the Adelaide system (ward L946). Ttie stratigraphy
of this basin is also poorly known. The sediments are fluviatile
sands, clays and sone minor lignites. The depth to basement in
parts is known to exceed 600 feet.
rrWalloway sands:'t Non-marine sands, síIts and clays in part
carbonaceous are present in the subsurface of the walloway Basin
in the 0rroroo aîea. rnsufficient boring data and sarnpres do not
pernit formal definition of this unit.
Only two samples fron the Orroroo Bore (at 567 and 568 feet)
provided any indication of the age of this formation. However the
assemblages are well preserved and are doninated by Nothofagidites
spp. (in particular N. matauz,aensis and iV. faLcata) and
Tz'iporopolLenítes harnísii. Proteaci&Ltes pachypoLus, Echiperiponites
díueysus arrd Podocanpidites eLLipticus are also commonly present.
The assemblage is very similar to those in the 'tBooleroo sandstt
and a correlation with Proteacidítes pachypoLtts Zonule, æd
therefore a middle Eocene age, is inferred.
St. Vincent Basin
The St. Vincent Basin comprises the areas surrounding the St.
Vincent Gulf and can be subdivided into several Tertiary sub-basins.
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Reynolds (1953) and Glaessner and wade (in Graessner Ç parkin
1958). Lindsay (1969) has recenrty srudied rhe stratigraphy of
the Aderaide Plains sub-Basin. Glaessner and woodward (in
cochrane 1956) studied sediments from the willunga Bore and
correlated them with the type outcrop section and Lindsay (Lg67)
studied the foraminifera and stratigraphy of the type section of the
Port Willunga Beds. Recent driríing by the South Australian Department
of Mines in the northern portions of the basin has revealed extensive
lignitic sequences (Hi1lwood 1961, Johnson 1964). permian
sedinents outcrop near Masrin Bay, at Hallett cove, cape Jervis and
Yorke Peninsula.
The Tertiary units described by Reynotds (op. cit.) in the
willunga sub-basin can be readily correlated with most sub-surface
sequences ersewhere in the basin (e.g. Lindsay 1969). The units
of importance in this study are as follows:
North Maslin Sands: The type section of the Nortlì Maslin
sands comprises sands, clays and sirts but in the subsurface where
the effect of weathering is less noticeable, the sediments are
generally carbonaceous and'lignites are of common occurrence.
They are succeeded in most instances by a marine upper Eocene
sequence.
The important discovery in 1967 of carbonaceous leaf beds of
the type section in A.B.M.r's Noarlunga quarry provicled the first
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rear evidence for the age of the North Maslin sands. As might
be expected from the very fine preservation of the macroscopic
flora, the spore-polten assemblages are rikewise.werr preserved and
very diverse. The microfrora is dominated by species of Nothofagídi,tes
--/t/. matan¿raensís, N. faLcata" N. flemingií, N. hetey,a and,
P'oteaci&ites spp,--p. confragosus, p. aff.. p. pachypoLus,, p.
pachypoLus, P. kopiensis and p. aniuLayis. other elements in rhe
microfrora include SorttaLunídítes eainozoícus, Iz,icoLpi.tes t1rcmasíi,
cLauatipoLLenítes sp., Equisetosporites sp. and casuayínidites
caínozoicus.
The presence of p. coimfragosus and p. aff . p. paehypo\us
indicates a correlation with ,the Proteacidites confz,agosus ZonuIe of
Middre Eocene age. This correlation and age deternination is the
subject of a paper by McGowran, Harris and Lindsay at present in
manuscript form
Elsewhere within the Basin the age of the unit, or its
lithological correlatives, does not appear to be as old as in the
type section. rn Observation Bore F, port Gawler, North Mastin
sands (or clinton coal Measures) at 1050 and 1065 feet yielded rich
and very well preserved microfloras that are identified as belonging'
to the Pz'oteaeídites pacLtypoLus zonure. The assemblages are
dominated by Nothofagidítes spp. and proteacÌ,&ites spp. In
particular P. clintonensís and p. pachypolus are present with
Beaupz'eaidítes uervucosus and abundant Tz,ieoLponítes ad.eLaid,ensís.
s7
Samples higher in the sequence (734 to 875 feet) in Blanche point
Marl Equivalents yielded very poor microfloras.
In the Willunga township bore assemblages from 634-644 feet
and 664-670 feet in the North Maslin Sands are identified as rhe
Tr'íoz'Ltes magnificus Zonule. In particular they contain the nominate
species together witl^ rvieoþorítes adeLaideusis, Beaupreaiditee
ueyytucosus and Pnoteaaidites cLintonensis and abundant
Nothofagi&ttes spp.
Thus the age of the North Maslin Sands ranges from low in the
Middle Eocene in the ty?e section through to niddle-upper Eocene
in the Willunga Bore a few niles to the south east of Maslin Bay.
Blanche Point Marls: Dark grey to grey marls and linestones
overlain by mid-Tertiary limestones outcrop in the area of Btanche
Point near Willunga and have been correlated by Glaessner and
Woodard (in Cochrane 1956) in sub-surface sections of the Willunga
sub-basin. An Upper Eocene age was first assigned to these sedinents
on the evidence of the occurrence of Høttkenina aLabønerrcis
cornpressa Patr (Glaessner 1951). Correlatives of this r¡nit in
the Adelaide Plains sub-basin represent a more restricted
environrnent particularly towards the top of the sequence where a
regressive phase is inferred.. This unit is less calcareous and
can be described as a carbonaceous silt. They are preceded by a
transgressive phase,. the Tortachilla Limestone.
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Palynological information on the Blanche point Marls and
their equivalents is derived mainly from the Adelaide plains sub-
Basin and the willunga Bore in the willunga sub-Basin. No assenblages
have been recovered from the outcropping type section.
Morphett street and victoria Bridges Foundation Bore 14
intersected between s0 and g9 feet sequence of I'Blanche pt. Marl__
Tortachilla Limestone--south Maslin sandsrf equivalents (Lindsay
1969). Four samples fron this bore yielded very similar microfloras
doninated by species of Nothofagus--N. hetena, N. uansteenist),
N. bnachyspínuLosa, N. faLeata and N. matauz,aensis, together with
ProteaeLdLtes pachypòLus, p. elintonensis, p. inctnuatus, rrionites
. magnifieus, and hiLítes tubeneuLifonmís.
Thus in this area the sediments of this complex are identified
with the Triorites magnificus Zonule. rn S.A.D.M. Light No. r. Bore
the Trioz'ites magníficus Zonule extends as high as s62 feet and
is succeeded at 420 feet (no .core samples between these depths) by
the AgLaoz,eida barungensís zonure and the significance of this has
been discussed elsewhere.
Two samples fron the willwrga Township Bore (420-426 feet,
574-578 feet) in the Blanche Point Marls have yielded an identical
terrestrial nicroflora as that fron the North Maslin sands in the
well and discussed prevíously. Also the urit referred to as the
I'chinaman's Gu1ly Bedsr' (996-409 feet) has yielded a conparable
microflorar assembrage with the lower units. Lithologically this
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unit could well be placed in the lithological facies of the North
Maslin Sands or the Clinton Coal Measures.
The Blanche Point Marls and equivalent sequences in the
Adelaide Plains Sub-Basin are almost entirely within the Trioy¿tes
magnificus Zonule. The AgLaoneída barwtgensis zonuLe is only
present in the deeper sections of'.this sub-basin where the lBlanche
Point MarI faciesil extends high into the Eocene.
Clinton Coal Measures: T?ris name was used informally by
Ludbrook (1965 fig. 1). Non-marine sands, silts and. lignites
achieve maximun development torvards the north of the basin in the
rnkerman - Balakrava and clinton areas. rn the.tormer area the
lignitic series is overlain by correlatives of the Blanche point
Marls. North of ctinton on the westem nargin of the basin, the
series extends into the mid-Tertiary with an obvious palynologic
disconformity between the Eocene and ?L. Miocene writs. Type
sections of the clinton coal Measures are designated by Bore c23
between 150 and 318 feet and Bore c20 between L90 and s01 feet in
the Hundred of clinton. The locality of the bores and lithological
logs are given by Johnson (1964). several bores bottonred in
Precambrían slates, dolomites and sandstones.
The extensive deveroprn"rrt of lignites and highly carbonaceous
lithofacies at the head of the Gulf of st. vincent, ffid therefore
near to the northerlnost extension of the st. vincent Basin have
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yielded excellently preserved and very diverse microfloral
assemblages. The Port clinton No. 23 stratígraphic bore section
of the clinton coal Measures can be divided into two zonules. The
upper one (150-L98 feet), identified with the AgLaoz,eida bartaryensis
Zonule is dominated by MiLfordía spp. and very common ^4.
banungensis, Iyì,oyites magnifícus and Pxoteac\dites pachypoLus
occur, possibly as remanie fossifs as evidenced by their darker
colouring and corrosion. The lower assemblage is typical of the
Triorites magnifícus Zonule. Besides the nominate species,
Pz.oteac|&Ltes cLíntonensis, TrieolporLtes aÅeLaidensis and
Nothofagi&ites spp. are the nost comnon elernents. Pnoteaei&ites
pachypoLus is also present in these assemblages;
In Barunga Bore 4 the Tríorí,tes magnificz*s Zonule (244-Z4g
.feet) is succeeded by a unit regarded as of ?early Miocene.. It is
quite distinct from the AgLaoz.eidn, bantngensis Zonule which has
not been identified in this bore.
Across the other side of the Gulf fron Port Clinton the
Inkerman-Balaklava Coalfield Bore 32 intersected a highly carbonaceous
sequence between L25 and 29L feet. This entire thickness is identified
with the Tz'ioyites magnificus Zonule
Murray Basin
The Murray Basin is a large structural unit, its present
configuration being defined by the distribution of marine Tertiary




in south Australia occupies approxirnatery 2g,000 square mi1es,
about one-quarter of its total area (ward rg44). The depositi.onal
history of the basin is reviewed briefly by lrrard (1946) but recent
tlrilring by oil companies in the more centrar parts of the basin
have indicated the presence of Lower Cretaceous ancl Permian sediments
(Ludbrook 1958, 1961). The Tertiary stratigraphy has been detailecl
more recently by Ludbrook (1961). The basin is boundecl in the north
and the west by folded upper Proterozoic and Lower palaeozoic
sedimentary netamorphic and prutonic rocks. The southern margin
of the basin in south Austraria is marked by the padthaway Horst'
I(of sprigg,{ 1952)' lying between Bordertown and Naracoorte and
separates the Murray Basin from the Otway Basin. (Garnbier Sunklands
of sprigg op. eit. p. 19). sprigg discussed the evidence for this
separation and concluded that the southern margin of the Murray
Basin extended, in south Austraria, in an arc from cape Jaffa near
Kingston to south of Naracoorre (Sprigg op. cit. Fig. 3 p. ZO).
0rDriscoll (1960 Fig. 6) using geophysical and all available bore
data relating to the basement-Tertiary interface constructed a
contour map on this surface which supports the division of the two
basins as does the section drawn by Ludbrook in Glaessner 6 parkin
(19s8 Fig. 2t).
Renmark Beds (Harris 1966): Non-marine and paralic sediments
of wide areaL extent within the Murray Basin, previ,ously rciìer:rccl
to as the Knight Group, atç [tct:tri.tt 1]¡i"i¡iç,rl lil'i 1.ìr¡r llalì;:r¡rlt B.-rl¡,
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For reasons, which are outlined in the discussion on the .otway Basin
inimediately succeeding this section, the term ,Knight Grouprr or
wangerrip Group is not applicabre to initial Tertiary sedimentary
. 
units in the Murray Basin. Group nanes should not be applied
outside the area in which the constituent boun{ing formations occur. I
The formations of the wangerrip Group cannot be recognised in the
Murray Basin
The type sections of the Renmark Formation are designated
between 635 and 1320 feet in AOG Loxton Bore and between T4o and,
1698 feet in company Bore Loxton, as described by Ludbrook (1961
p. 9) . It should be noted that the fornation in company Bore has
been extended to 169g feet on both lithological and palynological
evidence.
The Rerunark Beds are dominantly non-marine thoughout the basin
except where tf^." transitional into ilBuccleuch Group'r sedinents . ?
Here a restricted narine fauna persists. T5__9,,äs certainly should I
have at least "Member't status but until more is known of its Latetal
and vertical limits, it will be treated as undifferentiated Renmark
Beds. The occasional pïesence of dinoflagellates and acritarchs
in the Paleocene and niddle Eocene sediments would suggest a paralic
or marginal marine environment.
Lack of samples and %dequate deep borehole control of sections
prohibits rithological subdivision of the formation at this time. !
Accordingly, the term rrBedstt is used.
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The lignites occurring in the Moorlands district which are,
holvever, welI documented are here treated as having rmemberl status
rvithin the Renmark Beds and are therefore referred to as the
It{oorlands Lignite Member.
The distribution of spores and porlen and the limits of the
Eocene Zonules in the Loxton company Bore has been discussed in a
previous section and will not b" ,"p".ted here. within the basin
these zonules are the most widespread except for the lowest, the
Pnoteacidites confz,agosus Zonule, which occurs only in the, deeper
sections, that in the centre of the Murray Basin. rt occurs in
AOc Renmark No. 1 werl in core 4 (r2L0-r224 feet). Towards the
margins of the basin, e.g. Keith and coþalp)m in the south and
canopus in the north, this zonule is not present. rn these marginal
areas the youngest Eocene is the p,oteaeíd.ites pachypoLus Zonule.
rn the M.8.0.s. Keith Bore 1 this is present core between 77s and.
815 feet' The assemblage is characterised by the cornmon occurrence
of the nominate species together with pz,oteacidítes eLintonensis,
TríeoLponites adeLaídensis, abundant Nothofagí.dites spp.
rt is succeeded at 755-765 feet by the Tz.ioz,ites magnifícus Zonule
and the Aglaoreida baz.ungensis Zonule beth/een 553 and 49L feet. In
the E. ç w.s. Keith Township Bore A a very simílar succession of
these three zonures has been identified. The AgLaoreida banungensis
Zonule in this bore is in Buccleuch Beds (see previous discussion)
(unit I'8''). similarly the secliments in M.8.0.s. Keith No. L Bore
þ
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above 695 feet wr:urd also be more appropriatery identified with
the Buccleuch Beds
shaft sanples of Moorlands Lignite Member have yierded rich
and very well preserved fossils including Tyioyites magnificus,
Py,oteacidítes íncunuatus, P. adenanthoídes and abundant
Nothofagidítes spp. indicating an identification with rhe
Irioz,ites magnificus Zonule
Paleocene sediments in the basin are similarly restricted to the
central part. rn Loxton conpany Bore they are present between 169g
and 1462 feet. T\e Gqnbi,ez,¿na eduardsíi Zonule is present between
1596 and 1698 feet and is characterised by the presence of the
nominate species together wi-t]n stephanopoLLenites obscuz,us,
IU,a.tselispoz,ites papiLlatus, Podocarpidites eæiguus and
AnacoLosidì,tes acutuLlus. The cupanieidites orthoteichus Zonule
is present in samples between L462 and 153L feet and is characterised
þy the absence of G. eduardsíi and the presence of DiLuynites
gz,anuLatus, TriLite s gigantis, Pt'oteacídites incu.ruatus,
Myntaceidites eugeniioides and the nominate species of the Zonure.
Thus the age of the Renmark Beds ranges frorn Middle Paleocene
to Upper Eocene.
t Buccleuch Beds:: The rrBuccleuch Gro upt¡ was established by
Ludbrook in 1957 and later reaffirmed in 1,961, for a group of
sediments in the southwestern extremity of the Murray Basin^
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representing an Eocene transgression equivalent to that in the
St. Vincent Basin and on the Aire Coast.
Flowever the erection of â 'rGrouprr without valid formation
units and without valid names is contrary to Article rv(2s) of
the Australian code of stratigraphic Nomenclature. It is therefore
more appropriate and correct to,refer to the sequence as the
Buccleuch Beds (see (rv)22 of thå above code) until the individual
beds are formally named.
No attempt will be made at this time to enrarge upon or
formalise the various units described by Ludbrook (1961). suffice
it to say that both in a northerly and an easterly direction away
from the type area the rimestones and sherly sands thin rapidry
and the environment becomes estuarine grading to non-marine in the
Renmark-Loxton area.
Within the type area for this unit two formations are particularly
suitable for palynological examination. The first precedes the
limestone of rrBuccleuch Art of Ludbrook and has been referred to the
Renmark Beds in the previous discussion. rt is partly correlated
with the Moorlands Lignite Member. Typically at this level the
nost notable feature of the microfioras is the abundance of
trilete and monolete spores,in particular rz.ilites oz.nanentalis,
r. tuberculiformis, Laeuigatosponites majoz, anð. KuLysponites
cf. K. uatenboLki. This assemblage occurs high in tie rz¿or,¿tes
magnificus Zonule. The other unit of interest is 'rBuccleucir B.rl
Microfloras higir i¡r this unit are icientified as the Aglaot"eida
baz'ungensis zonule and are present in E. ç !v.s. I(eith Bore A (see
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preceding section on Eocene zonules), cosden Bore (zzo-803 feet) ,
Ki-Ki llore (340-J8t fecr), coonalpyn cotcl ancl wer Ilore (Lgo-224
feet) and coonandook Bore (22L-24L feet). Thus rhe age of the
Buccleuch Beds is Middle to Upper Eocene.
Otway Basin
This is the negative tecto4ic elenent corresponding to the
depositional surface of all Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks from
Lacepede Bay in south Australia to port phillip Bay in victoria and
is comprised of several embayments. Lower cretaceous sedirnents
outcrop in the vicinity of casterton in the Dundas High and in the
Otway Ranges. Upper Cretaceous sediments have been revealed in the
Gambier, Portland and port canpbetl Embayments by petroleum
exploration companies and the victorian Department of Mines
(McQueen 1961, Whtlo- 1963). The sedinentation and biostratigraphy
of the upper cretaceous has been discussed by Taylor (1964 a, b).
Tertiary sediments have received detailed attention by a number of
workers, in particular Kenley (19s1), Ludbrook (1961), carter
(1958), Boutakoff (1965), Raggart and crespin (1955) and McGowran
(1e6s) .
Gambier Emb aynent
Lower Tertiary sediments of the Gambier Embayment and
indeed of rnuch of the Otway_ Basin are principalry non-marine to
marginal marine sands, si1ts, clays and lignites. To cover a
7
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large thickness of sediments the term'rKnight sancls and claysrrwas
used by sprigg (1952), subsequently the Knighr Group of sprigg ancl
Boutakoff (1953), to name the sediments. The only outcrop of these
in south Australia is at Knights Quarry about g miles northwest
of Mt. Gambier.
These early Tertiary clastic sediments have been the subject
of sone nomenclatural confusion ífi recent years and in 1966 Harris
made certain suggestions in order to clarify the stratigraphy of
the units involved. The present status and relationships are
summarised in the following tab1e.
Table 4
Gambier Embayment P! :. çampbgJ 1- Emþayrnenr
M. Eocene Knight Formation 2
Dartmoor Fornation Dilwyn Formation
Paleocene
Bahgallah Formation Pebble Pt. Formation
The term rrKnight Grouprr has been used loosely by many authors
to include most non-marine and paralic sedinents throughout the
Embayment and those of the Murray Basin (e.c. Ludbrook 1961, 1969).
Sprigg and Bourakoff (1953) included the Bahgatlah and Dartmoor
lrormations of western Victoria in their defínj.tion of i:hc rt(ìrÐrr¡r.rr













moreover paraeontological, palynological and lithological evidence
indicates that they are equivalent to and therefore synonymous with
the Pebble Point and Dilwyn Formations respectively. clearly then
these two formations should be included withín the definition of
the Wangerrip Group. Thus ttKnight Groupil is reduced to Knight
Formation, an Eocene r¡rit lying digconformably above the Dartmoor
Foruution.
Leslie (1966 p. 208) and McGowran (1968 Table 1) have alreacJy
i.ndicated these correlations and Bock and Glenie (1965) go so far
as to reduce the rank of the Dartrnoor to I'memberrr status differing
from the Dilwyn Fonnation 'rby an excess of quattz sands over shales'r.
At this stage there is no point in introducing new
nomenclature for the unit exposed in Knights quarry, originally
named "Knight Sands and C1ays" by Sprigg (1952) as Ludbrook (in
Parkin 1969) has done. The Tartwaup Formation is synonymous with
the Knight Formation.
Apart from distinct palynological differences between the
Dartmoor and Knight Forrnations there are lithologically characters
which can be used to separate the two units. The Eocene Knight
Formation consists mainly of unconsolidated poorly sorted coarse
sand grit and minor conglomerates with interbeds of lignitic clay
(Burrungle Member). The Paleocene 
.Dartmoor 
Fornation on the other
hand is mainly a fine to medium grained quartz and micaceous
carbo¡iaceous siltstone. llhilst cila,ïtz is ì-Ìrc p:c+rioniriänt n,ineral
in the 1âtter, the co¿rse grai ns of t,lire Kn.i girit irrrì"irr¡rt: l.ü¡¡r et$ $lrr, it-,
.i.c-¡ i,Ì.,,r:1 ¡. rllli.l f i'tt¡¡ilictt r l.i i1i lìir:¡i ilì!,\r:'¡iìl i,l ,:'tt,."l,,ti
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The type sequence of the Knight Formation is at Knightrs
Quarry, section 718, Hundred of Branche, B miles north-west of Mt.
Gambier. This sequence is disconformably overlain by the
compton conglomerate followed by the Ganbier Limestone. rn the
type area the age of the Knight sands is inferred as Middle Eocene
from extrapolation of bore data in County Grey.
rmmediatery overlyirrg 
"o"tre sands of the Knight Formation in
county Grey is a shallow water estuarine or deltaic deposit carrying
a snall fauna of foraminifera indicating a Middle Eocene age and
occasional nolluscan fragments. This is described as the
Burrungl-e Menber of the Kni ght Formarion (Harris 1966). Ir is
typically a laminated silty clay with a few sand intercalations,
slightly calcaleous and very carbonaceous. The lower boundary of
the member is transitional with undifferentiated Knight Formation.
The type sequence is in bores c.G. B (72-L15 feet) and c.G. 9
(80:114 feet) in County Grey, Hwrclred of young.
The assemblages from the Burrungle Member have been discussed
elsewhere under the section on Eocene zonules and identified with
the Py,oteacidítes confz,agosus Zonule.
The Kongor ong Sand and Lacepede Fornation : Overlying the
Knight Formation is a sequence of increasingly marine sediments,
the Kongorong sand is a brown to yellow brown limonitic stained
quartz grit with a carbonaceous clay matrix. The Lacepede Formation
is a broln to black carbonaceous sj-1t rich i;l glauconite near the
base and gracies into a greenish grey narJ- (Ludbrook 1969). vely
few samples of either fornat.j,on ale available r"or palynological
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cxanrination. In [¡. Jose lJore, I-lundred of spence an assemblage
in tl'rc Kongorong sand at 250-260 feet is identifieci as the
Pz'oteacidites pachypoLus Zonule. A similar age has been deternined
for the lower part of the Lacepede Formation (zoo-z18 feet) in
E. G W.S. Kingston Bore 1.
Baheallah For¡nation: G1 auco¡itic sands and grits outcropping
in tl"re cliffs of the Glenelg River at Killara and Bahgallah Bluffs
overlie the Lower cretaceous Runnynede Formation with slight
angular disconformity. At Killara Bluff the formation consists of
about thirty feet of yel1ow brown ferruginous sands and minor silty
and gravelly layers. These are poorly fossiliferous and are
overlain by 22 feet of dark red brown and yellow clays, silts
and sands, which contain an assernblage of Paleocene fossils. Kenley
(1951) recorded several mollusca fron these sedirnents and compared
then with those of the Pebble Point Formation. Fresh out,crops
of the Forrnation are exposed in the bed of the Glenelg River 1-J
niles downstream from Killara Bridge. Here they are dark green
glauconitic quartz sands and oolitic greensands carrying
relatively well-preserved fossils.
Little i-s known of, theodistribution of the formation in South
Australia but it appears to be present at 2494-2504 feet in ODNL
Mt. Salt No. L Wel1. It is not present in either Beach Petroleum
NL Geltwood Beach No. 1 Well or ODNL Penola No. L WelI.
At present no good microfloral asse¡ublages have been recovered
7I
flom this forniation in South Australia. llowever in the Comaum
No. 2 Bore Flarris and Cookson (1965) re¡ror:teci a ¡ricrcflotai
clraracterised by G. eduaydsii, Tz,ioribes cLaua'bus anci TtiLi.l;es
giganbis. This assemblage occurs in a lignite and is identified
witlr the Gqnbiez.ina eduardsii Zonule and is probably a non-marine
correlative of the Bahgallah Formation.
Dartmoor Formation: The Dartmoor Formation localIy overlaps
the Bahgallah Format,ion but in the Glenelg Valley downst,ream from
Killara Bridge the formation grades downwards through a zone of
interdigitation into the Bahgallah Formation.
The formation conprises purple and black laminated micaceous
silts, occasionally containing Haplophragmoides spp., qvartz sands,
carbonaceous clays and minor brown coals. Palynological and
independent micro-palaeontological evidence indicates a Paleocene
age.
Very good microfloras have been obtained from bot,h surface
and subsurface sediments of this formation. The outcropping section
near Dartmoor, the Dartmoor Nos. L (68-350 feet) and 4 (734-206)
bores and the McEwens Settlement or Drajurk Bore (104-580 feet)
indicate that the Dartmoor Formation is entirely Paleocene in age.
Moreover Lt appears to be within the Cupanieidites oythoteíchus
Zonule. Species present include abundant Proteacidítes
z.enmarkens i s, S tephan"op oLLenite s ob s cutus, Cup oní eidit e s
orthot:eíchus, Cyathidi.bes spLendens and Todisporites sp.
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Port Campbell Embayment
Lower Tertíary sediments of the port campbell Embaynent
are Pebble Point, the Dilwyn and Mepunga Formations, The
stlatigraphic, palaeontological and rithological data of the first
two have been summarised by Ftarris (1965) and McGowran (1g6s) anci
herein . ..
The stratigraphic palynology of the type sections of these
formations has been described under a previous section.
Two bores in the Port campbell Embaynent have been examined
--v.D.M. LaTrobe No. 1 and Narrawaturk No. 2 bores. In LaTrobe Bore
the Paleocene-Eocene boundary ries between 515 and 5BB feet and
the Tertiary-cretaceous boundary between L524 and. L627 feet rhe
Paleocene microfloral sequence can be readily correlated with that
of the outcropping section along the coast. The DupLopoLLis
ortho'beichus zonure r4ras identified between 5BB and ?1,002 feet.
Because of poor yields and preservation between 1002 and 1415, the
lower limit of this zonule is indeterminate. At 1509 feet definite
Gønbiev"Lna edt¡ardsii zonure is present. D.J. Taylor (pers. comm.)
does not record a fauna below 1LJ0 feet.
In Narrawaturk No. 2 bore the paleocene-Eocene boundary lies
between 2332 and 2439 feet and the Tertiary-cretaceous boundary
between 3035 and 3380 feet. The cupanieidites orthoeichus Zonule
has been identifie d at 2441 and 2sB4 feer. Ar 285s and 3035 a
Paleocene microfloral assemblage was identified but because of poor
yields and preservation a more precise zonation is not possible.
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lvlepunga Formation: Non-marine Middle-upper Eocene carbonaceous
silts and clays are known only from the-sub-surface and are correlated
palynologically with the Anglesea Member and the Eocene portion of
the Johanna River sands (sensu Lato). They overlie disconformably
Paleocene secliments and are in turn overlain by the Narrafiturk w {
Marl (Bock and Glenie 1965).
Five samples from the LaTrou"'tio. 1 Bore between 199 and 515
rlfeet in this formation and one from Narra]waturk No. 2 Bore at iA IÊ '"!
2332 feet have been examined but because of 1ow yields a precise
identification with a zonule is not possible. The assenblages
are suggestive, however, of a correlation with the Tz,ùoy,ites
magnificus Zonule or even younger. They do not resemble the
nicrofloras from the Johanna River sands below the Browns creek
Clays.
Aire Coast
Two sma1l, but biostratigraphically important, Tertiary
embaynents occur east of Moonlight Head and west of cape Otway in
the vicinity of the mouth of the Johanna River. Formations conprise
in ascending order the Rotten point sands (overlying with
unconformity Lower cretaceous sediments), the Johanna River sands
and the Browns creek c1ays. The Rotten point sands havànot yielded
any pol1en or spores.
Broruns Creek Clays and Johanna River Sands: Sedi¡ne:rts conrprising
l)-t /
this formation consist prì.ncipaily of fossiii.,f.r.o,us sandy c1ays,
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grccnsands, glauconitic clays and bryozoal marls. The basal
part of the sequence exposed in Browns creek consists of twenty or
thirty feet of dark purple to black carbonaceous silts, sands and
clays with several interposed ferruginous bands. These sedinents
should perhaps be regarded as a separate unit from the lJrowns Creek
C1ays, which in contrast are richly fossiliferous and calcareous.
They can be referred to as JohannJ *rlr"t Sands. The carbonaceous
m
sediments occasionally carry Cycløninct
(t spp. The stratigraphic
sequence just west of Browns Creek measured by B. Hocking, B. McGowran
and D.J. Taylor (in cookson & Eisenack 1965 fig. i) is as forlows.
Both the top and the bottom of the section are obscured by drift
sand. The bottom unit from the Browns Creek gu1ly has been
added by this author.
Thickness in feet Litholosy
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Dark grey carbonaceous clay.
Grey clayey marl , bryozoal towards
base.
Grey marl with glauconite decreasing
upwards.
Glauconitic sand wít]n Notostrea basal
6" of brown clayey sand.















Brown grey fossiliferous sandy clay
ironstain"d qrr""t, sand - fw,ríteLLa
common.
Brown sandy cLay - coarse to fine,
round to angular sand.
Dark purple to black carbonaceous,
micaceous silts, sands and clays
with several ferruginised horizons.
Top of unit grades into a nottled
4
zone,
The importance of this section in this study has been
noted previously. The AgLaov,eida baz,ungensis Zonule has been
identified in the highest sarnple, a dark grey carbonaceous clay,
and the Trioz,ítes magnificus Zonule in the brown and grey fossiliferous
clay with conmon TuyriteLLa below the glauconitic sand with Notostrea.
Below this sequence in the Browns Creek gully dark purple to black
carbonaceous silts, sands and clays have yielded a rich nicrofloral
identified with ttte Pz,oteacidites pachypoLus Zonule. In particular
it contains the nominate species together with IrícoLpites
thomasíí, Pz,oteacídítes syrnphyonemoides, P. inetÆ'uatus and
abundant No'bhofagídites spp. 0f interest in this assemblage is
the presence of abundant reworked Paleocene species such
StephanopoLLenites obscurus and Proteacidi, te s re bicuLoscabz'atus
indicating an erosional break either in the Johanna River Sands
or between this unít and the Rotten Point Sands. Taylor (1965
p. 157) concludes that the upper palt ojl tjre .Ic¡ìranna i{iver Sauds
is of Upper Eocene age and the 1ower, Paleocene.
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Torqrray Enbaynent
Eastern View CoaI Measures: Basal Terti ary non-rnarine
sedinents (Paleocene) crop out in coalmine creek, spout creek and
coastal cliffs southwest of Åiry.s.Inlet. The unit, clescribed by
iì;i¡.:¡¡:tt.t ;;riii (lrc:;¡;;ir (1955) cr:rir.,i.:;t:i cf sâlr,il s, c.ai:L:r-ri:i..ccoufì rii-rales
ancl lignites and overlies unconformably Lower Cretaceous sediments.
The coar measures are apparently åvertain conforrnably by the
Boonah Sandstone (Raggatt & Crespin op. cit, p. 11S).
Cookson (1953) and Cookson and Pike (1959 a and b, 1954ir)
described several species from this unit at Coalmine Creek:
Cup ani eidite s oz'thoteiehus, Phy LL ocLa&Ldite s mau s onii, Po do sp onite s
microsaceatus, Daeny carpites austraLiensis and Gønbíeyina eduard.sü.
Later cookson (1956) described Tnícoþít¿s: t giLLü fron rhe same
1ocality. Thus from the presence of G. edt¡ardsií and T. gíLLii
in this smaIl assemblage it is possible to indicate that the unit
in its type section is no younger than Palaeocene. Further
significant species which have been isolated in this study fron both
outcrop and subsurface sections include Dacz,yditnnites baLmeí,
PhyLlocLadí,dítes'ùe!?ucos?,ts, P. yeticuLosaccatus, Proteacídites
tubez'euLiforTnís, P. panuus, DiLuynítes granuLatus, stephøtopoLLenites
obsctaus" Cyathidí,tes spLendens and PeyomonoLítes densus.
Thus the assemblages recovered from the type sections of the unit
indicate cLeatLy that it is Paleocene, and by comparison with the
Pebble Point Formation it is of midcile-ui)per Pal+ocene age. The
presence of G. eú¡av'dsii and D. baLmei" wiri.ch appears' to be restricted
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to the base of thre Gatnbierùna eã¡ardsií Zonule, are evidence in
support of this conclusion. However, the notable apparent lack of
lreavily reticulated forms of the genus Proteacídítes (p.
diLuynensùs, P. grandis and P. orna'bus), co¡nmon in the pebble
Poínt sequence, suggest that the Eastern View Coal Measures may
be a little older, alternatívely there may be some environmental
control in the clistribution of th.i; group. In subsurface
sequences the biostrat,igraphic corrèlatives of the Eastern View
Coal Measures are readily identifiable and are of similar age to
the type section. There is no palynological evidence to suggest a
correlation with the Upper Cretaceous Curdies Fornation in the
western part of the Otway Basin as indicated by Leslie (1966,
fig. s).
Demons Bluff Formation: Carbonaceous sands, silts, greywackes
and interbedded volcanics named by Raggatt and Crespin (1955)
outcrop in the cliffs and creek sections near Angtesea. They
are predominantly dark brown to purple with abundant ?a1gal remains,
infitled worm burrows and a bracki.sh water microfar¡ra characterised
by t'CycLatnnina spp."
Microfloras from the outcropping ty?e section at Anglesea
have yielded Tríorites magwificus, AnacoLosidites Luteoid,es,
A. acutuLlus, Pnoteacidites pachypoLus, P. cLintonensis and
P, re'bicuLa'bus, Both ?. magnificus and P. cLì,ntonensis are rare
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in the assenblages indicating a correlation low in the Tyioz,ítes
magnifícus Zonule. rnisnd fron the type section lignitic sequences
containing this Zonule overlie correratives of the Eastern view
Coal Measures and thus it is nost difficult to separate the two
units lithologically. The situation is essentially the same
as that reported by Cookson (1954,) for the Birregurra Bore.
Flere what appears to be the Tz.ioz.iru" 
^onnificus 
Zonüle between
760 and 960 feet overlies probable Gqnbíez.ina'eduardsü ZonuLe
between 1006 and L022 feet.
Gippsland Basin
The Gippsland Basin in south-eastern Victoria is bounded
on the south-west by Wilsonrs Promontory Granite; on 'Lhe west
by the M,3sozoic non-marine sediments of the Narracan and Dalook
tslocks; and on the north and east by Palaeozoic sedinents, meta-
norphics, volcanics and granites (Hocking Ç Taylor 1964).
Up to 1800 feet of non-marine sands, clays, coal seams and
basalts unCerlie a rnarine sequence in the eastern portion of the
basin (Carter 1964). Thomas and Baragwanath (1949) described a
sinilar sequence fron the r4/esterrr portion of the basin not overlain
by narine Tertiary sediments. The Latrobe Valley Coal Measures
on the western nargin of the basin have been the subject of
extensíve investigations by Thomas Q Baragwanath (1948 , L949,
1950 and 1951) and by Gioe (1960). ¡'locl<ing f¡ 'fayior (op. cit.
p. L2'/) have sunmariseci the stratigrapiry oÍ- tlie Basin witJr r-Èspect
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to the marine formations. The folrowing tabre (after Thomas &
Baragwanath 1948 p. 43 and GLoe op. eit, p. 62) summarises the
stratigraphic succession in the Latrobe valrey coal Measures.
Mr¡ c.s. Gloe in a written communication to the author (datedt 
' . -..-.
11.6.65) indicated that he considered the yinnar Group to be





























(Thorpdale Volcanic Suite with
interbedded clays and coals
Narracan Group
Childers Formation - sub-basaltic
conglomerates, coal, clays.
0n the basis of the superposition of sediments of Janjr"rkian
age above the coal nìeasures, Ca::tr:r (ap. aii:.; 1.,),;íi,',,¡c:\l i.:iie rgit of










Carter (op. cit. p. 27) indicates that there is no evidence of
marine interdigitation and that the rtLatrobe Valley Coal Measures
everywhere antedate the Marine Tertiary sequence.fr The rrCoal
Measures'r rest unconformably on Mesozoic sediments
l\lest of the narine nid-Tertiary developnents, however, the
upper limit to the age is quite uncertain, and in fact, the sequence
possibly extends well into the Miocene. Cookson and Dettmann
(1959) reported from the Alberton West District the occurrence of
Gønbierina edÐaîdsíi.
The startling change in facies between bores in the Latrobe
Valley, e.g. Rosedale No. 1 and those of the Gippsland Basin propel
e.g. Wurruk Wurruk No. 1 over a distance of twenty miles is
inediately apparent on Figure 7. Here the Baragwanath Anticline has
evidently controlled the deposition of non-marine coal measures on
the one hand and post Upper Eocene marine sedinents on the other.
A palynological examination of representative sanples of the
Latrobe Va11ey Coal Measures (sensu Lato) collected by C.S. Gloe
and M.A. George of the S.E.C., Victoria, clearly indicates that the
coal rneasures extend in age at least into the Lower Miocene.
Although the detailed palynology'of this interesting group of
sediments cannot be presen , it is sufficient to note that
all units above the Traralgon Group are younger than the
AgLaoreída barungensis Zonule and therefore Lower Miocene or younger.
This chal-¿ge ís marked in particrilar by ihei a;rpeat"¡ncl:e ûí.




The sediments of the Traralgon and Narracan Groups are, at
reast in the samples exarnined, of Eocene age and correlated with
the rz'iov"ites magníficus and AgLaoreida batwtgensis Zonules. In
particular Triorites magnifdeus, pnoteacidùtes clintonensis and
P. pachypoLus occur together in the Traralgon No. 2 seam (Tong
Bore Bore 146 at 530 feet) and rz"torites magnificus anð.
AgLaoreída barungensis in the Trarargon No. 1 seam (Tong Bong
Bore 1.50 at 280 feet, and Tong Bong Bore r47 at rso feòt).
rn the Rosedare bore d. annuLata is first recorded at r27g-
1280 feet. Thus the sequence above this level is younger than the
AgLaoreida barvmg ensis Zonule .
The sedinentary sequence berow about r.400 feet in this and the
other three wells in the basin proper are of'Eocene age and most
probably upper Eocene. Because of poor preservation in all of
these welts a further refinenent of this dating is not possible at
this stage. No Paleocene sediments have been identified in the
samples examined.
Thus from the evidence of Gønbiexina eduaz,dsií with
TrieoLpites gíLLii and Dacnydiunites baLmei (cookson and Dettmann
1959) in the Arberton west district, the Latrobe valley coal
Measures range in age from paleocene (?Middle) to at reast Lower




Nomenclature and Class i fi cation
considerable nomenclatural confusion exists in spore and
po1len taxonomy since the application of palynology to the strati_
graphy of Tertiary sediments. *t"," lines of approach have been
used.
The first is the natural systen whereby a fossil taxon receives
the binomial or more simply the generic name of an extant taxon.
Traverse (1955 and 1957) advocated that fossil taxa should, wherever
possible, be placed in extant genera. This approach depends very
heavily on the confidence that a,particular author places on his
identification. Except in a very few cases, most Lower Tertiary
fossils cannot be rerated with any confidence to a particular genus
and much less so to a species. There seems to be little justification
for the identification of these on spore morphology a1one.
Misidentification and parallel or convergent evolution of these
organs can lead to false interpretations. Thus a Linnaean generic
or specifj.c nane on a fossil spore or pollen can give misleading
infornation.
The second approach is based purely on the morphology of the
fossils and they in turn receive form generic and specific binonials
that do not necessarily indicate close natural relationships.
Form genera, because they ate b;¡:s(:r,i oit riior-i;i,,,,,,¡;i-c;ì nt'i i:..i,'¡,,, I.crì,.1
to be nìol:e o-f lcss ¡rtifÍcl¡ll. NflvorLii')J *:ììi Tiir:1,' ,'irir I,Tt niíltly
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instiurces indicate probable genetic relationships. The genera
.AnacoLosídites " Myntaceidites and Beaupneaidi'tes illustrate this
point. Thus an attempt can be made in many instances to confine the
circumscription of new form genera to limits that could inclicate
possible phyrogenetic relationships, rt is not to be implied by
this statenlent, that extant generic and specific names shoulcl be used
for fossil taxa. The contrary is ,".r". Natural, relationships
if known can be indicated elsewhere other than in the binomial of
the species.
The thi.rd approach is a "hybrid. between the first two. rf a
fossir taxon can be assigned to an extant genus it receives that
generic name and a form specific name. ThÍs system is rnost
confusing and should be avoided.
The nomenclature of spores and po11en described in this.?.qudy
is based on the rules of priority and typification as laid down
in the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature.
All formally named species and genera described herein are form
taxa.
The morphographical classification of potonié çfOSe, Lg5B,
1960) for the sporal dispersal is adopted, together with the revised
classification of "sporites" by Dettmann (1963).
The botanical affinities are indicated where known. Only
genera or species considered as new are ful1y described.
'lhe species are depicted in Platcs I-LZ... They are referred to
t
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by the preparation and slide number followed by the rrE-Wrr and
rrN-Srr microscope vernier readings.
Glossary of Descriptive Terms
The morphological criteria and descriptive terms used in this
section are those adopted by a number of workers--Erdtmann (LgSz,
1957, 1958), Harris (1955), Erdtman and Vishnu-Mittre (1958) with
minor additions from the glossary of Dettmann 1963. The definitions
have been extracted fron the glossaries of these workers with little
or no modification.
AMB: outline of a spore viewed with one of the poles exactly
uppermost, i.e. with the polar axis directed straightly towards the
observer.
APERTURE: any weak, preformed part of the general surface of a
spore which nay be engaged in forming an opening in connection with
the normal exit of intra-exinous substance.
AURICULAE: radially situated extensions of the equitorial exine
(or exoexine).
BACULA: endosexinous rods supporting arLy ectosexinous elements.
Also isolated sexinous rods.
BROCHI: the meshes of a reticulum. A brochus consists of a lumen
and the adjoining half of the nuri which separate that panticular
lumen from other lumina.
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cTNGULUM: a conprehensive thickening of the equatorial exine
(or exoexine) .
COLPI: equatorial, usually longitudinal apertures (length:
breadth > 2.
COLPORATE: with oriferous coipi.
CORONA: extensions of the equatorial exine (or exoexine) in the
interradial regions, The extensions may be dissected and composed
to finbriate-like elements.
DISTAL FACE: that part of a spore surface which is directed outwards
in its tetrad.
' ECTOSEXINE: the upper (outer, distal) part of the sexine. To the
ectosexine belong e.g. pila heads, tegilla, tecta (at least partially)
etc.
ENDOSEXINE: the basal (lower, inner, proximal) part of the sexine
(what remains if the upper part of the sexine, the ectosexine, is
removed) .
EQUATOR: the border line between the two faces (the proximal and the
distal) of a polar spore.
EXINE: the main, outer, usually resistant layer of a sporoderm.
FORAMINA: (g1oba1 (q.v.) , t circular; apertures "
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GLOBAL: said of apertures t uniformly spread over the surface of a
spore.
GRANULA: granules, often very small and t rounded sexinous excrescences.
HETERPOLAR: in heteropolar spores the distal and proximal faces
are t distinctly different as regards apertures, etc.
INTERRADIAL CRASSITUDES: thickenf,ngs of the equatorial exine (or
exoexine in the interradial regions.
INTERRADIAL REGION: the region that includes'the proximal area
adjacent to the tetrad mark and the corresponding distal area.
-ISOPOLAR: in isopolar spores there are no differences between the
proximal and the distal faces.
I,AESURA: the proxinal aperture of trilete and nonolete spores.
Trilete spores possess three laesurae which radiate fron the proxinal
pole, and monolete spores possess one laesura which has its centre at
the proxinal pole.
LIPS: thickening and/or upturned extensions of the exine (or
exoexine) about the laesurate margins.
LO; LO-PATTERN: any pattern which at high adjustment of the micro-
scope appears as tbright islandsf separated byrdark channelst and on
lower adjustment presents the reverse pícture, viz. rdark islandsl
separated by 'bright channelst.
LUMINA: the spaces between the nuri of a reticulunt.
MURI: ridges separating the lumina of an ordinary reticulun.
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NEXINE: the inner, non-sculptured part of the exine.
OBLATE: distinctly flattened. This term is used exclusively in
descript.ions of radiosymmetric, isopolar spores where the ratio
l¡etween polar axis and equatorial diameter is 0.75-0.S0.
OBLATE SPHEROTDAL: this term is u5"ed excluisvely in descriptions
of radiosymrnetric, isopolar spores, where the ratio between polar
axis and equatorial dianeter is 1.00-0.88.
OPERCULIM: a thickening of measureable bulk and clearly defined
of an aperture membrane (t circular in pori, elongate in coIpi,
etc.).
0S: the inner part of a composite aperture.
PERTNE: the outermost, extra-exinous sporoderm layer in some spores.
PER0BLATE: very flattened. The ter¡n is used exclusively in describing
radiosymmetric, isopolar spores where the ratio between polar axis
and equatorial dianeter is < 0.50.
PERPROLATE: this term denotes exclusively the shape of radio-
symmetric, isopolar spores where the ratio between polar axis and
equatorial diameter is > 2.
PILA: sculptural elernents consisting of a + swollen apex (caput)
and a rod-like neck (collum).
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POLAR AXrs: a perpendicular line connecting the poles of a spore.
POLE: polar spores have two po1es, one (the proxinal) directed
t,owards the cent,re of the tetrad, the other (the distal) facing in
the opposite direction.
PORr: equatorial, 1 isodiametric apertures. The limit between porus
and, colpus is defined by the length-breadth ratio of 2:L.
PROLATE: this term denotes exclusively the shape of radiosymtnetric,
isopolar spores where the ratio between polar axis and equatorial
diameter is 2--I.33.
PROLATE SPHEROIDAL: this term denotes exclusively the shale of
radiosymmet,ric, isopolar spores where the ratio between polar axis
and equatorial diameter is 7.L4--1.00.
PROXIMAL FACE: that part of a spore surface which is directed
inrvards in its tetrad.
PSILATE: smooth, without adornments.




radiosymmetric spores have more than two vertical
or, if provided with two such planes, always
RETICUL'ùI{: sculptural patteril coìlsistj-ng of brochj- (i.e., of ini"r::i
separated by lumina).
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RUGAE: grobal, t regularly arranged apertures with length-breaclth
ratio > 2:1,.
RUGULAE: elevations which are elongated and irregular in basal
outline (maximum basal diameter at least twice minimum basal diameter);
sides paraller, converging, or diverging; crests frat, rounded, or
pointed.
SACCUSi airsac (sexine loosened from nexine; bacula or I baculoid
elements usually sticking to the under surface of the tegirlum).
SEXINE: the outer, sculptured part of the exine.
sPflEROrDAL: in spheroidal spores the ratio between polar axis and
equatorial diameter is 0.BB-1.14.
SPINES: 1ong, conspicuous, and generally sharp, pointed excrescences;
length exceeding 5 y.
SPINULES: snall spines, not exceeding about 3U in length.
SPORODERM: the wall of a spore.
STRIAE: narrow grooves (t parallel; Iength at least twice the
breadth), separated by ridges (lirae) .
SUBISOPOLAR: in subisopolar spores there are certain, t slight
differences between the distal and the proximal face (one nay,
ê,8., be very convex, the other less convex, plane, or even concave).
If there are ot,her differences, e.g. in nr¡.nber and arrangement









































































sullOBLATE: term used exclusively in describing radiosymmetric,
isopolar spores h/ith the ratio polar axis: equatorial dianreter
0.7s-0.80.
SULCUS: aperture in the distal face of a spore (and usually with
the distal pole in its centre) with the ratio length: breadth > 2.
SYNCOLPATE: with colpi anastomosinþ at the poles.
TEGILLUM: an. ectosexinous, t homogeneous Layer usually distinctly
separated from the nexine by a baculate zone (endosexine).
TETRADS: spores united in fours.
ULCUS: a single, I pore-like aperture, usually situated at the
distal pole or t near it.
VALVAE: thickeníngs of the equatorial exine (or exoexine) in the
radial regions.
VERRUCAE: vüartlike sculptinous projections (basa1 dianeter as a
rule longer than any other tangential diarneter).
ZONA: a comprehensive extension of the equatorial exine (or
exoexine).
The bracketed figure given in the description of the species is
the mode of the dimension. Measurements unless otherwise specified
are based on at least fifteen specimens.
Figure 8 - Showing dimensions measured on
spores and pollen
ba Monolete spore
E (I) - equatorial length
E (b) - equatorial breadth
P - polar diameter
bisaccate pollen
L(c) - corpus length
B (c) - corpus breadth
D(c) - corpus depth
B(s) - saccus breadth
L (s)- saccus length
B(o) - overall length
tricolporate po1len
P - polar diameter
E - equatorial diameter
Trilete spore
E - equatorial diameter
P - polar dianeter
d, , Monosulcate pol1en
E (b) - equatorial breadth
E (1) - equatorial length
P - polar diameter
Triporate pollen
E - equatorial diameter
P - polar diameter
Monorporate pol1en
E - equatorial dianeter
P - polar diameter
Periporate po11en

















Cyathídítes gígøntis (Cookson) Harris
(Plate 2, figure 16)
1953 TríLetes gígantis Cooksoo, p. 466, PI. 1, figs. 8,9.
Remarks : This species is not conmon in the sanples studied and
is restricted to Paleocene sediments. It differs from Cyathídítes
spLendens in the snaller size, the thicker exine and the
prominently thickened angles, and coarser nature of the sculpture.
It is doubtful whether this species should be included in this genus.
The laesurae reach the equator or nearly so. The natural affinities
of the species ate unknown.
Cyathidites spLendens HarrLs
(Plate 2, figures L2,t3,LS)
Description: Microspores trilete, elliptical to biconvex in 1at-
eral view; amb triangular with straight to concavely angular sides
with broadly rounded angles. Laesurae straight, length S/4 spote
radius; in compressed specimens laesurae acconpanied by wide
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rrlipsrr (7-10U wide) which narrow at the equatorial extremities.
Exine 3-4u thick, psilate to undulating with a distinct 0L pattern
in surface view.
Dinensions: Equatorial diameter BB (96) 703u (10 specimens)
Holotype: Preparation 5209; Py 156, 35.8 : 106,2 Pl. 2, fie, 73.
Type locality: Di1wyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation
Comparison and affinity: Cyathidites spLendens is readily dis-
tinguished from Cyathi,dites punctatus (Delcourt S Sprumonr) by
its larger size and thicker exine. Spores of similar morphology
occur in Lygodium Swartz.
Distribution: The species is distinctive but not co¡nmon. It does
not occur in sediments younger than Paleocene.
Genus TODISPORITES Couper L958
Todisporites gatnbierensis Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 1, figure 2L)
Diasnosis: Microspores trilete more or less circular in lateral
view; amb circular; laesurae straight, almost, reaching to the
equator, with narrow (L-zV wide), prominent elevated lips (2p high)..
Exine 1-2u thick, psilate, often nuch folded.
Dimensions: Equatorial dianeter 48 (50) 57 U.
Holotype: Preparatíon 5716, slide S7L6/L 25.2 : 109.4. Py 375.
PI. L, fLg. 21,
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Type locality: Cannuwaukaninna Bore at L76 fee1u. Paleocene,
Murpeowie Formation.
Conparison and affinity : T. gønbiez,ensis differs fron both
T. major Couper and T. minor Couper by the nature of the upturned
lips. Its dimensions are smaller than that of T. major. Couper
(1958) provisionally places the genus in the family Osmundaceae.
Distribution: The species is offen very co¡nmon in Paleocene sediments,
particularly in the Ganbier Embaynent (e.g. McEwens Settlement
Bore) .
Todisponites breuiLaesuv,atus Harris sp. nov.
(PLat.e 2, figure 19)
Diagnosis: Micro spores trilete, biconvex to elliptical in lateral
view; amb circular; l-esurae sinple straight < 2/3 the radial
diameter. Exine 2-2.5v thick, psilate.
Dimensions: Equatorial dianeter 45 (52) 60u.
LIolotype: P reparation S298. Slide 5298/1,, 23.7 98.4. Py 376
Pl. 2, fig. 19.
Type locality: Canopus Bo-re 742-749 feet. Renmark Formation,
Middle-Upper Eocene.
Comparison and Affinity: This species is distinct from ?.
gønbierensis in the shorter laesurae, thicker exine and general
shape of the spore. The length of the laesurae separate it fron
I. mino't' Couper.
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Genus DICTYOPHYLLIDITES Couper emend. Dettmann 196J
Díety ophyLLídites coneauus Harris
' (PLate 2, Figure 2)
Description: Microspores trilete, biconvex; anb triangular with
straight sides and rounded angles,. Laesurae straight extending
almost to amb; enclosed with 1ow membranous lips and bordered by a
convex thickening of the exine, s-7v wide, exine L.s-2v thick,
psilate.
Dimensions : Equatorial dianeter 28 (3S) 42v (L0 specimens)
Holotype: Preparation 5209 py 017 39.5 : 103.g pt. 1 fig. 19
of Harris (1965a).
Type locality: Difwyn Bay, Pebble Point Fo¡mation.
Comparison and affinities : DíctyophyLLidites concauus is closely
comparable with Toroispor"Ls (Toroisponís) pessinensis Krutzsch
(1962) but differs from rhis species in rhe nature of the slightry
raised laesurae.
The species differs from D. harrisi¿ 'in being snarler. couper
(1958) relates the genus to spores of the Jurassic fern
DíctyophyLLun.
Distribution: Spores of this type are wídely distributed in European
Tertiary sedinents (Krutzsch 1959). They occur rarely in basal
\
Tertíary sediments of southern Australia.
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DictyophylLidites rottatdus Harris sp. nov.
(PLate 2, figure 3)
Diagnosis: Micro spores trilete, biconvex; amb rounded triangular.
Laesurae straight with slightly raised lips, length alnost, equal
to spore radius and bordered by a slight convex thickening 7-10U
wide. Exine 1.5-2u thick, slightJy thicker at the angles.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 49 (55) 60U.
reparation 5726, Slide 5726/1 20.2 : 108.9, Py 377,Holotype: P
PI. 2 fig. 3.
Type Locality: Cooks Plains Bore 126-158 feet, Buccleuch Beds.
Remarks: This species differs frorn D. concauus in its larger size
and shape.
Distribution: It occurs conmonly in Upper Eocene and younger
sediments.
Infraturma APICULATI
Genus CERATOSPORITES Cookson & Dettmann 1958
?Ceratosporites fimbriomargínatus FJarris sp. nov.
(Plate.3, figures 9, 11)
Diaqnosis: Microspores trilete, tetrahedral; distal surface
strongly convex, proxinal surface pyrarnidal. Amb circular to
convexly sub-triangular. Laesurae straight, extending almost to the
amb and with membranous elevated lips 1.5-3u high. Exine 1.5-2u
thici<, finely sabrate. Distal surface sculptured with slender
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setulate elements 5-6¡.r apart, s-4u higir with bases c,1-p v;i.clc.
Proximal surface scabrate and margins of the rips ornamentecl with
one rorr of spinulate erements which occasionally i?rrse to form a
I'fimbriatetr margin to the 1ips.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 38 (40) 45u.
I-lolotype: Slide ST502/B , py 277 , 39.5 z gg.7
T'ypc locality: Comaum Bore 1A at g74 feet, Bahgallah Irormation
equivalent, Paleocene.
Distribution: Appears to be typically a paleocene form.
Remarks: Because of the unusual sculpturing features of the
proxinal surface, it is doubtfur whether this species and the
following should be placed in the genus cez,atospotites which is
characterised by having *r, ,rnofi"nted proximal surface.i'
The natural affinities of the species are unknown.
?Cenatospoz,ites s,tz,iatomarginatus Harris sp. nov.
(P1ate 3, figure L0)
Diagnosis: Microspores trilete, tetrahedral; distal surface strongly
convex, proxinal surface pyramidal. Amb convexly sub-triangular.
Laesurae straight, ex,t,ending alnost to the amb and with ¡rembranous
elevated lips 1.5-3u high. Exine r.s-Zv thick, psitate ro finely
scabrate. Distar surface sculptured with srender spinulate and
setulate erements 3-4y apart, 2-3p high with bases 1-2p wide.
Proxinai surface snrfoth to scr'L-b::ate excel:'[ ar-o-"¡¡ici ,. 1;c .i-¡.rt; rp;.ir:t




long and lying with their long axes parallel to the proximal
surface giving a trstriatedtt effect.
Diniensions: Equatorial diameter 35 (37) 42y;
Holotype: Sample S21, Slide ,527/L, 102.! : 47.3 Py. SZB
Type locality: Lake Eyre Bore 20, 156 feet. Murnpeowie Fornation
equivalent.
Distribution: an unconmon form foirnd occasionally in Eocene
sediments.
Genus VERRUCOSISPORITES (Ibrahim) Potonié Ç Kremp 1954
Vev,rucosisponi,tes kopukuensis (Couper) comb. nov.
(Plate 5, figures 15, 16)
Synónomy: 1960 TriLites kopukuensis Couper p. 42, PI. 3 figs. 1, 2.
Remarks: The Australian forns of this species agree very well with
description and figures of the type. Characteristically the specimens
are much folded and fractured. Couper gives a Bortonian to
Runangan (Upper Eocene) range. In southern Australia the species




TyÞe s-pecies: Latrobosporítes c?assL¿s Harris, Princetown Victoria.
Diagnosis: Microspores trilete; spheroicial; iaesurae simple narrov/
lips; exine thick and usually vety dense; p::o;:;-nai and distal
sculptural elenients siniilar, con,sisting of ruguiae.
9B
Latrobospoyites cyq,ssus Harris
(Plate 2, figure 1)
Description: Micro spores large spheroidal trilete; anb circular
or nearly so. Laesurae straight, length 2/3 spore radius, bordered
by narrow straight lips. Exine 2.5p thick. Distal and proximal
ornamentation consisting of 1ow interlocking rugulae approximately
7.5p long and 1-2y wide. Intervening lurnina of siniilar size and
shape.
Dimensions: 58 (80.7) 100u (10 specimens).
Holotype: Preparation S2L7 Py 058 37.7 : 105.0 P1. 2 Fig. I
of Harris (1965a)
Type locality: Princetown Member of the Uilwyn C1ay, Princetown.
Genus TRIPLAI{OSPORITES Pflug 1952
TripLano sporite s p seudoretícuLatus Harris
. (PLate 2, figure 4)
Description: Micro spores trilete, very strongly biconvex to
elliptical in Iateral view. Equatorial region strongly concave.
Polar dianeter more than twice equatorial dianeter. Laesurae straight
with prominently raised lips. Exine 2-2.5V thick reticulate to
pseudoreticulate, lumina 2p wide, nesh 2-3y wide. The species
has not been observed in proxinal aspect.
Dimensions: (6 specinens) Poiar Cianeter 55 (62) 58u.
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llolotype: Preparation 5209; Py 029 38.4 : 104.0 pt. 2 fíg. 7 of
llarris (1965a)
Type locality: Dilwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Conparison and affinit yi The species differs from ?. teytiaríus
Pflug 1953, having prominently raised lips and a coarser sculpture.
Natural affinities unknown.
Distribution: An infrequent species throughout the sequence at
Dirwyn Bay. Appears to be restricted to paleocene sediments.
Genus RUGULATISPORITES Pflug 1953
RuguLatisporites minor Harris sp. nov.
(P1ate 3 figure 13,
Plate 74, figures 7, L7)
Diasnosis: Microspores trilete, biconvex; amb rounded triangular
to sub-circurar. Laesurae straight and simple reacjring almost to
amb. Exine 2¡r thick, closely ragurate both proximally and distally.
Elements closely spaced, more or'1ess uniform in size, shape and
distribution, 1-2p high and 2-4V long and sinuous. Lunina of
similar shape but narrower. Elenents flattened in opticar section.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 32 (38) 49u.
Holotype z Plate 4 fig. 7, Preparation 5705, slide S70S/7
18.5 : 96.8; Py 379.
Type locality: Poyntz Bore Hd. Ettrick at 310 feet, Buccleuch Beds.
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Renarks: The species is a cornmon component of the 'fuíoyites
magnificus Zonu1e. Natural affinities are unknown.
Rugulatisporites yotundus Harris sp. nov.
(P1ate 4 figure 15)
Description: Microspores trilete, biconvex; amb rounded
triangular. Laesurae simple and straight, teaching to the amb.
Exine 2-3u thick, rugulate both proximally and distally. Elenents
flattened in optical section of varying shapes and sizes, 2-3y
high, 3-7u long. Lumina sinuous 2-Su wide.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 47 (52) 60u.
l{olotype: P1ate 4 figure L5. Preparation 5209, Slide SZ0g/1,
47.6: 113.8.
Type locality: Pebble Point Formation, Dilwyn Bay Victoria.
Paleocene.
Comparison and distribution: This species is clearly separated from




Genus TRILITES Erdtnan ex Couper emend. Dettmann 1963.
IríLites conca'uus l{arris sp. nov.
(Plate 4, figures 1.1, 12 , 13)
Diagnosis: Microspores trilete, tetrahedral, proxinal surface
Polar diajireter occasionallyconvex, distal surface pyramidal.
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greater than equatorial, Laesurae straight reaching the amb, and
with membranous elevated lips 1-2p high. Exine 2-sv thíck and
slightly thicker in the equatorial radial regions. Proxinal surface
smooth, distal surface and equatorial regions ornamented with
verrucae and rugulae. Elenents closely spaced and rounded, 3-4v
high and up to 6p Iong. valvae with slightly 1arger elements.
Dimensions: Equatorial dianeter. 35 (57) 45u.
Holotype: Plate 4 figure 13, Preparation 5705 Slide S70S/L,
39.7 : 103.5.
Tr¡pe iocalitv: Poyntz Bore Hd. Ettrick at 310 feet, Buccleuch Beds.
Distribution and remarks : Comnonly,occurs in Buccleuch Beds and
equivalents in the Murray Basin.
It is quite distinct from all other TriLites spp. Natural
affinities are unknown.
Infraturma CINGULATI
Genus CINGUTRILETES Pierce ernend. Dettmann 1965
CingutniLetes comaumensís Harris sp. nov.
(Plate L fígure 24)
Diasnosis: Micro spores trilete, biconvex, amb subcircular to
rounded sub-triangular. Laesurae straight extending to amb of
spore eavíty and enclosed with low nembranous 1ips. Exine 1-2¡r








Equatorial diameter (including cingulum) 47 (53) 59u.
Plate 4 fíg. 24. Preparation 5502. Slide 5T502/78,
Py. 286.
Cornaum Bore 1A at 374 feet. Bahgallah Formation
equivalent, Paleocene.
Conrparison and distribution The species is common in tl"ie Comaun
samples but rare in Paleocene sediñents elsewhere. It differs
from C. cLauus(Balme) in its larger size and lack of distal
ornament.
Genus KRAEUSELISPORITES Leschik emend. Jansonius 1962
IfuaeuseLisporites papiLLatus Harris
(P1ate 4, figure 1)
Description: Microspores trilete, zonal-a, biconvex in lateral view;
amb circular to sub-triangular. Spore body triangular l^tith almost
straight sides and rounded angles. Laesurae straight, Iength 3/4
of spore body radius. Exine, 1.5-2u thick. Proximal surface
scabrate, distal surface ornamental with granulae and verrucae.
Zona scabrate to granulate, 3-5U wide.
Dimens ions : Equatorial diameter 26 (33) 39u. (7 specinens)
Holotype: Preparation 5209; Py 018,40.2 z 100.7; Pl. 2 fíg. LS
of Harris (1965a)
T¡re locality: Di1wyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Corap:ili,son arud af:fì.nity: 'fhi: spcrc.i cs .i.s cii :, i-.;,i:¡L jÌr:o)l) liìû:ic rlcsr'.r'ihccl
by Cool<son and Dettmänn (LÐ5ir) j-u liiir,,i í'ì:ì r'r ''rrr;, i !*r' ¿ì i,,ii ¡¡i' : ; ;,1,11 ir,]1.'
ScìiLi)i,ir¡;¡ .i t.r li ';ìiir:¡tili,
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TIre spores of the genus SeLagíneLLa Bea,Jv. are comparable.
Distribution: The species occurs sporadically throughout the
sequen,ce at Dilwyn Bay and elsewhere in Paleocene sediments.
Genus POLYPODIACEOISPORITES Potonie 1951
P oLypodùaeeoisponite s ob s cuy,us Harris
(PLate 2, figure 6)
Description: Microspore trilete cingulate biconvex; amb triangular
with straight sides with rounded often irregular angles. Laesurae
obscure, straight reaching t,o the inner margin of the cingulum.
Exine 2p thick, proximal surface granulate to psilate, distal
surface inegularly thickened with rugulae. Cingulurn 3-5U wide,
indistinct at the angles.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter, 42 (45) 52p (Five specimens)
Holotype: Preparation 5218, Py 080 37.3 t rJ,02.3; Pl. 3 fig. 5
of Harris (1965a)
Type loce1ily: Princetown, Princetown Menber of the Dilwyn CIay"
Comparison and affinity : The species is similar to those described
by Krutzsch (1959a Ë b) but differs fron these in the structure of
the cingulum at the angles. The spores are similar to those found
in the genus Pteris Linn (Harris 1955).
Distribution: The species is found only rarely in the Princetown
Menber. It has been noted in Eocene sedinents in South Australia.
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Infraturma TRICRASSATI
Genus CAMAROZONOSPORITES Pant ex Potonie
Cønano zona sporite s bulLatus Harri s
(Plate 3, figures L, Z)
Description: Microspores trilete, zonate, biconvex, amb circular
or nearly so. spore body sub-triangular in polar view with straight
to convex sides and rounded angles. Laesurae straight with slightly
raised lips (1-2U), tength 3/4 of spore body radius. Exine 2-3u
thick, sub-scabrate to psilate.
Dinens ions Equatorial diameter 47 (51) 60U (six specimens).
Holo^uype: P reparation 5208; Py 006 40.5 : 10L.5; P1. 3 fig. 3.
Type locality: DiIwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Comparisons and Affinitv: The species is similar to C. semiLeuis
Krutzsch but is larger and has a wider zone. It has affinities
with the genus Lycopodiun Linn.
Distribution The species is found sporadicalty in the lower
portion of the sequence at Dilwyn.Bay. It is conmon in Comaun
Bore. Dettmann Ç Playford (1968) record the species from the
Upper Cretaceous. It does not occur in sediments younger than
Paleocene.
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Cønaîozonospotites shey,Lockensis Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 3, figures 4
Plate 4, figures 2
, 5;
0, 2!, 22)
Diagnosis: Microspores trilete, biconvex; arnb convexly triangular.
Laesurae straight reaching almost to the amb, with slightly raised
lips thickened 4-5p wide. Exine 4-5p thick, tricrassate at the
equator; crassitudes 7-12p wide in interradial regions narrowing
to 3-4¡r at the radii. Distal exine covered with low anastomosing
muri (2-3V wide) forming a reticulum, lumina 3-10u in diameter;
muri on proximal surface lower and wider and do not anast,omose to
form a reticulum.
-Dimensi-ons: Equatorial diameter 58 (68) 75u.
I{olotype: Plate 4 , fig. 27. Preparation and slide number STL6J,/2;
36.4 : L07.I. P,y I44.
Type locality: Geltwood Beach.No. 1 Well, core L at 2000 feet.
Paleocene.
Remarks and comparison The species is quite distinct fron C.
buLLatus, C. atnplus (Stanley) and C. ohaiensís (Couper). It shows
some similarity to C. heLenensis Krutzsch, but has much longer
laesurae.
Affinity: Lycopodiwn spores (Harris 1955) display similar sculptural
and equatorial features.
Distrrbution: The species ranges froni the Paleocene through to the
;nicliic to upper Eoce¡le ;
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Camaz,o zonospoz,ites paleocenicus Hartís sp .
(Plate S figures 6,
nov.
7)
DiaÊnosis: Microspores trilete, biconvex; anb sub-circular to
rounded sub-triangular. Laesurae .straight, Iength l/2 - z/s spore
radius. Exine 2-3u thick, thicker in interradial regions where
crassitudes 3-5p wide are developçd. Distal and equatorial sculpture
consisting of low (c. 1u high) sinuous rugulae 3-7p in lengrh and
1-3p wide, enclosing lumina of similar dimensions. proxinat
sculpture smooth to faintly scabrate.
Dinensions: Equatorial dianeter 31 (35) 40u.
Holoty'oe: Plate 5 f ig. 7. Preparation and sample nurnber STSL/2,
35.2 : 100 .4; Py 385.
Type locality: Cook 1A bore (Eucla Basin) 362 feet. pidinga Fornation.
Eocene.
Comparison: This species is very sirniLar to C. heskemensís
Krutzsch and it rnay be conspecific
Affinitv: The spores of Lycopodium cey,nuwn L. are comparable.
Distribution: The species occurs sporadically in Paleocene and
Eocene sedinents
Cønarozonospor,ítes buccLeuchensis Harris sp. nov.
(Plaré 3, figure 8)
Diagnosis: Microspores trilete, biconvex, amb sub-circular.
Laesurae straight, length L/2 spote radius. Exine 2-Jy trrick,
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thicker in interradial regions where crassitudes 3-4¡r wide are
deveroped. Distar ancl equatoriar scurpture consisting of row
(c. 1p high) sinuous rugulae 2-4y ín length, and 1_-2¡r wide,
enclosing runina of simirar dimensions. proximal sculpture smooth
to faintly scabrate.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 30 (34) 39U.
Holotype: Preparation and slide fl.umber 5730/L; 56.g : 9g.7, py 386.
Type Iocality: Cold & Wet Bore 350-360 feet. Buccleuch Beds.
Eocene.
comparison and affinity: This. species is quite sinilar to c.
paleocenicus but is distinguished by the smaller oïrranent. The
spores of the Lycopo&Lwn cewluum Morphotype (Krutzsch 1963) are
comparable.
Distribution: Common in niddle to upper Eocene sediments, particularly
in the TrLorites magnifiaæ Zonule.
Turma MONOLETES
Supras ubturma ACAVATOMONOLETE S
Subturma AZONOMONOLETES
Infraturma S CULPTATOMONOLETI
Genus VERRUCAT0SPORITES Thomson Q Pflug 1953
VerrucatosporLtes speeiosus Harris
(Plate 1, figures B-10)
Des cription: Spores free; anisopolar, bilateral monolete; laesura
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two lipped. about 2/s t]''e rength of the greater equatorial axis;
shape elliptical in polar view, approximately plano-convex in
lateral view. Exine 2-3¡r thick, verrucate; verïucae 2-7p wicle ¿¡.t
base, 1.5-2U high.
Di-ntensions: (15 specimens) Equatorial diameter; length
35 (47) s0u, breadth 20 (26) 32v.
Holotype: Preparation 5277; Py 066, 40.0 103.s; Pl. 1 fig. B.
Type locality: Princetown Member of the Dirwyn cray, princetown.
Comparisons and affini ty: The species differs from PoLypodi,idítes
peruerracatus couper in the more even distribution of the
sculpturar elements. The species has affinities with the genus
Mícz'osoz"ium Línk.
Distribution: The species is of common occurrence in the sedinents
studied and in the lower Tertiary of southern Australia.
Verrucqtospor"ites confragosr¿s Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 1, figures 4, 6, Z)
Diagnosis Microspores monolete, bilateral; plano-convex in fu11
equatorial vÍew; arnb more or less elliptical. Laesura straight,
sinple, length 2/3 t]nat of the major amb axis. Exine 2-3u thick,
with low verTucae evenly distributed and more or less equidimensional,
3-5p in diameter. Lumina narror4r 1-1.5p wide.






Comparison and affinit It is distinguished fron Z. speciosus
1.09
Plate 1 fig. 4. Preparation and slide nurirber SZïS/1.
Py 580.
Canopus Bore ât 742-749 feet. Renmark Formation.
y,
Harris by the shape and size of the sculpture and the gïeater ratio
between the length of the laesura and the longer equatorial
diameter. The species has affinities with spores of the genus
Micv,osorium Link.
Distribution: A common species in the niddle to upper Eocene.
Vez,z,ucatosporites tubenosus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 1, figure 11)
Diasnosis: Monolete spores, bilateral; concavo-convex in ful1
equatorial view; amb sub-e11iptica1. Laesura straight < 1/z
length of the longer equatorial axis. Exine 2-2.5y thick with
few large rounded verrucae 5-6p high and 2-41t in base diameter.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter: length 58 (40) 43¡r, polar
length 20 (2s) 29v'.
Holotype: Plate L, fig. Ll. Preparation and slide number SS10/1
20.4
Type
: 92..2, Py 381.
locality: Hd. Carcuma Bore 405-410 feet. Buccleuch Beds,
middle - upper Eocene.
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Conparison and affinity: This species is clearly disti.nguisliccl :Êroin
other members of the genus by the fel anci itl':¡;: ''/',-;i^r:l.lü.,;.r:. iiì iìij,:;
possible affinities with spores of M'Lc'rosor'iuni,
Distribution: Sporadic in middle - upper Eocene and younger
sediments.
Genus MICROFOVEOLATQSPORIS Krutzsch 1959
MícrofoueoLatosponis fnomensis (Cookson) Harris
(Plate 1, figure L2)
Synonony: 1956 Schizaea fromensùs
Remarks: This species is very rare
Member. Cookson (1956) records the
the Great Artesian Basin.
The spores of the genus Schizaea
Cookson, p. 43 pl. B, fig. 3.
and is present in the Princetown
species fron the Paleocene of
Sm. are comparable.
Micz,ofoueoLatosporites aLbevtonensis (Cookson) cornb. nov.
(Plate 1, figure 13)
Synonomy: 1956 Sehizaea aLbertonensis Cookson, p. 43 p1. 8, fig. 4.
Remarks: As with the forner, this species is also rare.and appears
to be restricted to Paleocene sediments. The figured specirnen
is from the Renmark Beds (AOC North Rennark No. 1 Well 1767-L77L
feet). Cookson (1956) suggests that this species is closely similar
to Schizaea pusíLLa Pursh,
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Micz,ofoueoLatosporis uaLùdus Harris sp.
(Plate 1, figures 5,
nov.
14)
Diagnosis: Microspores monolete, bilaterali plano-convex in ful1
equatorial view; amb more or less el1iptica1. Laesura straight,
simple, length 3/5 that of the rnajor equatorial axis. Exine
2-2.5v thick, foveolate to foveo-ieticulate; with circular and
more or less regulatly disposed foveolae, 1-2V in diameter and
0.5-1p deep.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter; length 37 (40) 46p, polar lengrh
24 (27) 2ev.
Hol0trrpe: Plate 1 fi g. 5. Preparation and slide number 37L0/7,
27.6 : 204.4, Py 382.
Type locality: Cannuwaukaninna Bore at I27 feet, Murnpeowie
Formation equivalent, Paleocene.
Conparison and affinity: The size of the species and distribution
of the foveolae separate it from M. aLbey,tonensis and M. fromeræis.
It closely resenbl es M. carwLicuLatus Dettmann but is distinctly
larger and has a different distribution of foveolae. The species
is similar to deviating spores of Schizaea peetinata (Selling
Ls44).
Distribution: An uncommon species in the lower Tertiary sedinents.
-r12-
Supra subturma PERINOMONOLITES
Genus PEROMONOLTTES (Erdtman 1947) ex couper 195J
Pey,omonoLítes dens¿¿s Harris
(Plate 1, figure 17)
Description: Spores free; anisopolar, bilateral, monolete; laesura
extending just over 7/2 t]ne length of the greater equatorial axis;
shape elriptical in polar view, biconvex in lateral view; exine
1.5-2u thick sub-verrucata to scabrate, surrounded by a dense hyaline
perispore 2-5p thick, regulate.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter: (15 specirnens) lengrh 35 (40) 45u,
breadth 25 (30) 3Ttt, polar diameter 34 (52) SSu.
Holotype: Preparation 5209; Py 046, 56.9 : 103.0; p1. 1 fig. 5.
Type localitv Dilwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Comparisons and affinit The species is similar to p. bouenii
couper, but differs from this species in the nature of the sculpture
of the perine. rt differs from p. pyobLematíeus couper, in shape
and sculptural elements.
Distribution: The species occurs commonly throughout the paleocene.
PeromonoLites concretus Harris sp.
(Plate 1, figures B,




[.]¡ç,"ilt ¡';'r :i1:.f i¡i il j)1' ,equatorial view; a¡rrb mofs or- 1çss etii¡r ti.eii I,,
112a -
sirriple, length 2/3 that of the major arnb axis. Exine i,S-2tt
thick unsculptured, surrounded by a dense spongy perine 2-3p
thick.
Dintensions: Equatorial diameter: length 48 (55) 57p, polar
length 27 (30) SBu.
Holotype: P1ate 1, fig. 8. Preparation and slide nurnber 5776/I,
25 . 9 : 107. 8. Py 383.
Type locality: Cannuwaukaninna Bore at 150 feet. Murnpeowie
Fornation equivalents. Paleocene.
Remarks: The closest affinity of this species is with P. dgrrcus
llarris but is readily distinguished by the shape of the spore and
the nature of the perine. The species is uncornrnon in Paleocene
and Eocene sediments. The natural affinities of the species are
unknown.
Pez.omonoLites ueLLatus Hatris sp. nov.
(Plate 1 figure 15)
Diagnosis: Microspores monolete bilateral, biconvex in full
equatorial view; amb ellipticaI. Laesura straight, simple, length
2/3 t}^a:- of the najor amb axis. Exine 1.5-2y thick finely scabrate,
surrounded by a thin hilate perispore (c. 1u thick) with a scabrate
sculpture.
Holotype: Preparation and sanpLe number 5727./.L, 26.4 : 100.9, Py 384
L1,3
Diurensions: Equatorial diameter 35 (3S) 471t, polar diamerer
10 (13) 15u.
Type locality: Cooks Plains Bore 168- 2L4 f eet. Buccl.euch Beds.
Eocene.
Renarks: The nature of the hirate perine makes this a distinctive
spore. It is reminiscent of spores of the genus BLechnwn. The




Genus PODOCARPIDITES Cookson ex Couper 195g
Podocarpidites eæiguus Harris
(Plate s, figure 19)
Description: Pol1en free , anisopolar, bisaccate, bilateral. Body
of grain sub-circuLar to elliptical in polar view. proximal cap
psilate to finely scabrate exine 1-1.5p thick, sulcus broad well
defined, psilate. Bladders 1arge, strongly inclined distarly,
breadth greater than the deptþ,of the ggrppl, rgliculum wj.de,
indistinct and incomplete.
Dimensions 2 (7 specimens) Depph of body, LB .(22) ,?Sp; totat
breadth 42 (45) 4B¡r; breadth of body 26 (28) 32y; breadrh of sacci
24 (2s) 2By.
tr4
llolotype Preparation 5209; Py L54 28.2 : 105.9; Pl. 3 fíg. 12.
Type locality: Dilwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Corrrparisons and affinity: The species is sinilar to P, marwíekii
Couper, but is much smaller. The nature of the reticulun of the
sacci is distinct from P. eLLipticus Cookson, and P. símiLis
Balme, Similar pollens are found in the genera Podoearpus LrHerit
and Dacrydiu¡n SoIand.
Dis tribution Appears to be confined to Paleocene sediments.
Podocorpidites nagnifícus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 5, figure 10)
Diagnosis: Bisaccate po11en, anisopolar, bilateral. Body of
grain sub-circular in polar view. Proximal cap finely punct,ate
with a distinct 0L pattern. Exine 1-2.5u thick. Bladders 1arge,
attached distally. Bladder length greater than body length. Body
breadth a little greater than bladder breadth. Attachrnent zone
3-7u wide. Sculpture of bladders reticulate and complete. Li¡nina
3-7u wide.
Dimensions: (5 specinens) Overatl breadth 82 (85) BTli Saccus
breadth 35 (38) 40u, Length 47 (50) sl.p; Body length 45 (47) 48u.
I lol otype Preparation and sample number 5T547/L3, 35.1 : 'J,03.7,
: , ;ll\ / :\ ) ,lirtl iltl l l¡ :'- lt! t!,)t l
Py 323.
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Type locality: Lake Cootabarlow
Formation equivalents. U. Eocene.
Comparison and affini ty
Bore at 536 feet. Murnpeowie
comb. nov.
figure 5)
Because of its large size and strongly
reticulate bladders, this species cannot be confused with any other
in tlre genus. It is clearly rerated to the genus podocarpus,
Distribution: A rare form in niddle - upper Eocene assemblages.
Genus PFryLLOCLADIDITES Cookson ex Couper
Rernarks: cookson (L947) proposed the sporotype genus phyLLocLad.idites
later erected to generic revel by couper (19s3) for form species
which resembled pollen of the genus phgLlocLaàs. Later (19sg)
cookson transferred forms assigned to phylLocLadùtes to
Dacnydxùumítes becausê of theii closer similarity to pollen of
Dacrydiurn fyanklínií.. There r4/as no type selected for the genus
Dacrydiumites.
under Article 62 of. the rnternational code of Botanical
Nomenclature this procedure is illegitimate. A legitimate name must
not be rejected because it is inappropriate. The genus
PhyLlocLadidítes is here retained.
PhyLLocLadidítes Deryucosus (Cookson)
(Plate 5, figure B; plate 6,
1965 PLLALLocLadí,tes mø,tsonü Cookson; Harris 1965a
26 fí9. 15.
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Remarks: The very prominent sculpture consisting of verrucae on
the proximal surface separates this species from all others in the
genus. It is confined apparently to paleoccne seclinents.
- PhyLLocLadídites y,eticuLosaecatus Harris
(Plate 6, figure 2)
De scription Pollen free, bisaccate, anispolar, bii.ateral.
Body of grain sub-circular in polar view. proximal cap psilate.
Exine 3-5u thick. Bladders smal1, usually infolded onto the
sulcus, finely but distinctry reticulate with a prominent basal
tubercle at the proxinal root of each bladder.
Dimensions: (7 specimens unexpanded) Body breadth 57 (40) 45U,
body depth 42 (4S) SOu; Sacci breað,th 22 (2S) SOu.
Holotype: Preparation 5209; Py 038 42.4 : 101.5; p1. 3 fig. 16.
Type locality: Di1wyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Conparisons: The species is very similar to p. mausonü Cookson
but differs in the thicker exine and the dense ïeticulum of the
sacci. It is similar to the po1len of Daczyddtttn fnankLinii.
Distribution: The species occurs sporadically throughout the
s ection.
Genus DACRYDIUMITES Cookson ex Harris 1965
Type Species designated: Dacz.ydiwnítes lLoz,in¿i' co'óuson G pike.
Diagnosis: Pollen bisaccate occasionail y trisaccate. Sacci free
or united around the region of tltc sulcus. Vc;i;li:j.ou rll: .sacci
proli.Lnoritly raciiai, beconring retictrla.t,c nc;ii tÌ;.e pe::iirÌrcr:y,
i. 17
lìcnlarl<s : Cookson (195 3) as noied previously recorììrìendecl rcl.erring
pollens of the Dactyd.iun fnanl<Linii type to the genus nactycliun,lr;.tes.
Later cookson and Pike (1g5s) and cookson (1957) described two new
species as beronging to this genus. Fossil poJ.len grains of the
Dacz'gdium fnankLinii type are not incrudecl in tliis genus, ancl are
morplrologically distinct from those of Dacrydùumí,tes here
diagnosed
Dacrydiumi'bes elLípticus l{arris
(Plate 5, figure 15)
Description: Pollen free , anisopolar, bilateral, bisaccate. Bocly
of grain spherical, circular in polar view. proxinal cap granulate
to psilate. sulcus, indistinct without a rirn, with scattered
granulae. Exine 1.5-2u thick. Bladders more or less confluent
projecting nore than half the body diameter from the body, with
coarse radially arranged thickenings becoming reticulate near the
periphery.
Dimensions: (15 specimens) Polar diamerer of body L7 (27) JOu.
Overall breadth SB (43) 50p, deprh 29 (52) 45u.
Fio lotypes : Preparation 5209; Py 037 37.7 : 10J.5, pl. J fig. 20.
Type locality: Di1 wyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Comparisons and affinity: In general morphology this species is
similar to D. baLmei, but j.s readily distinguished by its smaller
size. It is Oi stinguis;hc.l fl'rillu ,' , ¡j',,|,r,,¡ìi11',¡l ì'',r' ilii :¡ì¡ì ;rì ir,r ¡, l¡l1i1r
sizc alrcl tho Ëtxtëi¡c: siil Tìie i"¡ l;r.l'ìr'¡:'.
//.
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Distribution: The spectes appears to be restricted to the pebble
Point Formation and the lower portion of the Dilwyn cray.
Genus ALISPORITES Daugherty L94I
ALispoz,ites uanius Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 5, figure s 4, 6, 7 , 12)
Description: ,Po1len, bisaccate, an isopolar bilateral. Body of
grain more or less circurar in polar view. Exine j..5-2:r thick,
proximal cap faintly scabrate, sulcus psilate. Bladders attached
distally and distinctly snaller than body and a 1ittIe longer than
broad. Bladders distinctly and evenly reticulate, lunina 2-3u in
diameter.
Dimensions: 0vera11 breadth 28 (45) 56r, body length 22 (28) 42v,
breadth 2I (26) S6u, saccus length 18 (25) 2Bp, breadth 12 (1S) 22v.
Preparation and slide number STOS/L,
38. 6 700.2. Py 324.
Type localit oyntz Bore at 310 feet. Buccleuch Beds; middle _
Holotype: Plate 5 figure 4
y2 P
upper Eocene.
Comparison and affinit This species differs from A. ,simiLí,s,,,,
(Balme) in the shape of the body and size and shape,of,the bladders
relative to the body size. Th" reticulate ornament on the bladders
is also distinct.






PODOSPORITES Rao 1943 emend.
Dacrydium micy,osaccatun Couper, p. 35;
Pl. 4, fig. 38.
Irisaccites micz,optez,ís Cookson Ç Pike,
p. 64; PI. 2, fig. 27-29.
PhyLLocLadus paLaeogenicus Cookson g pike,
p. 63; P1. 2, figs. 1-6.
Podosporites mieyo saccatus (Couper),
Dettmann p. 104; Pl. 26, fig. 6,7.
PhyLLoeladídites paLaeogenicus (Cookson),
Harris 1965a, p. 86; Pl. 26, fig. 19.
Emencleci diasnosis : Raor s diagnosis is here ernended to include
pollen with 2-3 smalI sacci.
Podosponites mícyosaccatus (Couper) Dettmann
þrate 6, figure 7, 8)





Remarks: Both the bi and tri saccate forms novl regarded as the one
species show identical characters. so far as bladder shape and
ornament, and body ornament are concerned. There seems little point
therefore in separating the two forms on bladder numbers a1one.
However both Dettmann (1963) and Cookson and Pike (1954) have
recorded only the trisaccate form from Lower Cretaceous sediments.
Tire :,¡:eci.eS f irtlt;{:11¡ '1. ll', l',.'¡'t:i'.. i"i,,., ì.,r ' 1,.r1.1,', i.ì ,', i \ i.,:!;ii ì'l ii¡,1
Ì.i i-ocerll:, i,rlilltärin ¡rt1.rl !liltti .iir l¡ii ici l::lirir t.i,i','l . .J i r-r i:lrirl i. ììti\




Podospotites rotundus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 6, figure 9)
Diagnosis: Po11en, bisaccate, free, ani sopolar, bilateral.
Body of grain more or less circular in polar view. Exine L-2u
thick, proximal cup finely scabrate. Bladders very smal1,
unornamented, attached distally ánd separated by a wide (20U)
tenuites. Bladder length snaller than body length.
Dimensions: Body length 20 (25) 28u, overall dianeter 19 (2s) 30u,
saccus breadth 3-5u.
Holotype: Preparation and slide number 5546/L, 35.7 : 105.4;
Py 325.
Type locality: Lake Cootabarlow Bore at 515 feet. Murnpeowie
Formation equivalents. Upper Eocene,
Comparison and distribution: This species is readily distinguished
fron P. microsaccatus by the wide tenuites and the very small
bladders which do not reach the length of the body. The affinities











Diagnosis: Pollen nonaperturate, spheroidal. Exine sculpture
consisting of verrucae, granulae,pr spinules.
Type speciesl. DiLuynites gz,anuLatus Harris, neu/ species.
Discussion: This genus is similar to Araucar,íacites but is
readiJ.y distinguished by the thicker exine and the coarse ancl varied
nature of the sculptural elements. comparable pollen is founci in
nany widely separated taxonomic genera, e.g. cinnømonum, AmboreLLa,
CaLLítz,is, DíseLma and NeocaLLitropsis.
DiLuynit es granuLatus Harris
(PIate 6, figure ,o)
Description: Po11en non-aperturate, spherical, often folded. Exine
1.5 - 2.5p thick, ornamented with granulae 0.5 - 1u high.
Dimensions: Diameter 32 (36.5) 40.u (15 specinens) .
lg]qtype: Prepararion 5209; py 039 , 38.3 : 103.7; pI. 4 fíg. 6.
Type locality Dilwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Distribution: The species is very common throughout the sequence.
rts frequency distribution pattern follows that of the angiosperms
in the Princetown sequence.
11)
DiLuynites'bubercuLatus Flarris 1965
(PIate 6, figure 'r1)
Description Pollen non-apertura,te, spherical, often folded.
Exine 2-2.5V thick ornamented with verrucae and granulae up to 2V
high and 2-4p apatt. Area between verrucae, irsilate to
granul ate
Dimens ions : (10 specimens) Dianeter 35 (39) 45u.
Ilolotype: Preparation 52LB; Py 099, 37.4 I02.9; P1. 4 fig. 9.
Type locality: Princetown; Princetown Member of the Dilwyn CIay.
Conparisons and affinity The species differs from D. gz'anuLatus
in having a coarser and more irregular ornamentation.




Genus EQUISETOSPORITES Daugherty emend. Sing 1964
Equisetosporites notensis (Cookson) comb. nov.
[Plate 5, figure 14)
Synonomy: 1957 Ephedra notensis Cookson p. 45, Pl. 9 figs.




Rernarl<s: The species occurs occasionally in both paleocene and
Eocene sediments but, is never common. cookson (19s7) ::ecorcls the
species also from widely separated localities. cookson compared
the species with pollen of. Ephedta, nßrta Dusen.
Subturna MON0C0LPATES
Genus LILIACID'F|ES Couper 1.953
LiLiaci&Ltes uar.ius Harris sp. nov
(Plate 6, figure 15)
Diasnosis: Pollen , bilateral, monosulcate, amb eIliptical.
Sulcus extends the full length of the grain.
sexine reticulate, lumina L-1.5U ín diameter,
towards the extremities of the sulcus.
Exine 1.5p thick,
becoming narrower
Trpe locality: cannuwaukanj-nna Bore at 150 feet, Mu$eowie Formation
r
equivalents, middle - upper Eocene.
Dimensions: Longest axis 26 (33) SBy, breadrh 16 (20) 2Sv.
Holotype: Preparation and slicle number 5730/t, 50.4 102.L; Py 3.
Comparison and remarks : This species differs from .t. uarLegatus
. Couper in the pattern of the ornament. It is.distingui.shed from
L. auiemonenszjs Mclntyte by not having as strong,a gculptural





A form commonly met rvith in Eocene and younger
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Genus RECTOSULCITES Anderson 1960
RectosuLcites mdcroneticulatus Hatrís sp. nov.
(Plate 6, figures 12, L3, 23)
Diagnosis: Porlen bilateral, monosulcate, anb elliptical hrith
rounded ends. Sulcus 2-3p wide, reaches to t4rithin 2-Jp of the
greatest equatorial length and slfghtly constricted in the middle.
Exine 1.5-2ir thick, sculpture consisting of evenly disposed and
very fine (< 0.5p) punctae.
Dimensions: Longest diameter 31 (54) 40p, breadth 20 (?s) 27v.
Holotype: Plate 6 fig. 12. Preparation and sample number 3546/I,
14 .5 : L09 :6, Py 3.
Type locality: Lake Cootabarlow Bore at 515 feet. Murnpeowie
Formation equivalent, Upper Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: This species differs fron .R. Latus
Anderson in the nature of the ornament, R. Latus is psilate to
finely scabrate. Natural affinities unknown.




Genus TRICOLPITES (Erdtman) Couper 1953
Tz,icolpites yenmaykensis Harris. sp. nov.
(Plate 6., figures 54, gS)
Diasnosis: Pollen peroblate, radiosymmetric, tricolpate anguiaperturate.
Amb triangular, sides deeply conóave. Colpi short (2.S_3u).
Exine 2-2.5V thick, very finely and, evenly scrobiculate.
Dimensions: Radial diameter 25 (28) 5eu.
Holotype Plate 6 fig , 34. Preparation and sanple number STZS/7L
37.9 : L00.2; Py 353.
Type locality: AOC North Renmark No. 1 We1l, I76L-I77L feet.
Renmark Beds, Paleocene.
Comparisons and affiníty: This species is quite distinct fron any
other in the genus. Its affinities are trnknown.
Distribution: Appears to be restricted to the lowest paleocene
horizons in the centre of the Murray Basin.
TricoLpites uoragínosus Harris sp. nov.
j ,.., (Plate 7, figures 19, 20)
Diaenosis: Po1len prolat,e, radiosymmetric, tricolpate. Amb in
equatorial view e1lipsoidal. colpi extend almost to the,entire
length (polar axis) of the grain, n¿rrow and slightly constricted
in the equatorial regions. Exi¡le 2,5-3,,t t,lri.cii, rr' :-.; n$ ; i{: r-Ç ír:j
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thick as nexine, baculate. Bacula < 1u in diarneter a;rcl evcnly
distributed over the grain. Li¡:liüa bèty¡ecir l;¿ir:1..:il, < i;r iir
diarÌeter. The capita appear to fuse together. Both 0L ancl LO
patterns of sinilar dimensions are obtainable.
Dimensions: Polar diameter 37 (42) 48u, equatorial Ciaineter
1ó (18) 27u
liolotype: P1at,e 7, fig. 19;
30.0 : 105.2; Py 589.
Preparation and sample number 574t/z
Type locality: Cummins School Bore 115-728 f.eet, Wanilla Formation,
Middle Eocene
Comparison and remarks: The fine sculptural pattern and size of the
po11en separat this species clearly from those descríbed by couper
(1953, 1960) and Mcrntyre (1965, 1968). Natural affinities unknown.










IrícoLponites uaLuatus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 7, figures 49, 50)
Diagnosis: Pollen radiosymmetric, prolate tricolporate. Amb
in equatorial view el1ipsoidal. Apertures compound, colpi reading
to with 3 or 4U of the poles, margins strongly invaginated to about
8u. Equatorial aperture orate, 5-8u in dianeter. Exine 2-3u
thick unornamented.
Dinensions: Polar dianeter 45 (52) 55u, equatorial diameter
30 (3s) 3eu.
Flolotype: Plate 7 f.ig. 49. Preparation and sample number ST24L/I2,
35.7 : 98.5. PY 176.
Type localítyz Lake Torrens Bore 5A 813-814 feet, Wilkatana Formation,
I{iddle Eocene.
arison and affini The strongly invaginated colpi and
psilate exine nrake this a veTy distínctive species. Its natural
: . .\ J.
affinities are unknown.
Distribution: Common in the Wilkatana Formation but less conmon
;,ilr.t,i r', 1 j ¡ - \, /\' \': : I I




Tz,icoLponítes adelaider¿sis Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 8, figures 3; 4)
Diagnosis: Pollen, subsphaeroidal, tricolporate; amb in polar
and equatorial view more or less circular. Apertures compound,
colpi of varying length and often indistinct.- Equatorial aperture
circular indistinct, up to 16u in.diameter. Exine two layered,
nexine twice as thick as sexine. Sexine unsculptured, dense.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 49 (60) 72v.
Holotype: Plate I fig. 3. Preparation and sample number 5T228/14,
39.5 : 105.0; Py 130.
e localit Observation Bore F 1055 feet. North Maslin Sands
Equivalent; middle - upper Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: The rather thick nature of the exine,
the shape and the unsculptured sexine make this species distinctive.
The natural affinities are unknown.
Dis tribution : Ranges from middle Eocene through to the Miocene
and is most abun{ant in tine Triorítes magnificus Zonule.
Inicolporites coneinnus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate B, figures 12, 13, 23)
Diagnosis: Pollen radiosyrunetric, prolate, tricolporate. Anb in
equatorial view eltipsoidal. Apertures compound, colpi reaching
almost to the poles L-2p wide and slightly invaginated.
Equatorial apertu-i:es 2-.i;r j;l -.! i,,:.:i'il:: lltli :iii,,lri.i',' 1'Jri;i".ii'- i
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equatorially and riruned by thickeníng of the exine. Exine
conspicuously two layered. sexine twice as thick as nexine and
thickens at the poles, ninutely punctate (< 1U in diameter).
Dimensions: Polar diameter 28 (90) s4v, equatorial dianeter
1e (22) 24v.
llolotype: Plate 8, fig. 13. Preparation and slide number S560/I,
30.7 : L07.0, Py'390.
Type locality: Polda No. 1 Bore 118 feet. Poelpena Formation,
MiddIe Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: The species is distinguished from
T, micz'oreticuLatus by its smaller size and finer orTrament.
Natural affinities unknown.
Distríbution: A commonly occurring form in niddle - upper Eocene
assemblages.
TricoLporites deLicatus Harris sp.
(Plate 8 figures 20, 2I,
nov.
22)
Diagnosis Pollen radiosymmetric sub-prolate to oblate sphaeroidal,
tricolporate. Apertures compound colpi extending almost to the
,,j ti.l\; ,ti t ,. . ,¡¡¡,
poles and strongly invaginated. ' corpi surfaces free of ornanent.
Equatorial apertures more ot i"r', ciìcutar, rimmed by exine
:,.,:, l',' ,, lr r ; )
thickening and sometimes protruding. Exine distinctry two layered,
sexine twice as thick as nexine. sexine oïnament evenly spread
over the surface, reticulate, llu¡ij¡Ìa, ci::ci¡]ti' J,¡,r rr,i.cic.
lir. :. i-! I i , !r .,r l
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Dinensions: Polar diameter 25 (30) 34v, equatorial diameter
28 (32) 37v.
IIoIotype: Plate B, fig. 22. Preparation and sample number S5S9/1,
28.7 : L04.7; Py 39L.
Comparison and affiníty: The species appears quite similar to
Tz'icoLpoz'opoLLeni bes rhomboidaLifonmis Mcrntyre but. lacks the
typically I'rhomboidt' shape and éüb-triangular amb of this species.
Distribution: This species is very common in certain Eocene
sediments particufarly the Burrungle Member.
Tricolporites micz,oreticuLatus Harri s
(Plate 8 figure 11)
Description: Pol1en free , prolate to perprolate, tricolporate
Anb in lateral view elliptical. Apertures complex; corpus less than
Lp wide and extending about 3/4 the length of the solar diameter,
bordered by prominently thickened lips 2¡r wide, spreading around the
pore. Pore dianeter 4-6p. Exine 2¡r thick finely reticulate,
lumina and mesh 1u wide
Dimensions: (10 specimens) etlalorial, dianeter 23 Qa) 27v.
Polar díametet 32 (37) 40u.
Holotype: Preparation 5218; Py 070, 39.4: 100.9; Pl. 4 fig. 18.
Type locality: Princetown Princetown Member of the Dilwyn CIay.
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Cornparisons and affinity: The morphology of the species is consistent
with many dicotyledonous genera. The natural affinities atre
unknown.
Distribution: The species occurs frequently throughout the paleocene
and Eocene sediments of southern Australia.
IricoLpoz,ites scabrat4s Harris, new species
(Plate 8, figute 5)
Description: Pollen free sub spheroidal to oblate, tricolporate.
Amb in lateral view sub-ciròular. Apertures complex. colpus 1-2y
wide usually less than 3/4 the length of the polar diameter,
bordered by thickened lips 2-4p wide and spreading around the pore,
pore diamsf¡l.r- ,,,1¡-¡. Exine 2-3y tlníck scabrate to very finely
reticulate.
Dimensíons: (7 specímens) Polar diameter 39 (91) 45u;
Equatorial diameter 32 (36) 40U.
Holotype Preparation 5218; Py 073; 34.4 105.1; P1. 4 Fig . 17 .
Type locality: Princetown Princetown Member of the Dilwyn CIay.
Comparison and affinity: The species is readily distinguished from
T. microz,ebicuLatus in being larger and more spherical and in the
finer nature of the orrrament.
Distribution: The species occurs ínfrequently in Paleocene
sediments.
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Genus ILEXPOLLENITES Thiergart 1.937
fLeæpoV,Lenítes onnøtus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 7 figure 46)
Diasnosis: Po1len radiosymmetric, prolate, tricolporate. Amb in
equatorial view ellipsoidat. Apertures indistinctly compouncl.
Colpi reach alrnost to the poles. .Equatorial apertures indistinct,
4:5u in dianeter. Exine 2-4p thick, distinctly thro layered, sexine
twice as thick ", ,r"*ìrr", orn¿lmented with clavae 1-2u in
diameter and, 2-2.5¡r high, anð scatte""d o.r"r the entire surface.
Lumina less than 2p in dianeter.
Dimensions Polar diameter 31 (36) 42v, equatorial diameter
20 (2s) 27v.
Holotype Preparation and slide number S2B9/I, 18.9 : 104.1; py 392.
Type Ìocality: Moorlands . Moorlands Lignite Member, middle-upper
Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: This species resenbl,es closely
r, cLifdenenszls Mcrntyre from the New zearand Miocene. This species
however is tricolpate. r. ornatus'is possibly the pollen of a menber
of the Aquifoliaceae.






SAPOTACEOIDAEPOLLENITES Por., Thoms. Ç Thierg. 1.950
Py 167.
Lake Torrens Bore 3A 813 feet, Wilkatana Formation,
SapotaeeoidaepoLLenites yotundus Harris sp. nov,
(Plate 7, figures 41, 4I)
Diacnosis: Pollen radio symmetric, subsphaeroidal to sub-prolate,
four and less frequently three aperturate. Apertures compound.
corpi 2/3 Length of polar axis 2-3y wLde. Equatoriar aperture
more or less circular 5-6p in diameter and srightly elongate in
an equatorial direction. ôperturar margin prominently rimmed and
thickened. Exine 2-2.5v thick, nexine about as thick as sexine.
Sexine psilate to finely scabrate.
Dimensions: Polar diameter 50 (36) 39u, equatoriaL dianeter
28 (33) 35u.
Holotype z Plate 7 fig. 42. Preparation and slide nurnber ST24L/s
46. 3 : 103.3.
Type locality:
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: The closest resemblance of this species
is with rndcoLponopoLlenites Latizonatus Mcrntyre, but this species
is most comnonly 3-aperturate, has a longer polar/equatorial axis
ratio and has a broad thickened zone of the exine in the equatorial
region. The species is very similar to po1len of the Sapotaceae.
Distribution: The species filst appeers in tire Mídciie Eocene a;id






Diag¡rosis: Porren prolate-sphaeroidal to subsphaeroídal, g-11
aperturate. Apertures compound, with colpi and equatorial rugae
which coalesce about, the equator. Exine psilate.
Type species: LakulangipoLlis töprensensis Ha-rris sp. nov.
Remarks: Tlris genus differs f.rom psiLa stephøtocoLporites
Leidelmeyer 1966 in having a subsphaeroidal shape and shorter
co1pi.
LakuLanaíooLLis,toryensensis Harris sp. nov.1.,'.,..i;i- -,.., .'':,:-. ,-''
(Plate 7 figures 44, 45)
Diagnosis: As for generic diagnosis and in addition, colpi I_2v
wide and less than r/2 t]ne. length of the polar,axis. Equatorial
furrow 3-4p wide. Sexine as thick as nexine, psilate.
Dimensions: Polar.diameter 20. (2+) S2v, equatorial diameter
2I (28) 34v.
Holotype: P1ate 7 f.í9. 44,
32.7 : 106.8 Py t7B.
Preparation and slide number STZ4I/14,
Type locality: Lake Torrens Bore 3A at 813 feet. Wilkatana
Formation, Middle Eocene.
Conparison and affinít L. totrensensis is closely similar to
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PolgcoLpttes esobaltens Mclntyre, but has more than eight colpi
that are shorter t]nan L/2 the polar diameter. Grains of this type
occur in the Polygalaceae.








AgLaoreida barungensis Harris sp. nov.
(P1ate 7 figure 18)
Diasnosis: Pollen nonoporate, sphaeroidal to slightly bilateral.
Pore circular (3-4u in dianeter) with incrassate nargin 1-1.5u
wide. Exine 2u thick, sexine as thick as nexine, reticulate.




Equatorial diameter L8 (22) 25v.
Preparation and slide number 5T325/L5, 42.L 110 . 8.
Py 195.
Type locality: Hd Barunga Bore 4, 2'J,5 feet. Clinton Coal Measures,
?Lower Miocene.
Comparison and affinity: The pollen figured by Couper (1960
pi. 9 figs. 2!, 22) as Typha sp, appear to be ve:'y sinilar to
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A. barwtgensis. A. barungensis differs from .4. cyclops Erdtrnan
in not lraving a differentiated reticulum . ttMonopoy,Ltestt
subt'eticuLata cookson has a wider rim to the pore . A. banwryensís
is very sirnilar to pol1en of, lypha and, Spatganùum.
Distribution: This species first occurs in the Upper Eocene and
continues through to the Upper Tertiary.
Genus MILFORDIA Erdtman 1960 enend.
Enended diagnosis: Po1len grains nonoporate, ulcerate or monocolpate.
Exine psilate, its outer 1ayer. (sexine) provided with small
densely spaced scrobiculi.
synonomy: L966 MONULCTPOLLENTTES: Fairchild in stover et, aL: p. z.
Remarks: rt is cons.idergd here that to distinguish different genera
on apertural types alone in this group is not justified. Th"
combination of a monopored-ulcerate or-colpate pollen with a
scrobiculate exine is a more rrnatural generic group.rr pollen of
these types occur in the Rest,ionaceae and the Ftagellariaceaf . L Iti
MiLfoz,dia homeoptmctatus (Mclntyre) comb. nov.
(P1ate 6, figures 19, 20) '' t
synonomy: 1965 Monopot,opoLLenítes homeopunetatus Mclntyre p. 206
figs. 4, 5.
Remarks: The specimens from the southern Australiarr Eocene
ASSr:liitl;l¡¡ irù!i ¿rpìloAI ìO ìlç: i.çi,¡-1iì ì.:,:, i i'¡ili¡ .i" iJ",,, ,,, i,-r-11';r.rt.J(;, ,,:,j ì,,,.1
Ncrv Ze ai¿n<1 i',[iócene.
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Genus GRAN{INID iTÊS Cookson 1947
Gnøninidites psi,Latus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 6, figures 22, 25)
Diasnosis: PoIlen nonoporate, sphaeroidal but often intensely
folded. Pore 3u in dianeter with, a proninent bordering rim
2-2,5vwide. Exine 1.5-2u thick, prilate.
Dimensions: Equatorial diarneter 32 (35) 42v,
Holotype: Plate 6 fi g. 22. Preparation and slide nurnber S7L0/L,
47.6 : L12.0. Py 394.
Type locality: Cannuwaukaninna Bore at L27 feet. Murnpeowie
Formation equivalents. Upper Eocene.
Comparison and affinity G. psiLat¿¿s differs from G. media Cookson
in having a psilate exine as against a granulate or scabrate exine.
As Cookson Q9a7 p. 134) has pointed out, monoporate grains with a
distinct poral rirn are characteristic of the Gra¡ninae but are not
confined to that fanily.
Distribution: CommonlY occurs in Upper Eocene and yor.rnger sedimen'us
but is also known frorn the Middle Eocene.
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Subturma TRIP0RINES
Genus MYRTACEIDITES Cookson G pike emend. potonie
Myrtaceídite s tenuís Harris
(P1ate 7,. figure 22)
Description: Pollen i sopolar, oblate, angulaperturate, tricolporoid,
amb triangular to sub-triangular with convex sides. Arci indistinct,
no polar islands. Exine psilate, \-2v thick.
Dimensions: (7 specimens) Equatorial dianeter 2L (24) 27v.
FIolotype: Preparation 52L7, Py 152. 37.3 L07.2; Pl. 4 fi-g. 3L.
Type locality: Princetown , Princetown Member of the Dilvr¡n Clay.
Comparisons and affinity: The species differs fron the upper
Tertiary form, Myrtaceidites eueaLyptoides forma eonueûus cookson
and Pike, in having indistinct arci and no polar islancls. cookson
and Pike (1954) related similar forms to the genus EucaLyptus.
Distribution: A veTy rare form present in the Princetown Menber.
Genus MYRTACEOIPOLLENITES R. Potonie 1951
'-1 :
My rtaeeoipoLlenite s aus tyaLie Harris
(P1ate 8, figure 28)
Description: Pollen , isopolar, oblate, angulaperturate, tricolporoid.
Amb triangular to sub-triangular, side straight to convex. Exine
2u thick, psilate to scabrate thicl<ening to about sp around the
apertures,
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Dimensions: (5 specimens) ilquat,ori.al dia;ri:i:er: 24 (27') 2llr.
Iìolotype: Preparatioìl 52 i.B ; i)y L05 49 .4 105.5; Pl. 5 fig. 19
T¡re locality: Princetown , Princetorør lr{ember of the Ði iwyn CIay,
Comparison and affinit y: The species differs from ltl. thiergaz,ti
R. Pot. in having a thicker exi-ne around the apertures. The
affinities of the species are unknown.
Distribution: The specles occurs, rarely in the Princetor^m Member
and in the Eocene. Mclntyre (196s) records the species from the
Bortonian- Kaiatan .
Genus TILIAEPOLLENITES (R. Potonie) Pot. & Ven. .L934
TíLiaepoLlenite s notabiLis Harris
(Plate 8, figure 2)
Description: PolIen , isopolar, oblate to peroblate, angulaperturate,
tricolporoid, amb in polar view subcircular. Exine 2p thick,
reticulate, lumina about 1y wide. Exine proninently thickened
around the apertures.
Dimensions: (7 specinens) Equatorial diarneter 43 (48) 52u.
Holotype: Preparation S21B; Py 082 37.7 : 104.0; Pl. 5 fig. 2.
Type locality: Princetown, Princetown Member of the Dilwyn CIay.
Comparisons and affinity: The species is similar to L neticulatus
Groot and Groot but has a smaller reticulum. Pollen of the genus
TíLia is comparable with this species.
Distribution: Restricted to ¿Tre
and correlatives,
upper: portion of ihe Dilwyn Clay
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Genus ANACOLOSrDrrES (cookson g pike) poronie 1960
AnacoLosidites comaumeylsis Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 6, figure 40)
Dragnosrs: Pol1en isoporar, oblate 6-forate, amb triangurar to
rounded triangurar with slightly concave sides. pores indistinct,
5 x 2.5u in diameter and close to'ti," angles. Exine distinctly
two layered 2-2.51t, sexine about as thick as nexine but thins over
the angles, orrlament scabrate.
Dimensions: Equatorial diamerer (S specimens) 27 (29) JOu.
Preparation and slide number STS02/S, 40.0 : i,Iz.B, py 275,
Type locality: Comaum Bore 1A at SZ4 feet. Bahgallah Formation
equivalent. Middle Paleocene.
Comparison and affinity: The species is quite distinct from both
A. acutuLLus and A. Luteoides, especially in the nature of the
indistinct pores and the scabrate sculpture.
Distribution: A very rare species only recorded from the Comaum
Bore
Genus BEAUPREAIDITES (Cookson)'Couper 1953
Ho lotype :
Beaupreaiddtes tr\gonaLis Harris sp,
(P1ate 8, figures S0,
nov.
33)
Diagnosis: Po11en i sopolar, oblate, angulapertr¡rate. Anb triangular
with straight sides but exine curves i¡r lio.t--i.ceabiy in the apertural
1,4L
regions. Apertures simple pores 1-2u in dianeter. Exine two
layered 2-2.5V thick, sexine slightly thinner than nexine, sculpture
evenly distributed over grain except near the angles, fínely
reticulate. Lumina c. LU wide. Sexine thinner j-n the region of
the angles.
Dimensions: Equatorial díameter'22 (28) 32v.
Ilototype: Plate B, fig. 30. Preparation and sample number S56L/L
27.2 : 95.1; Py 395.
Type locality: Polda No. 1 at 161. feet. Poelpena Fornation, Middle
Eocène.
Comparison and affinity: The sma11 side and fine, evenly distributed
reticulate sculpture separates this species from B. uer!,ucosus
and B. eLegansiformis. It has close sinilarities with potlen of
the genus Beauprea.
Distribution: An uncommon species most frequent in Middle Eocene
sediments. Rare or absent in the Upper Eocene.
Beaupreaidi,tes reticuLat¿¿s Harris sp. nov.
(Plate L2, figures 14, 15)
Diagnosis: Pollen i sopolar, oblate angulaperturate. Amb
triangular with straight sides that curve in towards the apertules
at the angles. Apertures simple, colpi. Exine 2-3lr thick.
Sexine a littIe thicker than nexine, Scul.;:ture proninent reticr.rlna,
lunina ifteguiaf ill ¡.,j,iiil+:..¡: 'rir: i/¡r i.rl rlli,iì¡cii.ri, 1.,,: 'ili: i'irÌ :11"
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poles and towards the angles. Muri 2y wide,
Dinensions: Equatorial diameter (5 specinens) 35 (38) 40u
tlolotype: Plate 12 f.ig. 15. Preparation and slide number 5766/1
34.6:99.7. Py 396.
Type locality: Geltwood Beach No. L Well at 2328 feet. Paleocene.
C arison and affinit : The heavy reticulate sculpture of this
species separates it fron all other Beaupneaidites spp. It is
suggested that it has some affinity with the genus Beaupnea.
Distribution: A very rare species noted only from the Paleocene
in the Gambier Embayment.
Genus PROTEACIDITES Cookson 1950
Proteacidites tub ercuLiforrnis Harris
(P1ate 8, figure 31)
Description: PoIlen large, sub-isopolar, oblate to peroblate,
angulaperturate, triorate. Anb triangular with straight to concave
sides. Ora circular 5-7u wide. 
'Exine 
2-3u thick, not thinning
towards the apertures, granulate to scabrate with verrucae 2-4u
wide at base and 2p high,regularly distributed.
Dinensions: (5 specirnens) Equatorial dianieter BB (95) 100u.
Holotype: Preparation 5218; Py 083, 39.0 L05.2, Pl. 6 fig. 5.
Type locality: Princetown, Princetown Member of the Dilwyn C1ay.
Comparisons and affinity: No comparable pollens of this type
aîc Ìii¡ov;rt.
l) hrri: i.on: Occurri i'¡r t'ill¡' iri i:ht': Til'ì.1.''ri.,r'''r; r;^.'i"i..tl'
L43
Proteacidites ornatus Haryis
(PLate t2, figure B)
Description: Pollen sub-isopolar, peroblate, angulaperturate.
Anb triangular with straight sides. Triorite, oTa circular 5p
in dianeter. Exine 2-3p thick ornamented with a dense
reticulum. Lunina 4-Bp wide redúcing to 1u,at the apertures.
Mesh of reticulun convolute, I.S-2.5p wide, 3-5u high.
Dimensions: (7 specimens) Equatorial diameter 67 (70) 7Sv.
Holotype: Preparation 521.7; Py 060 39 . B 105. B; Pl. 5 fig . 26.
Type locality: Princetown , Princetown Member of the Dilwyn CIay,
Cornparisons and affini ty2 The species is readily distinguished
from P. gtandis Cookson and P. crassus Cookson by its characteristic
reticulun and shape of the amb in polar view.
Distribution: Sporadic distribution throughout Paleocene and
Middle Paleocene sediments.
Proteacidites reticuLos cabraü¿¿s Harris
(Plate 10, figure 14)
Description: Pol1en , sub-isopolar, oblate, angulaperturate. Amb
triangular with straight sides. Triorite, ora 5U in diameter.
Exine 2-2.5v thick, thickening prominently around the aperturgs;
reticulate, lumina 1-1.5U wide, mesh L-2p wide.
Dimensions: (10 specimens) Equatoriat diameter 24 (29) 35U.
Holot¡re: Preparation 5218; Py 070 39.4 100.9; Pl. 5 fig. 27.
Comparisons and affinity :
L44
Type locality: Princetown , Princetown Member of the Dilwyn CIay,
The species differs notably frorn
P. artnuLar arvtuLaris in the coarse nature of the ïeticulum and
P. synrpLtyonemoides in the thickening of exine around the apertures.
Distribution: Uncommon throughout the Paleocene.
Proteac¿d¿tes díLwynensis Harris
(Plate 72, figures 2, S, 4, S)
Description: Pollen isopolar to sub-isopolar, peroblate, triorite,
angulaperturate. Amb triangular with deeply concave sides. ora
5-7.5u in dianeter. E¡ifrç. .Z:,Sv..,rhick, thickening slighrly abour
10u from the aperture, reticulate, lumina 2-4y wide in polar area,
l-u wide near the apertures, mesh 1.5p high, Lp wide.
Dinrens ions : (7 specimens) Equatorial diameter 65 (70) 72v.
reparation S2,JB; Py.076 39.3 : 100.3; p1, ,5 fig. 27.,
Type locality: Princetown , Pri-ncetown Member of the Dilwyn CLay.
Comparisons and affinity: This species is closely sinilar to
P. grandis cookson but is distinguished from this species by the
smaller lurnina, the thickening of the exine around the apertures.
Distribution and remarks: This specres appears to represent a
complex of morphotypes which begin their range in the pareocene




(Plate 9, fígure 33)
Description: Pollen sub-isopolar, oblate, angulaperturate. Sub
triangular, sides straight to slightly convex or concave. Triorite,
ora i..5p in diameter. Exine 1-1.5u thick, prominently thickened
around the aperature, scrobiculat,e.
Dimensions: (15 specimens) Equatorial dianeter LB (25) 33u.
Holotype Preparation S21B; Py L07 32.0 : 101.6; pt. 5, fig. 24,
Type locality: Princetown , Princetown Member of the Dilwyn CIay.
Comparison and affinity: The species is readily distinguished from
P, calLosus and P. obscuLvus by the psilate nature of the exine and
the prominent thickening of this around the aperture. Natural
affinities unknoum.
Distribution: Comnonl y occurring throughout the Paleocene and into
the Middle Eocene.
tuoteq,cidites simíLis Harrís
(Plate P, figure 39)
Description: Po11en sub-is opolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triorite,
sub-triangular with deeply convex sides. Ora cj.rcular 2y ín
diameter. Exine 1.5-2U thick scabrate appearing minutely reticulate.
Dimensions (10 specimens) Equatorial díameter 22 (26) 30u.
Holotype: Preparation 5209; Py I53 38.7 100.9; P1. 6:ii¡1. i?.
L46
Type locality: Dilwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
Comparison and affinity: This species differs fron P. granoz,atus
in its snaller size and from P. adenanwtpides in having finer
sculptural elenents and more concave sides.
Distribution: Sporadic distribution in Paleocene sedinents.
Pz,oteacidítes echi'ítaA,ts Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 8, figures 54, 35, 36, 40)
Diagnosis: Pollen subisopolar, peroblate angulaperturate. Amb
triangular with straight, slightly convex or concave sides.
Apertures, three, circular 2-3v in diameter. Exine 2U thick,
thickening near the apertures. Ornament consisting of sparsely
distributed spinulae 1.5u high with base Lu wide. Sexine scabrate
between spinulae.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter (7 specinens) 30 (35) 42v
Holotype: Plate ,, fig. 36 Preparation and slide number SL72/L
46.9 : 96.5 Py 397.
Type locality: Lake Tallacoota Shaft. Pidinga Forrnation, middle -
upper Eocene
Comparison and affinity: PoIlen of this type are not represented
in the recent flora although pollen of IeLopeø has some
similarities.
Distribution: This species is rare and is known only from middle-
upper Eocene sediments in Eyre Peninsular and in the Eucla Basin.
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Proteacídites Lepidus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 9, figure 2)
Diagnosis: PolIen smal1, sub-isopolar, oblate, angulaperturate.
Amb rounded triangular, sides slightly convex. 3-aperturate,
apertures 2.5-3y in diameter. Exine 3p thick uniform in thickness.
Sexine about as thick as nexine o1nanented with a dense reticulum,
Iumina 1.5-3u in diameter, slightly snaller in the polar regions,
muri c. lu wide.
Dimensions:
Holotfpe: Pr
Equatorial diameter 21 (25) 31u.
eparation and slide number 5561/1 35.2 : 108.6, Py 398.
Type 1ocalj.ty: Polda No. L Bore at 161 feet. Poelpena Formation,
Middle Eocene;
Comparison and affinity This species is quite characteristic and
cannot be confused with any other known form. It is suggested
that it has affinities with the Proteacene.
Distribution: This species is often common in Middle Eocene
sediments particularly those of the Polda Basin.
Proteacídùtes uav,ieas Harris sp.
(Plate 9, figures 3, 4,
nov.
s)
Diagnosis: Pol1en sma11, sub-isopolar, peroblate, angulaperturate.
funb triangular with straight or slightly concave sides. Apertural
pores, three, 2.5v in diameter. Exine 2-2.5v thick, Sexine much
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thinnel than nexine and thins markedly near the apertuïes. Ornament
0.5p high consisting of fused groups of bacula c. 1u in diameter.
Groups becoming smaller to absent near apertures.
Dinensions: Equatorial diameter 20 (25) 37v.
Holotype: Plate 9 f ig. 3. Preparation and slide nurnber SZL6/I,
46.7 :112.4. Py 399.
Type locality: Cannuwaukaninna Bore at 150 feet. Murpeowie
Formation. Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: P. is distinguished from P. Lepidus L
'by its shape and the nature of the ornament. The nature of the
ornament distinguishes the species from P. y,eticuLatzs Cookson and
P. syrnphyonemoides cookson. rt is most likely the polren of a
member of the Prot,eaceae.
Distribution: A common species in niddle and upper Eocene
assenblages in the Murnpeowie and Poelpena Formations in particular.
Pz,oteacidítes paLeocenicus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 9, figure 72, PLate I0, figure 10)
Diagnosis: Po1len sub-i sopolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triporate.
Amb triangular, sides straight. Pores sinple 4-5¡, wide. Exine
2-3y thick, sexine about as thick as nexine but extends past
nexine which thins markedly in the apertural regions. ornament
reticuiate. i,unina in tlie ce:i:-i:e o ji thc po1 1 e;n ¡-lli i.-bol't: t.1lc




Dimensions: Equatorial diameter (7 specimens) 26 (30) 32v,
FIolotype: Plate 9 fi g. 72. Preparation and slide number SZII/L,
42.8 : L0B.7. Py 400.
Type locality: Dilwyn CIay, Dilwyn Bay, Victoria
Comparison and affinity: The characteristic orrrament pattern
distinguishes this species from gthers in the genus py,oteacídites.
Distribution: A rare species apparently confined to pateocene
sediments in the Otway Basin.
Pyoteacidites uuLganis Harris sp.
(Plate 9, figures 14, 16,
nov.
28)
Diasnosis: Pollen sub-isopolar, oblate angulaperturate, three pored.
funb triangular with straight to slightly convex sides. Apertures
?compound 2y in diameter. Exine 2p thick. Sexine as thiçk as
nexine, faLntly and sparsely scabrate. Nexine appears to separate
from sexine Ju from the aperture to form an attriun.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 20 (25) 32V.
Holotype: Plate 9 fi g. 28. Preparation and slide number 5650/1
39.6 : 707.3. Py 401.
Type locality: Hd. Cummins Bore at 374 f.eet. Wanilla Formation,
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: P. concy,etus closely resembles this
species but the two can be separated by the characters of the
nexi¡re t'reaf bìie Í¡i)eItu1'CS,. [', ,:icrï,.,ar1.']i".; tli-.t',1'.'5 tii) :ì('ir]r¡'r)i. j¡-.'ii iri'
nexine ¿.nrl sexine as elor;:s F. 'tJIt/4;¡1;r¡'."
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Distribution: The specles :.s a very common component of the
assemblages in the Poelpena Formation. It ranges fron Middle to
Upper Eocene.
Proteacidites Lauttzs Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 9, figures 23, 24)
Diagnosis: Pol1en sub-isopolar, oblate,, angulaperturate, triorate,
Anb triangular with straight sides except where exine bulges out
around the aperture. Apertures 11-15U wide externally and
7-9v internally. Exine 4-5¡r thick scabrate becoming
thicker towards the apertures but then thinning to 2,5-3v.
sexine nuch thinner than nexine and extends out bôyond the nexine
in the apertural region. Apertures 7.5U diameter in the nexine,
15u in the sexine.
Dimensions: Equatorial dianeter 54 (57) 42v
flolotype: Plate 9 fi g. 23. Preparation and slide number S2Bg/L,
40.0 :94.2. Py 402.
Type locality Moorlands Lignite Member, Moorlands; middle-upper
Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: The rather thick nexine and much thinner
nexine are distinctive features of the species. It shows some
sinilarity to Tniorites nagnífícus but differs fron this species
in. aperture construction and sexine orrrament.
L51
Distribution: Most commonly occurs in Middle Eocene sediments
and is rare or absent in the AgLaoreída barungensis Zonule and
does not extend down into the Paleocene.
Proteacì,dites uníc¿¿s Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 9, figures 25, 26)
Diagnosis: Pollen sub-isopolar,'oblate, angulaperturate, triorate.
Amb more or less triangular. Sides straight in the inter-apertural
regionals. Exine 2-2,5v in the inter-apertural regions but the
nexine thickens at about 15u from the aperture to form a distinct
I'colfarrr 5u thick and 7v wide. The nexine is slightly "pinched"
in at this point thereafter it bulges out and thins rapidly.
Sexine about as thick as nexine in the interradial regions and
retains a constant thickness, with a distinct 0L pattern. Lr¡nina
c. 1u in diameter.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter (5 specitnens) 38 (.SOl 56ir.
Holotype: Plate 9 fig. 25. Preparation and sampte number 5648/7,
25.4 : 104.5. Py 403.
Type Iocality: Wilkatana Bore L at 351, feet. Wilkatana Formation.
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and affinityz P. tmicus is a most distinctive pollen
and cannot be confused with any other described species. It shows
sone similarities to the pollen of Hakea and GreuíLLea (Erdtnan
1es2)
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A very rare species known only fron the pirie-Distribution:
Torrens Basin.
Pz,oteacì,dites concretus Hatris sp.
(plate g, figures 31,
nov.
32)
Diagnosis: Po1len subis opolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triporate.
Amb triangular with straight'iides,. Apertures circular 1.5¡r in
diameter. Exine 2p thick but thickens in the region of the aperture
to 4u and forms a pore'canalrr,.gp long. Exine faintly and evenJ.y
scabrate. L0 patteïn.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 25 (28) S2v
Holotype: Plate 9 fi gure 32; Preparation and slide number 3360/2,
36.4 105.8 . Py 404.
Type locality: Kopi Bore ?2?-202 feet. poetpena Forrnarion,
Middle Eocene.
Conparison and affinit v: This species is most closely similar to
P. L,atz'obensis Harris, particularly in the nature of the aperture.
It however differs from this species by'thu nature of the orrrament.
(P. Latrobensis has a scrobiculate pattern. )
Distribution: A common species in most Eocene sedinents. Not
known fron the Paleocene.
Pz,oteacidítes LdgneoLus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate g , figures J/+, 41)
Diagnosis: Pollen sul¡-is opol ai, obi;ite, a;t3ulapeiturÍìî:e. Ä¡¡iit
Exine 2¡r tliick, sexine as; tlrj-rit ¿rstriangular v¡ith straight sides.
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nexine, ornamented with Iow (< 1u high) coalesced group of bacula
(lp wide). These become smarrer towards the apertures where the
sexine thins slightly.
Dimensions: Equatorial díameter 54 (gS) 40U.
l-lolotype: Plate 9 fi g. 42. Preparation and slide number ST2Iï/ j.6
38.7 102.8. Py 085
Type locality: Princetown Menber Princetown, Victoria. Upper
P aleo cene
Comparison and affinity: This species is sinilar to p. nectomarginus
cookson but is much smaller. It is distinguished fron p. paz,uus
cookson by not having exine that thins narkedly near the apertures.
P. sutbscabratus Couper is snaller and has a.scabrate sculpture.
Distribution: The species is present in the princetown Member of
the Dilwyn clay and ranges into the middre - upper Eocene but is
uncommon.
fuoteacidites eLintonensis Harris sp. nov.
(P1ate 10, fig.
Plate 11, figs. 11)
Diagnosis: PoI1en sub-is opolar, oblate angulaperturate, tri-porate.
Anb more or less triangular with concave sides. pores circular
20-3sv in diameter. Exine 5p thick, sexine slightry thinner than
nexine. capita of bacura coalesce to forn groups up to h r,¡ide and
show an 1,0 patteni. Elene¡it:i rtc-¡i:.lri'';,.i :ì,ii oirticrl.ì :,; ili:Ì: j i)l-,. Nc:;i: ¡e




readily lost by corrosion.
Dimensions: Equatorial dianeter 62 (75) 9BU.
Holotype: Plate 11, fig. 11. Preparation and slide number 5705/L,
49.1 : 105.4. Py 405.
Type locality: Poyntz Bore, Hd. Ettrick at 310 feet. Buccleuch
Beds, middle -.upper Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: Plate 10 fig. 1 and Plate 7L fig. 7
possibly can be separated as another species. These two specimens
are similar to P. rectomargínus.; Cookson but have much larger
apertures. The species is distinguished fron P. incuruatus by
the nature of the sculpture and the characteristic aperture. The
exine does not thin markedly near the apertures as it does in
P. incutuatus.
Distribution: The species is almost ubiquitous in Eocene sedinents
and is particularly conmon in the Trtorítes magnifieus Zonule. It
ranges from Middle Eocene to at least Lower Miocene.
l..,i.iL!,i \/ l1)
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Ptoteaci&ites comau¡nensis I-larris sp.
(P1at.e J.0 , figures 2 ,
nov.
3)
Diagnosis: Pollen sub-i sopolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triporate.
Anb triangular with straight to slightly concave sides. pores
simple sub-circular, 7u in diarneter. Exine 2.5u thick¡ sexine
as thick as nexine, ornamented wi¡h sparse low (1.5u high)
verrucae 2-3p in diameter. Between these ele¡nents the sexine is
evenly punctate (< 1u in diameter) giving a clear oL pattern.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter (5 specimens) 50 (59) 59u.
iJolotype: Plate 10 f ig. 3. Preparation and sanple number STSO2/Ig,
38,3 : 705,7 . Py 296.
Type locality: Comaum Bore LA at 374 feet. Bahgallah Formation
equivalent. Middle Paleocene.
Comparison and affinity: P. comaumensis shows sone sirnilarity to
P. cLintonensis but can be readily distinguished by the ornament,
apertures and shape of the amb.
Distribution: This species is a rare type and has only been noted
fron the Conau:n Bore.
Proteaeídites kopiensis Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 10, figures 7, S)
Diagnosis: Pollen sub-i sopolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triporate.
Amb triangurar, sides straight or nearly so. Apertuïes sub-circular
simple 7-81 in diameter. Exine 2p thick and slightiy thicker in
1s6
the equatorial inter-aperturate regions. sexine about half as
thick as nexine, ornamented with a reticulum. Muri 1-1.5u wide,
Lunina 2u in diameter at the equator and decrease gradu arry to
ly towards the apertures and polar regions.
Dinrensions: Equatorial diameter 56 (40) 47V.
I{olotype: Ptate 10 fi g, 7, Preparation and sample nurnber 5560/1.
26.7 : 107 .3. Py S9S,
'l'ypc 1ocalíty: Polda No t hole at I23 feet. poelpena Formation,
Micl<lle Eocene.
Comparison and affin itv: This species is readily distinguished fro¡r
other Proteacidites spp. by the ðharacteristic ornament pattern.
Distribution : This specLes :.s present in the uppernost section
of the Princetown Member of the Dilwyn Formation and continues in
arl basins into the middle - upper Eocene. rt does not appear to
range higher than the Tz"iorítes magnifícus Zonule.
Proteacidi,tes tr|partitus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 10, figures 11, 72, 1g)
Diagnosis: Pollen sub- isopolar, oblate, angulaperturate,
triporate. Amb triangular with more or less straight sides.
Apertures sub-círcular, simple but oþseure 2-2.5p wide, Exine
2.5'3v thick. sexine half as thick as nexine, foveolate. Lumina
c. 1u in diameter slightly smaller at the poles and towards the
apertures. Muri 2-3ù wíde, Nexine thickens to 5u ai 10u froni the
diameter. Pore "canalr, 7-8p 1ong.
I5/
Dimensions: Equatorial díanteter 27 (30) 34v.
Holotype: Plate 10, fig. 11. Preparation and slide number 5650/1,
47 .3 : 103 .4. Py 406.
Type locality: Lfd. Cummins Bore at 374 feet. Wanilla Formation,
Middle Eocene.
Conrparison and affinity: The detail of the apertures closely
resembles that found in P. Latrobensis and P. concretùs but is
distinguished by the characteristic ornament.
Distribution: The species first appears very high in the Princetown
Member of the Dilwyn Fornation but, does not become conmon with the
ì,iiddle Eocene.
Proteaci&Ltes coLLavoides Harris sp. nov'
(Plate 10, figures L7, 18)
Diagnosis: Pollen sub-isopolar, oblate, angulapelturate, triporate.
Amb triangular with slightly convex sides. Aperture sub-circular
sirnple 5U wide. Exine 2p thick. Sexine about as thick as nexine
except nea1. the apertures where the sexine ís scabrate. m"*in"'
thickens to. 3-4u near aPerture.
Dinensions: Equatorial diameter 37 (40) 44v.
Flolotype: Plate 10, fig. L7. Prepar:ation and slide number 5247/7'
33,3 : 1.11,0' PY 407;
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Lake Torrens IJore 3A at 813 feet. Wilkatana Formation,Type localitv:
Middle Eocene.
Comparisons and affinity: The foveolate sculpturing of the exíne
conbined with the trcollared" effect about the apertures cloarly
separate this species from others in the genus.
Distribution: Appears to be confined to Middle Eocene sediments
from Eyre Peninsular and the Pirie-Torrens Basin.
Proteacidites fromensis Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 10, figure 19)
Diagnosis: PoIlen sub-is opolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triporate.
Anb triangular, sides strongly concave. Pores simple, circular,
5u in dianeter. Exine 2.5-3y thick. Sexine slightly thinner than
nexine in the inter-angles and thins towards the angles, evenly
granulate to scabrate. Nexine thickest in the inter-angles.
Dimensiôns: Equatorial dianeter 61 (65) 70v.
Holotype: P reparation and sanple nurnber SL7/2, 36.L : l-01.6. Py 408.
Type locality: Lake Eyre Bore 20 at 210 feet. Murnpeowie Fornation
equíva1ent, Paleocene.
Comparison and affinity: The strongly concave sides of the amb
size and the scabrate ornaJnent separate this species from others
in the genus. It differs fron P. gnanoratus Couper in that the
ornament deg5 nÐt become coarser around the apertural region.
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Distribution: P. fnomensís is restricted to and characteristic
of Paleocene sediments and is most co¡nmon in the Murray and Great
Artesian Basins.
Proteaci&Ltes uoz,aginosus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 1.1, figures 1, Z , S)
Diagnosis: Pollen sub-is opolar, ángulaperturate, oblate, triporate.
Amb triangurar, side straight to slightly concave or convex. pores
sinple, circular 4-5U in diameter. Exine uniforn and 3-4p thick.
Sexine as thick as nexine, orrramented evenly over the surface
with large fovealae. Lumina and muri 2-3p wide becoming slightly
smaller and more circular at the poles. Lumina near the angles
elongated Lt - 2 times as long as broad.
Dimensions: Equatorial diarneter (8 specirnens) 46 (50) 53u.
Holotype: Piate L1 , fig. 1 Preparation and slide nurnber 5T547/33,
4I.4 : 103.5 Py 342.
TyÞe locality: Lake Cootabarlow Bore at 536 feet. Murnpeowie
j '.,' ,
Formation equivalent. Paleocene.
arison and affinit : The thick exine and dense fovecolate
sculpture without nodification in the region of the aþertures
separates this species from P. coLLaroides,
Distribution: P. uonaginosus Ls a rare form restricted to Paleocene
sedinents in the Great Artesian and Murray Basins and the Ganbier
Embayment.
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Proteacidites confragosus Harris sp.
(Plate 1L, figures 7,
nov.
8)
Diagnosis: PoIlen sub-isopolar, angulaperturate, oblate, trì_porate,
Amb triangular with slightly convex sides. pores sinple sub-
circular 6-7p in diamet,er, obscure. Exine 4-Sp thick. Sexine
three times as thick as nexine, heavily omamentsd with a dense
reticulum, lumina 3-4U in d.ianeteí polygonal, and nade up of
distinct bacula L-L.5¡r in diameter.
Dimensions: Equatorial dianeter 54 (60) 69u.
Holotype: Plate 11, fi g. 8. Preparation and sLide number, STZ4'I/9,
42:0 : 1,06.1. Py 773.
Type locality: Lalce Torrens Bore 3A at 815 feet. Wilkatana Formation,
Micldle Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: This is a most handsome species and is
clearly distinct fron any other known in the genus.
Distribution: An index form for Middle Eocene sediments .D
confragosus ii^as been recorded from the North Maslin Sands, the
Renmark, Poelpena and Wanilla Fornations and the Burrwrgle Menber.
Proteací&Ltes tortuosus Harris sp.
(,'i r.. .
(Plate 1L, fígures 15,
PLate L2, figure 1)
nov.
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Diaqnosis: Pollen sub-is opolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triporate.
Amb rounded triangular, sides convex. Pores sirnple 13-15u rvicle.
Exj-lte 5ì, tiLick. Ne;ii¡rc. i.ì1.r, ,:Ì.i.:i: iir,1ì :ìo,'iì.ii\:. Jc;; ilr; 0tiì,rrì;èr'í-r:rri
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scattered verrucaer 2p wide and up to 6ir long, rounded in optical
section and 2p high. Areas between these elernents psilate.
Dimensions: Equatorial diameter 53 (55) 5Bu.
Flolotype: PIate 11, fig. L3, P reparation and slide number 5563/2,
31.8 : 100.4 Py 409.
Type locality: Polda Bore L at LBL feet; Poelpena Formation, Middle
Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: The large distinctive verrucae thick exine
and rounded sub-triangular shape separate this species from those
described here. P. to,tuosus differs from P. tubeyculaúi,ts Cookson
in being smaller. The verrucae are not arranged in a reticuloid
pattern and are not confined to spherical shape.
Distribution: This species has been recorded only from Middle
Eocene sediments on Eyre Peninsula, Poelpena and Wanilla Formations.
Pz,oteacídites pídingaensís Harris sp. nov.
(P1ate 12, figure L0)
Diagnosis: PoIlen sub-isopolar, oblate, angulaperturate, triporate.
Pores simple 9-1lu in diameter.Anb sub-triangular, side convex.
. .,,r\i (:,, !1 i (r,r.'r.
Exine 2.5-3v thick. Sexine a little thicker than nexine,
, I ir..j('.j,- ,'- .- l ,, j,( , ì, 1.,,
pseudoreticulate densely ornamental with low verrucae (lp high)
, . i. .(
up to 2V ín diameter near the poles and becoming narrower towards
the apertures. Verrucae partly'coalesce leaving lumina 3-4v





Equatorial diameter 52 (55) 571t.
Preparation and slide ¡runiber: S'fl58/1, 36 4 i ia2.4. Py 1.51 .
Observation iJol:'r.,. l; ir i: -i0l;i) i"(:i: it.., No.i'i:,¡ ivi;,:; J .ì ii l:ir;nrls ,
niddle - upper Eocene.
Cornparison and affinity: In size and shape this species resembles
P. tortuosus but is distinguished by the smaller nature of the
ornament and its distribution forrning narrow lumina.
Distribution: The species has only been recorded from the St.
Vincent and Eucla Basins.
Proteaeidites perparuuLus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 72, figure 12)
Diagnosis: Pollen small , sub-isopolar, oblate, angulaperturate,
triporate. Amb triangular, side slightly concave. Pores sinrple
1-1.5u thick. Sexine as thick as nexine except near the apertures
where the nexine thins narkedty. Sexine ornamented with fine
(< 0.5u in diameter < 0.5u high) and evenly distributed projections
giving a distinct L0 pattern.
Dinensions: Equatorial dianeter 18 (20) 25U.
Holotype Preparation and slide number 5705/7, 44.8 I09 .2. Py 410.
Type locality: Poyntz Bore, Hd. Ettrick at 310 feet. Buccleuch
Beds, niddle-upper Eocene.
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Conparison and affinity: P. pez,panuuLus is quite similar to
P. uarius but is distinct in having smaller and distinctive ornament.
and nexine which thins conspicuousry neâr the apertures.
Distribution: The species has been recorded from the Buccleuch
Beds and niddle - upper Eocene phases of the Renmark Beds.
Genus TRIORITES Cookson ex Coufer 1953
Type species (by subsequent designation of Couper, 195J, p. 60)
Ty"iorítes magnificus Cookson 1950
Discussion:
Dettmann and playford recently (1968) summarised the present
status of the genus, but chose to continue using the diagnosis
of Couper (1953) pending a review by the author.
Potonie (1960) clearly indicated that the two species
T. magnificus and T. cLauatus were morphologically comparable and
distinct from other forms allocated to the genus. However,
Pot,onie gave no indication as to where these other species should
be placed.
It is cl.ear from the present study that T. magníficus and,,,
I. cLauatus are vety closely related morphologically and perhaps
phylogenetícalIy. Indeed Cookson (1957, p. 49) goes so far as.to
state that "there is litt1e or no doubt that they were produced
by close.ly reLated plants
of ora and exine stratificatj-o¡r, and structu:re....r' Tlius tl-rese
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tr*r'o species form a natural grouping and all other species previously
assigned to the genus are better accommodated elsewhere. couperrs
(1953) diagnosis is too broad and is suggestive of suprageneric
category.
Arr other species unless they conforn to the diagnosis should
be accommodated elsewhere.
ttTt iov,í,tes tt psíLat¿¿s Harris
(Plate 7, figures 31,
sp. nov.
32, 33)
Diagnosis: Po1len radiosyrnmetric, isopolar, oblate, triorate. Amb
sub-triangular, sides straight io s1íghtly convex. Ora sunken,
2-4p wide, circular. Exine 2p except around apertures where it
thickens to 3 or 4p. Exine psilate.
Dimensions: Equatorial díameter 24 (32) 40u.
ttolotype: PLate 7, fig. 33. Preparation and slide nunber 5563/L,
43 ,7 : 94 .5 . Py 4L1,.
Type locaI1ty: Polda No. 1 Hole at 18L feet. Poelpena Formation,
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: ttT.tt psiLatus rs very comparable and may
be conspecific witln t'I.'t scabyatizs Couper. The ornament on
the latter is scabrate however.
Distribution: This species is a very common forn throughout the
Lower Tertiary in southern Australia. rt makes its first appearance
in the Princetown Member and ranges through'to'the Loler ¡liocene.
The upper limit has not been determined
1i'i.,1. i, i I r.; .,i
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Genus GAMBIERINA gen. nov.
Type species: Triorites eduardsii Cookson Ç Pike pars. p. 21.4,
pI. 2, figs. 101 to 106.
Diagnosis : Pollen radiosymmetric, oblate, lobate, angulaperturate,
triorate. Apert,ures sunken. sexine thinner than nexine, psilate
to scabrate.
Remarks: The characters of the exine, the apertures and general
shape distinguish this þenus from Tz"Lorites.
Genus TRIPOROPOLLENITES (Pf1ug) Thonson Ç Pflug 1955
IniporopoLLercítes harnisii (Couper) comb. nov.






Triorítes harrisii Couper, N.Z. geo1. Surv.
paleont. Bu11 . 22:6L pL. 7, fig. 111.
HaLoragaeidites tyioratus Couper, N.Z. geol. Surv.
paleont. Bu11. 22:41, pI. 5, fig. 50.
Trioz,ites hann'Lsií, Cookson Ç Pike, Aust. J. Bot.
2 (2) z2LS , pI . 2 , fig. 95-99 .
Ir|orites harrisii, Couper, N.Z. geot. Surv.
paleont. Bu1I . 32267 pL. !2, figs. 2,3.
TrLoyi te s harrí s ii rHarri s, P a1 ae on$Srapiri. ca
j
B 115 :94, pI. 27, fig. 37.
t
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Rernarks: T. harrisii ís clearly not a Triori-bes but is ciosely
similar to po11en in the genus Tniporop;tLTer¡¡).,¿ea. 'l',re 'ic¡l.en
of Coz.yLus, Myt"Lca artd Canacomyri.ca is sinii¿Lr. Cooi<so¡r alic¡
Pike (1954) indicate that the pollen of C. monticoLa and T.
haz'r'isü are rrpractically indistinguishable from one another.r'
TriponopoLLenites genvnatus Flarris sp. nov.
(Plate 7, figures 24, 27, ZS)
Diagnosis: PoIlen occasionall y free but nost conmonly united in
tetrads. Tetrads 34-40p in overall diameter. Individual polren
radiosymmetric oblate sub-isoporar, triorate. Anb sub-triangular
with straight to convex sides. Exine 4-5¡r thick (including
ornament). Sexine and nexine difficult to separate but nexine
appears to be thicker than sexine. Exine covered with verrucae
2-3¡r wide, sphaerical and 2p high. Verrucae separated fron each
other (2-3ù by granulate ornament. Apertures obscured by ornament,
porate or orate opening 7.5-2.5p wide.
Dimensions: Individual pollen, equatorial diamete-r 29 (25) 51U.
Holotype: Plate 7 fig. 28. P reparation and slide number ST555/9,
39.8: 101.8. Py 439.
Type locality: Observation Bore 18, Port Lincoln - Wanilla Formation,
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and affinity : T. genrnatus Ls sinílar to T. buLLis
Gru;rs-(i¡iV¡i8,Ì(';i,,i fl.O;tt titc fì"¿¡",'' ',-'iir¡¡ Oj: ,li '';'i: j:; i'. r¡'ì'¡ i"'' :ìri':
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species is more or less circular and appears t,o have a thickened
rin to the aperture.
Distribution: Appears to be restrict,ed to Middle and niddle -
upper Eocene sediments from the Pirie Torrens and Great Artesian







Stephanopot opolLenítes obs cuz,us Hartis
(Plate 6, figure 42)
Description: Pollen free , oblate to subspheroidal zoniporate.
Amb circular to subcircurar in polar view. Pores 5-7u indistinct
6-8p in diameter. Membrane aperture granulate. Exine 1-2¡r thick,
scabrate to finely granulate.
Dimens ions (15 specimens) Equatorial diameter 31 (36) 40u.
Holotype: P reparation S20B; Py 01J. 35.8 : 103.4; P1. 6 fig. 15.
Type 1ócality: Difwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation
Comparison and affinity: The natural affinities of the species
are unknown.
Distribution: A widely distributed forn throughout the Paleocene
of southern Australia. Dettmann and Playford record the species
fro:n Upper Cretaceous sediments in the Otway Basin.
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Genus NOTIIOFAGIDITES (Erdtman) potonie 1960
Renrarks: The folrowing species described by cookson r.959 and
couper 1953 and 1960 are combined into the form genus
Nothofagidites.
' Nothofagidites fLemingii (Couper) comb. nov. (= N, cincta
Cookson) :.
Nothofagi&ites matauyensis (Couper) comb. nov. (= N.
emaneida Cookson).
Nothofagidítes ü,speï,a (Cookson) comb. nov.
. Nothofagí,,dítes bz.achyspinuLosa (Cookson) comb. nov.
Nothofagidítes demínu-ba (Cookson) comb. nov.
Nothofagídites faLcata (Cookson) comb. nov.
Nothofagù&Ltes hetez,a (Cookson) comb. nov.
Nothofagidites íncyassatø (Cookson) comb. nov.
Nothofagídites uansteenisí (Cookson) comb. nov.
Infraturma PERIP0RITI
Genus ECHIpERIPORITES Hamrnen Q Wymstra 1964
Remarks: The genus MqLuae.{p.oLLís,[!a4ris +96q,iq a juqior synonyn
of Echípertpor"Ltes.
Echíper,ipoy,Ltes &Luersus (Harris) comb. nov.
(Plate 7, figure 1.)
Des cri.ption : Po1len free subspheroidal, oblate zoni-porate to
Amb circular to sub-circul.ar:. pores 4-5, 1.S-2.5Uzon]--pororate.
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in diameter, rimmed, rim 1-1.5p wide. Exine z.s-3v thick. spines
and or spinulae 2-3y long, basal diameter 1-1.5u.
Dimensions: (15 specimens) EquatoriaL díameter 22 (27) 32y.
Ho.lotype: Preparation 5218; Py 091, 34.9 101.5; P1. 6 fig. 18.
Trpe locality: Princetor^rn, Princetown Member of the Dilwyn cLay.
Comparison and affinity: Pollen of this type agrees well with
pollen of the genera PLagiøtthus aÅ,d HoherLa in the famíIy Malvaceae.
E. ùLuersus differs from 8. muLtiþoz.osus in being stephanoporate
rather than periporate.
Distribution: A common species fron the Paleocene to Miocene
sediments in southern Australia.
Eehiperipoyites muLtípor,osus tTarrís sp. nov.
(Plate 6, figure 43)
Di aR-nosis Po11en free, sphaeroidal, periporate. Amb circular.
Pores 72-14, 1.5-2U in diameter, not rinmed. ,Exine 3-4y thick.
Sexine ornamented by spines 2-3u long with base 1.5p wide. Exine
scabrate between spines.
Dimensions: Equatorial dianeter: 19 (25) 32V.
Holotype: Preparation and slide number 5559/1, 24.7 98.0. Py 4L2,
Type locality: Polda No. 1 Hole at 118 feet. Poelpena Formation,
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and' affinity: E rruLtíporos¿¿s differs from E. diuez,sus
It shows strong affinities with -uhein the distribution of pores.
Malvaceae.
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Distribution: E. muL típonosus first appears in middle - uppel
Eocene sediments and continues on into the Miocene at least. rt
is of widespread distribution but is nowhere common.
Genus CARYOPHYLLIDITES Couper 1.960
CaxyophyLLidites tubeþosus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 7, figures 7, 10, LZ, 23)
Diasnosis Pollen free, sphaeroidal periporate and opereulate.
Amb circular. Pores 10-20, 3-5u in diameter clearly operculate.
Opercula 2p high and appear to arise from the basal sexine Iayer,
ornamented with very fine spinulae, distinct L0 pattern. sexine
as thick as nexine, finely and evenly punctate, distinct oL pattern.
Dimensions Diamerer 23 (29) 3Bu.
Holotype: Plate 7 fig. 7. Preparation and slide number S559/1,
40 .6 : L02 .5 . Py 413.
Type locality: Polda No. 1 Hole at 118 feet. Poelpena Formation,
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: C.
in that it is operculate.
Distribution: A common s
from Middle Eocene to Miocene.
tuberosus is distinct fron C. poLyonatus
pecies varying throughout bouthern Australia
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Genus SIMPLICEPOLLIS Harris 1965
Diaenosis: Pollen generally united in tetrads, subspheroidal_
triporate. Pores simple. Apertural membrane psilate.
1-1.5u thick psilate to finely scabrate.
Type species : SimpLíeepoLLis meridianus Harris.
Exine
Discussion: Pollens of this genus are particularly simple with
regard to aperture shape and st,ructure. The pollen differs fron
that occurring in the Typhaceae and spargâniaceae in having three
apertures fErdtrnan 1952). The natural affinities of the genus are
unknown.
SinrpLic epo LLi s meyidíqttts Harris
[Plate J, figure 9)
-Description; Pollen generally united in tetrads, subsphaeroidal
triporate circular to sub-circular in polar view. pores sirqple,
unrimrned. Apertural mernbrane psilate. Exine -1.5-21 ttr:ick.
Dimensions: (-15 specimens) Equatorial dianeter Csingle pollen)
J.7 C22) 27y.
Holotype: Preparation S21B; py 100;52.9: 104.6; pl. 4 Fig. 33 of
Harris 1965a.
Type locality: Princetoh¡n, Princetoum Menber of the Dilwyn Clay.
Distribution: A widely distributed and conmon form throughout the
Paleocerte.
ComÞarison: Mclntyrers species S. scabz,atus is possibly synonynious
r,rith ,5. mez,t dianu,s.
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SírnpLícepoLLís mínoy, Harris. sp. nov.
(Plate 7, figures 4, S, 6)
Diagnosis: Pollen united in tetrads, subsphaeroidal, periporate.
Pores simple, 3 to 5 in number, 2-3u in diameter and covered by a
psilate tenuitas. Exine 1.s-2u thick, finely scabrate. sexine
thinner than nexine. ..
Dimensions: Overalr dianeter of tetrad 2s (2s) s2v, individual
po11en 15 (19) 22v.
Holotype: Plate 7, fig. 4. Preparation and slide number, SS46/L,
46 .0 z 95 .7 . Py 474.
Type locality: Cootabarlow Bore at 515 feet. Murnpeowie Formation
equivalent. Upper Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: .9. minor is smatler than .9. meyidianus
and has often more apertures. Natural affinities not known.
Distribution: A common for¡n occurring in middle - upper Eocene
sediments but rare or absent in the AgLaoneidø banmgensis zonuLe.
Genus P0LYPORINA (Naunova) Potonie 1960
PoLyporina fragiLis Harris
(Plate 7, figure 2)
Description: Po11en free sub- spheroidal, panporate. Arnb circular.
Number of pores very variable, 15 to 40; diameter S-4p, Exine 2p
thick, psilate to finely scabrate.
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Dilrensions: (15 specinens) Diameter 17 (22) 32v.
IIolotype: P reparation S209; PY. 018, 40.3 105.5; P1.6, fiÍ:.27.
TyÞe locality: Dilwyn Bay, Pebble Point Formation.
L arison and affinit : The species agree very closely to the
pollen of the Chenopodiaceae.









(Plate 7, figure 43)
Description: Pollen united in tetrads, sub-spheroidal to oblate,
tricotporate. Amb in polar view sub-circular. Apertures complex,
colpus extending 3/4 t:ne length of the polar diarneter. colpus
L-2u wide, poïes 2u wide. Exine 2u thick finely scabrate.
Dimensions: (7 specimens) Equatorial dianeter L7 (2Ð 25v.
Holotype Preparation 5209; Py.155; 43,7 t 772.0; P1. 6 fig. 22
of Harris 1965.
Type locality: Dilwyn Bay, Pebble Point'Formation.
CQmp arison and affinity: PoIlen of this type occur predominantly
in the order Ericales. Affinities other than this are unknown.
Distribution: The species is oi- rare occurTellce in the Paleocene.
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Enicípites q.assieæinous Flarris sp.
(Plate 7, figures 39, 40)
Diagnosis: Pollen united in tetrads. Individual grains indistinctly
tricolporater tetrahedrar in shape and s*,-rongly united in the tetrad.
Exine 2.5-J,51 tl-iicii, srriíie iìiì Lli.r.i,k as nexine psilate. Apertures
conrpJ"cx, colpi about J.4y long and 1..5U wide. Pores indistinct and
difficult to detect, 2¡ in diarneter.
Dimensions: Overal1 diarneter 35 C42) 531. Individual grains
24 (30) 351 in diameter.
Holotype: Plate 7, fLg. 59. Preparation and slide number, 5660/1.
53.4 : 96.5. Py 415.
Type locality: Bore Hd. Curnnins at 1J,7 feet. Wanilla Formation.
Middle Eocene.
Conparison and affinity: The psilate nature of the exine and the
larger size of this species distinguishes it from E. scabratus.
Pollen of this type characterise the order EricaLes.
Distribution: Often a yery conmon;form in middle and upper Eocene




fPlate 7, figures 37, 3B)
Diagnosis: Pol1en r:nited ( lr ìt"ttudr, indistinctly tricolporate.
Individual grains circular in polar view and nore or less
sphaeroicial. Apertures complex. Colpi aboui 1é¡i long and 1.5y





wide. Pores indistinct about 1-2p in diarneter. Exine L,S-2v
thick, psilate. Sexine and nexine not distinguishable.
Dimensions: 0vera11 diameter of tetrad 38 (aS) S7u. Individual,
grains 21 (30) 3Bu.
Holotype: PLate 7, fig. 37. Preparation and slide number 5T360/j.,
35.7 : 98.9. Py 230.
Type locality: Kopi Anomaly Bore L at 200 feet. poelpena Fornation.
Middle Eocene.
Comparison and affinity: E. Lepidus is distinct from Ø. cyassíerLnous
in having a thinner exine and individual grains are ress tightly
bound together in the tetrad. It is probably representative of a
member of the Ey"tcaLes.
Distribution: The species is particularly co¡ilnon in the Eyre
Pensinsular Middle Eocene sedinents. rts known range is middle to
upper Eocene.
INCERTAE SEDIS
Genus SCHIZOSPORIS Cookson & Dettrnann 1959
Schizospor"Ls paLeocenicus Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 6, figure 14)
Díagnosis: Grain st,rongly el1ipsoidal, length about three times
Grain separates lengthwise along a line of weakness, intobreadth.
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two approximately equal parts. Exine 2.5-31t thick, not ctifferentiatecl
into nexine and sexine, ornamented with crowcled anastonosing
rugulae 2p wide and up to 7 or B¡r long and 1_1.5p high.
Dimensions: (8 specimens) Lengrh 92 (9S) 105¡r, breadth 50 (g5) 42v.
Holotype: Preparation and slide numbet s71,6/r, 20.r :96.8, py 41,6.
Type locality: Cannuwaukaninna Bore at 150 feet. Murnpeowie
Formation equivalent, paleocene .'n
Conparison and affinity: ^5. paLeoeenicus is distinct from any other
members of the genus described from Australia but is closely similar
to )uoídites LigneoLus (Potonie), a Miocene species frorn Europe . rt
is separated from this species by its larger size and more dense
orrrament.
Distribution: This species is rare and has been recorded only from
Paleocene sediments. rt is present in the Great Artesian and
Murray Basirrs and Harris (1965b) recorded it from sediments of
sinilar age in the Brisbane area, Queensland.
Genus AMOSOPOLLIS Cookson S Balme 1962
AnosopoLLís diLuynensis Harris sp. nov.
(Plate 72, flgure 17)
Sfnonomy: 1965 AnosopoLLis crucíformis, Harris p. 97, pI. 29 , fig. 26,
grains
c;tr:cllt
Dia.qnosis: pollen grains in rhomboidal tetrads. Individual
prolate to sub-prolate. Exine 2¡ thick, psilate to scabratc
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near the nargins of the aperture where grana 1-1".5u in diameter
are present. Aperture is a long gaping sulcus extending the fult
length of the grain. Margins of sulcus not ragged.
Dimensions: (10 specinens) Overall diameter of tetrad 50 (60) 6Bu.
IndividuaL graLns 22 (34) 40u in diameter.
IIolotype: P reparation and sample number, 5T209/2, 39.3 100 . 7.
Py 015.
Cornparison and affinity: A, diLuynensis is in general larger than
the genotype but can also be distinguished by the psilate scabrate
sculpture and more import,antly by the straight margins of the
sulcus.
Distribution: A. díLuynensis is a rare species but has been observed
in Paleocene sediments from the Murray and Otway Basins, and a
sinilar fonn has been reported (Harris 1965b) from Queensland in
sediments of similar age.
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SOME COMMENTS ON VEGETATIONAL HISTORY
The orígin of the Australian flora and its relationships to
that of the rest of the worrd has long been a source of interest
and argument between biogeographers. However, where these discussions
have been supported by palaeobotanical data there has been too little
ernphasis on the stratigraphy and tifire relationships of the floras.
Dettmann and Playford (1969) have recently noted that Late
cretaceous microfloras from southe.astern Austraría ate quite
distinct from those of the rest of the world except New Zealand.
This is arso true for the earry Tertiary period. and the greatest
similarities exist between the Australian and New Zealand. microfloras.
Thus the evidence strongly points to an Australasian origin for
many of the groups present in the flora of Australia today.
rndeed, Burbidge (1960) has already indicated the large degree of
endemism in thò Australian flora and Florin (1940) clearly ind,icated
that the conifers of Australia, New zeaLand and south America are
a distinct group from those of the northern hemisphere. The work
of couper (1955, 1960) in New zealand, indicates that there is a
broad similarity between the floras of the two lands ancl that certain
notable vegetational changes took place at about the same time in
both regions. The Paleocene microfloras of the two regions are
dominated by Pyo'beacidí'bes (more so in southern Austraria) and
conifers and poller- of Nothofaguts is reratiúely uncommon. It is
not untir the Middte (tsortonian) and upper Eocene (iiunai:g;;ii) tiiai:
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Nothofagus dominates the assemblages. The same can be said for the
Australian microfloras; Nothofagus pollen rapidly becomes dominant
in the nriddle-upper Eocene sêquences.
.The microflora described by Cookson (L947) fron Kerguelen
appears to be younger than Lower Tertiary. The presence of
Cyatheacì,dites annuLata gives a lower linit of Lower Miocene. The
appearanc e of Dy,oseka po:Ler, ,rrppotrs this and suggests an age as
young as Pliocene. Thus the absence of. Nothofagzls po11en in these
sedimentsrprobably is due to their relatively younger age.
The Lower Tertiary also is of interest in that many familiar
plant groups first appear at this time. Among the monocotyledons,
pollen identified with the Graminae and Restionaceae or
Flagellariaceae first appear in the Middle Eocene. Po1len referred
to Sparganiaceae or Ty¡lhaceae appears later and high in the Upper
Eocene. *grg dictoyledonous po11en the genus Pnoteacidiú¿s assumes
many varied and distinctive forms often heavily sculptured but which
do not persist into the uppermost Eocene. They are perhaps the
most striking elements of the Paleocene and niddle to upper Eocene
assemblages.
0n a more local scale there have been very few studies of
changes in pollen frequencies in a stratigraphically eontrolled
section. The Paleocene outcrop sequence at Princetown is ideal for
this and the results of a frequency study are presented here.
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Tl're interpretations of f1oral migrations and f1r-ictuaiions in
relation to clinatic conditions prevailing at the time of cleposi.tion
is dependant firstly on the certainty to which indicative form genera
and species can be related to extant genera. of these oniy a small
proportion exhibit significant changes in frequency in this section.
secondry the relative pollen fal1 of any of these species is unknown,
Thus any conclusions drawn regarding climatic conditions must necessarily
therefore be only a hypothesis.
Oxygen isotope palaeotemperature measurenents of molluscs from
the Pebble Point Formation assayed at i.0.6oc and 11.8oc (Dorman and
Gi1l 1959). These authors did not reach any firm conclusions on
the evidence available but indicated that the mean temperature was
Iess than in the Eocene of the Brownts Creek CIay, Cape Otway
district.
Figure 9 illustrates the frequency changes of the three major
plant groups, and Figure 1-0, frequency changes of six selected
species. Due to inaccessibility of much of the area there is a lack
of samples between s211 and s2L3 of the section. considering fig. 9
it is evident that fron the base of.the Pebble point Formation to
the top of the Princetown Menber there is a substantial increase
in angiosperm po1len accompanied by a corresponding decrease in
gynnosperm. pollen. These curves indicate migration of angiosperms
near to the area of deposition and in particular reflect relative
inci:c¿igcs in ;ne;iii üt"lrtu¡t-i Lüill:rr.:r';Ji.ii-i' 1:.1-,,-;r1- i,:-',;.- ì.;',,.j ti.ir.i: ,ii'..
irr:cciucncic.ç cìc::j.ved iÌrorii $aiiiiì.c$ l;:jl:í ,,r,,, :,..:1,; irrrìrç:,,;1.c1 ii jrìr,'i ,r 'r: ,r;:i'
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rapid increase and fal1 in mean temperature conclitions and are
accompanied by the rnarine ingressions, the ttrrochocyø-bhus
bed'r and the ttTutz'iteL\a becl .'r
The distribution frequency of ptericrophyte spores in _F.ig.
9(a) is difficult to evaluate. The upper portion of the curye
follows the trend in the frequency distribution of the angiospe_rns.
The lower section however suggestá" that there is possibly a signif_
icant over-representation of these spores.
The dominance of gynnosperms, particurarly those related to
the genus Dacz:gdium, in the lower portion of the section suggests
that a cool temperature climate prevailed, simirar to that of
Tasnania today. The increase in dominance of the angiosperm elements
of the flora, e.g. Myrtaceae indicate a graduar crimatic shift to
a warm temperature or sub-tropical climate sinilar to that existing
in the MacPherson - Macleay overlap (Burbidge 1960) in eastern
Australia. The presence of a relatively high proportion of
gymnosperms in this section can possibly be explained by the presence
of cooler clinatic conditions in topographicarly higher areas
near to the sedimentary environment.
APPENDIX A
DATA ON SAMPLES STUDIED
Outcrop and bore samples are listed ancl described macïo-
scopicalry under headings of tocalities from which they rvere
obtained, together with relevant stratigraphic data. All samples
ai^e retained in the south Australiân Department of Minesr collection.
sADì{ and VDM indicate south Australian and victorian Mines
Departnent bores respectively. The data are set out such that the
depth (in feet) of the sample is followed by the rock type, the
stratigraphic unit and finarly the preparation number.
EucIa Basin
1. SADM Pidinga Bore,
Depth (ft.) Rock Type


























Nullarbor No. 6 Bore, Çuttings sanples comprise:




SADM Potda No. 1 Stratigraphic Ho1e, Core Samples comprise:
Si1t, dark brown Poelpena Fornation 5559
Sand, carbon-





















































SADM Obseryat,ion Bore 115,
Sludge sample irom 70'
, 11 \,,.
Preparacion SB7.
Hundred of Uley, Co. Flinders;
tt' ,'l
- 80 feet - Wanilla Fornation.
SADM Bore Hundred of Cummins, Co.
compr].se:













































Pirie - Torrens Basin
1. Santos Wilkatana Bore 1. Core samples comprise:
Silt, black,





























Enterprise Exploration co. cootabarrow Bore 2. core
samples comprise:
Siltstone ,













Patchewarra Bore. sludge sarnple fron 600 - 620 feet.
Black carbonaceous si1t. Murnpeowie Formation.
Preparation S9L9.
Currawarra Bore. Core sanple ftom 312 feet. Black
carbonaceous silt. preparation 5920. Murnpeowie
Formation.
Muloowurtina Bore 2. sludge sample fron 415 o 44s feet.
Black carbonaceous si1t. preparat,ion S9l-4.
Murnpeowie Fornati_on.
East of Lake Frone Bore 1,. Sludge. sample,from. 290,.





















































Brown siltstone Murnpeowie Formation
Willochra Basin






1. 0roroo Bore. Core. sarnples conprise: "









sADM rnkerman-Balaklava coalfield Bore J2. core samples
comprise:
















































lt lt il s225
il s226
il s227
Clinton Coal Measures SS2g
rr r? tr sg3o
rr rt tt sgsl
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SADM Government Offices, Bore 4, Victoria Square.
Core samples conprise:



































































































Sand, lignitic North Maslin Sands




Blanche Point Marls S40
il
Glauconitic,
lignitic, silt t? lt il s42
B. SADM Hundred of Boucaut Bore 4. core samples comprise:
A9
Brown lignite Clinton Coal Measures SS2S






9. sADM Hundred of Barunga Bore 4. core samples comprise:
il
il
Brown lignite Clinton Coal Measures s394
s393
n lt
9 Geosurveys Pt. stanvac Bore B. core samples from g3 feet.
Dark brown carbonaceous silt. North Maslin sands.
Preparation 5424.
10. Leaf beds, ABM sand pit, Noarlunga, Maslin Bay. Dark
brown carbonaceous c1ay. S1SOB.
Murray Basin
Murray Basin 0i1 Syndicate Keith Bore L. Core samples
conprise:
Carbonaceous siltst,one










































Carbonaceous siltstone Renmark Formation S1_1"2
tt il il s 109
It il il s 108

























































Clayey sand, dark grey
SADM Canopus Bore 1. Sludge sarnples cornprise:
CLay, sand, carbonaceous Renmark Formation
CLay, ETey, gtítty 't rr
CIay, gtey rr rr











4. Cold and Wet Bore, Coonalpyn.
- 224 Silt, grey brown






3s0 360 , Silt, clayey, dark
brown
389 - 393 Lignite with coarse
s a¡rd













Hd. Cotton Bore. Sludge samples comprise:
ta
C1ay, silty, brown Buccleuch Beds



















































































































, 7. Australian Oil corporation North Renmark No. 1 well.
samples comprise:
977 - 927 Brown lignite Renmark Formation
72L0 - 7224 Carbonaceous siltstone il il
1767 - 7777 rr rr rr n
8 Beach Petroleum Monash No. 1 We1l.
feet. Brown iarbonaceous silt.
Core: sample at L543 - 1553
Renmark Fornation.
9. Moorlands Lignite, Hd. Sherlock - shaft.sanple, lignitic
silt. Renmark Formation, Moorlands Lignite Member.
Preparation 5289.
10. SADM Hd. Bower Bore L. Core sanple at 44I feet. Brown






















q W.S. Keith Bore A (Secrs.
Brown carbonaceous silt






































County Grey lignite investigation Bore C.G. g.
comprise:







































E. Ê W.S. Kingston Bore 1. Sludge samples comprise:



























F. Jose Bore. FId. Spence Sec.



























5 Beach Petroleum Geltwood Beach No. L Wel1. Core 1 at
2000 - 20!5, brown sandy clay. 5161.
6. Dartrnoor No. 1 Bore. Sludge sanples conprise:



















8. McEwens Settlenent Bore (Drajurk No. 1), parish of
Drajurk. Sludge sanplés comprise
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Dartmoor Formation outcrop samples, near Dartrnoor.
Dark brown carbonaceous silts, 5506, 5841, 5826.
Port Campbell Embayment
1. V.M.D. Latrobe No. 1
200 Brown silty clay
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Princetown to Dilwyn Bay - for samples S20g - 21_B see
Harris 1965a Appendix. Additional outcrap -sanpi.e f::oin
the Princetown Menrber comprise St2g - îop of tiie
Member, SB34 - Middle of the Member.
Aire Coast
Outcrop samples from the following formations:
1. Johanna River sands, exposed in Brown's Creek.








Brown carbonaceous clay 50 feet above greensand.
Brown calcareous c1ay. 30 feet below greensand.
L
Anglesea Enbayment
Outcrop sanples of the Demons Bluff Formation: Purple to
' black carbonaceous silts, sample numbers 5475, 5423,
s47t.
Outcrop samples of the Eastern View CoaI Measures'exposed






V.D.M. Paraparap Bore 1, District of Anglesea. Core
samples comprise:
Brown lignite Demons Bluff Formation
40 - 43 Brown lignitic
si 1t,
445 - 446 Brown lignite
463-467 il 'r
650-653 il il


















tt il Eastern View Coal Measure











Moolamoona Mine. Chitders Formation. Brown lignite.
Samples S1115, S1099.
S.E.C. Tong Bong No. 746 core at 530 feet. Traralgan
No. 2 seam. Carbonaceous cla¡,. . 51100_.




r \, \ .i, i
S.E.C. Tong Bong No. 150 core at 280 feet. Traralgan
No. 1 seam. Ligni.te S1114.
5. S.E.C. Narracan No. 2657.
Group coryprise:
183 Dark brown lignite
LB7 lr n rr
1Bg il ¡r ,r
794 u ,r ,r
197 t.t ,, r,
419







Latrobe Value Coal Measures
',t t, ,J L



















































































































Latrobe Val1ey Coal Measures
il il It n
ll It il il
tt n il













Ntmtin No. 2. Core samples comprise:
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APPENDIX I]
Lithological logs of newly described or
redefined type formations
The depth in feet is followed by the lithology of rhe
sediments
PIDINGA SANDS





Dark brown carbonaceous silt.
Brown carbonaceous si1t.
POELPENA FORMATION





Sand, brown, fine, slightly clayey.
Sand, dark brown, medium weJ.l
rounded quartz grains, slightly
cLayey.
i
Sand, dark brown, carbonaceous,
fine to medium grained qvartz,
well rounded, poorly sorted,
grains up to 5 nm. in dianeter.
Silty sand, micaceous, dark brown,
poorly sorted, welI rounded






Core - Silt, dark brown, mottled,
carbonaceous, pyritic, micaceous
with occasional wood fragments.
Core - Silt, sandy, dark brown,
carbonaceous and micaceous.
Sand, fine to coarse, predominantly
'" coarse néar base of unit,
carbonaceous, micaceous .
Lignitic si1t, dark brown.
Core - Lignite, dark brown to
black
Core - Lignite, slightly sandy.
Sand, ligniti-c, medium, sub-
angular to rounded quattz.
Core - Sand, lignitic, coanse to
mediun quartz grains.
Core - Lignite, dark brown.
Core - Lignite, dark brown, sandy,
pyritic




Sand, brown, coarse to angular to



























Core - Sand, coarse to grit síze,
grey clayey.
Sand, fine to coarse, dark grey to
b1ack, lignitic.
Core - CLay, dark brown, lignitic,
minor fine quartz, micacèous.
CIay, lignitic, dark grey to
brown slightly sandy.
Core - Lignite , clayey, gritty,
dark brown.
CIay, sandy, lignitic, very
dark grey.
Core - CLay, grey, gritty, quartz
grains rounded.
CIay, ETey, gritty, lignitic,
dark grey.
Core - CLay, ETey, gritty,
1ì-gnitic.
CLay, lignitic, gritty, dark grey.















Yellowish brown sandy clay,
Reddish brown and grey mottled
sandy clay.
,.Light reddish brown nostly rnedium
quattz sand with subangular to
subrounded quattz grains and
limonite.
Yellow, fine sonewhat micaceous
sand with fine subrounded to
subangulat quartz grains.
Creamy white and grey fine to




Dark brown'sandy lignitic elay.
Grey carbonaceous sand with
mica flakes.
Grey to dark brown micaceous sandy
and clayey silt with lignitic
matter, resin and plant fibres.
Glq-'1r ;;,.¡ Qit çìi-r¡.i.'., i"-il 1'1.ìriiìiìtr-r{-;¡t.,i :ri i1 r'
Ìlíì;"r'l \,'.i r'1, 1,.,.',: . r;,., liì r.' l;l:':ii)


















Grey fine to coarse micaceous sancl.
Grey-brown rnicaceous carbonaceous
silty sand.
Grey fine to coarse micaceous
clayey sand.
Light grey silty grit and sancl.
, Light grey quartz schist derivative.
Grey white cLayey fine sandstone.
Bedrock.
No sanples.
Grey silty glcit with angular
nedium coarse quattz.,
Dark brown micaceous carbonaceous
sandy silt.
Dark brown highly carbonaceous.
Grey silty grit and sand.
Brou¡ir grey lignitic silt with
lignitic matter and resin.











CIay, greL silty, nicaceous and
carbonaceous.
.Grit and coarse sand, black,
c]-ayey
Clay, brown, rnicaceous and
carbonaceous.
CLay, ETey, silty, calcareous and
carbonaceous.
Silt, grey brown, lignitic.
Silt, grey brown, laminated with
brown carbonaceous c1ay, pyritic.
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C. cf. C. splendens Harris
S101/1 50.0 : 108.2
TniLetes gigantis Cookson
574/3 34.3 : 103.1
Stereispoz,ites cf. ,9. antiquaspoyítes l{ilson Ë Webster
5209/3 49.9: L07.9; S7L0/1 43.4;109.8
'Iodisporites bxeuilar¿suratus sp. nov.





















Canar.o zono spor'í tes bulla-bus Ilarr i s
ST74/6 36.1 : 106.4; STS}2/L2 sB.1 : 103.5
Gen. et. sp. indet.
Ss46/L 27.2 : 103.4
CØnaz.ozonosponítes sherLockensis sp. nov.
5289/L 43.2 z 1.04.2; S2Bg/L 27.5 : 10j..4
C. paLeocenícus sp. nov.
Ss47/L 24.9: 98.9; STSL/Z SS.Z: 100.4
C. buecleuchensís sp. noú:
5730/7 36.9 :98.7
? Ceratosporítes fimbz,iomarginatus sp. nov.
ST5O2/B 39.3 : 99.7; 3216/I SO.S : 102.8
?C. styiatomarginatus sp. nov.
521./ L 1,02 .L : 47 .3
TriLite s tubeycuLiforrnís Cookson
5727 / 7 44 .3 : i.01. 1
Tz,iLites sp.
5707/3 3s.0 : 109.9
?LeptoLepidítes sp.
5370/7 49.8 :94.5
Veyz,ucosisporí.tes kopukuensis (Couper) comb. nov.
5722/7 43.s : L07.6; STSO/L ZB.I : 1.00.S
RuguLatispoz,ítes mínor sp. noy.
5730/1 37.8 : 96.6
RuguLattspoz,ítes sp.
5T502/L3 37.8 : 99.4
? Camax,o zonosporites qp .











































5209/L 28.6 : 111.4
Camaro zonosporite s buLLatus Harri s
sT208/6 40.5:101.5
? Camarozonosporites sp.
STOs/L 30.7 : 103.5
IriLites ornamentaZis Cookson
5310/1 18.5 : 96.8; 5705/1. 34.9 : 103.6
PoLgpodúaeeoisponítes cínguLatus sp. nov.
S3t3/1 32.3 : 108.7; 5374/1 26.7 : 97.5
Rugulatisporítes mi.nor sp. nov.
370s/t 34.7 :93.9; 5705/L 28.2:95.8
Ly c op o diunsp o nite s aus tyo cLau atidite s ( Co oks on ) P ot on i e
5727/7 44.2: 1lL.5
Gen. et. sp. indet.
5209/2 44.2 i 97.6
IriLites concavus sp. nov.
5726/ L 20 .2 : 108. 9; 531,3/ L 32 .3 : 108. 7
5705/L 39.7 : L03.5
T. tubercuLiforwis Cookson
5722/7 36.2 : 107.6; 5730/L 33.6 : 108.2
RuguLatíspoz,ites rotundus sp. nov.
5209/t 47.6 : 115.8
Ceratosporítes equq,Lis Cookson & Dettnann
5209/7 44.2:92.6
Januasperítes spinuLosus Dettnann
S3L3/7 18.1 z 97.0 (?Reworked Cretaceous)
Qønarozonosporites sherLockensis sp. nov.
ss47/t 28.9 : 108.7; Slr6L/2 s6.4 : 107.L























































Fig. 1,2 Podocanpidítes sp.
s7o4/t 23.L : 104.1




S70s/1 40.6 : 108.5; 5705/L 32.6 :1'07.4;
sT502/ 41 44.2 : L02.2
ALisporites uax'ius sp. nov. '
S70s/1. 38.6 : 100.2; 5730/L 49.3: 98.5;
s727/L 34.9 z 702.4; 5705/L 38.6 : L00.2
PhyLLocLad.idi,tes uerrucosus ('Cookson) comb. nov.
5T502/4L 44.2 : I02,2
P. mausonii Cookson
5705/1. 49.3 : 106.4
Podocarpídites magnificus sp. nov.
5T547/LS 35.1 : L03.7
P. sp.
S29B/I 50.7 : L06.4
ALisporites grandis (Cookson) Dettnann
5730/t 18.8 : 95.3 .
Equísetosporites notensis (Cookson) comb. nov.
5561/ 1 19 . 6 z 94 .S (x 1000)
Ðaerg diunites eLLiptict'ts Harris




5209/7 37.9 : 114.0
Podocaxpídites eæigut'rs Harris
5728/L 54.5 : 111.3
P. nrLcroreticuLoidøúa Cookson
5728/7 56.4:102.8
ALísporites sirwiLis (Balne) Dett¡nann
S54ó/1 25.5 : LA7 .7 ; SsbL/ 1 55. i. : 102. 8
AraucaJ'iacíte s aus'braLís Coolçs on


























































PLATE 6 (cont. )
Graninidites psilatus sp. nov.
S7t0/t 47.6 : L12.0; S310/I 36.7 : 97.4
CLauatipolLenites sp.
Ss60/1 26.8:95.4
Proteacidites sp. 2-apefi.urate form
SzB9/7 35.6 z 104.2
Banksieaeídites eLongatus Cookson
s2r0/I 32.r : 109.6
B. minimus Cookson
5561/1 32.4 : 104.0
Tricolpites gilLii Cookson
5209/2 qZ.g z L03.2
T. thomasi,i Cookson Ë Pike
s727/r 25.8:105.5; 5272/2 40.0 :710.4;
Ss59/1 51. s : 106.1; 5650/ 7 57 .6 : 100.4
T. z,enmarkensis sp. nov.
ST2i/LL 37.9 : L00.2; ST2i/B 37.7 : 106.0
SantaLunùdites cainozo'Leas Cookson & Pike
5730/7 33.6 : 106.9
AnacoLosidites acutuLlus Cookson S Pike
5277/L 51.5 : 96.4
Triporate sp. indet.
SL7 /4 38.2 : 106. 1
?AnacoLosidites sp.
s29B/I 36.6 : 712.6
AnacoLosidites comaumensis sp. nov.
sr5o2/6 40.0 : ttz;B' 1/
A. Luteoides Cookson'Ê Pike
S2L5/7 23.3 : 94.5
S tephanopoLLení,te s ob scunus Harris
5209/3 39.5 : 100.8
?llril:.ì.,i,::t'i.¡tot''í.1;it:; ¡¡tLt."i" i'i Ìto¡', );-Ì;f i-; t; r'r . i.rùv .

















Daerycanpítes austz,aLíensis Cookson Q pike
s209/3 30.7 : 109.6
Phy LLo cLadidite s reticuLos qccatus Harris
5T209/26 42.4:10j..5
P. cf. P. ueryucosus (Cookson) comb. nov.
5208/L 45.1 : 99.0
Micyo cachryídítes antaz,ctía,ts Cookson
5209 /3 24.L ; L04.7 ; 5726/ 1 s0. 1 : 99. 5
Podocaz'pidites cf . P. multesiÍtus (Bolkovitina) pocock
Ss61/1 3j..6 : 108.7
Podospoz,ites micz,osaecatus .(Couper) Dettnann
S20B/7 46.5 : 109.1; SZOT|L SL.4 z II0.7
P. r,otundus sp. nov.
5546/I 35.7 : 105.4
DiLuynites granuLatus Harris
S72B/ L 30 .7 : 107. 0
D. tubey.culatus Hartis
ST21.B/30 37 .4 z L02.9
RectosuLcítes microyeticuLatus sp. nov.
5546/I 14.5 : 109.6; 3562/L 26.9:9L.7;
Ss46/7 40.5 : 109.9
Schizosporí,s paLeocenieus sp. nov.
s776/L 20.L : 96.8
LiLiacidites uapius sp. nov.
5730/7 30.4 : LO2.I
L. cf. L. kaitangataenst$'Couper
5730/1, 52.8 : I07l7''
L. cf. L. auiemoz,ensis Mclntyre
5563/7 27.9 : 109.5; ST\S/I 4s.9 : Lr2.2
MLLfordía t¿i,r¡ttol¡u¿nc La'h¡i: (tlc i nir..rcJ c:<,i:.ii, . rì iìv,
SSt¡6/i JI.Í¡ , juli.:j; ti"ì,,,i/¿ j".j i ;ri ,.,i
(,h"c¡¡triníci,ùl;eo :;¡t,






























Tniorites psiLa'bus sp . nov.
5T360/1s 36.9 : L01.1; 5393/2 42.8 : 1.08.8
5563 43.7 : 94.5
CompositoipoLLenites sp .
5730/I 50.4 : 100.0
Casuarùníditrjs cainozoic¿¿s Cool<son & Pike
S2L7 /t 27 .6 : 101,.5
TriporopoLLenites haz'risii (Couper) cornb. nov.
5603/2 34.4 z LI7.7 '.
Ericipítes Lepidus sp. nov.
5T360/7 35.7:98.9; ST90/18 41.6: L04.6
E. crassíeæinous sp. nov.
5660/1 53.4 : 96.5; 5560/1 19.B :L07.6
SapotaceoidaepoLLenítes yotzmdus sp. nov.
5T360/20 30.8 : 100.0; 5T247/3 46.3 : 103.3
Erícipites scq,brat¿¿s Harris
5209/2 43.7 : 7I2.0
LakuLangipoLLis torz,ensensils gen. et. sp. nov.
ST24t/ L4 32 .7 : 106 . 8' ; 5647 / 2 20 .4 z 94 .4
fLeæpoLLenites ornatus sp. nov.
SZB9/1 18.9 : 104.1
TnicoLporites proLøta Cookson
57L0/t 42.8 ! 101.5; Ss60/1 s0.1 : 98.6
TrícoLporites uaLuatus sp. nov.














Echipenipoyites diuez,sus (Harris) comb. nov.
5209/1 4s.2 : L02.L
PoLgpoz,ínø fragilis Harris
ST209/5 40.3 : L05.5
Gen. et. sp. indet.
ST7L7/L 39.6:101.3
SímpLi,cepoLlds minon sp. nov.
Ss46/1 46.0 : 95.7; S5s9/1 24.4 z I07.1;
S24L/1 36.6:103.5.
CaryophyLLidites tubez,osus, sp. nov.
5559/1 40.6 t 702.5; 5648/1 Ss.S : 1_10.8;'
5560/1 26.6: 1.04.0; Ss60/1 27.7 : 110.0
SirnpLicepoLLis merídiarn ts Harris
SI0L/4 58.5 z 71.2.6; 5T278/31 32.9:1.04.6
TricoLpit¿s spp.
s561/1 22.4 : 108.5; 5647/2 22.6 : 108.3;
ss62/L 52.7 z 94.7; S7O5/1. 36.7 : 115.6
AgLaoreida barurryensis sp. nov.
ST32s / 1.5 43 .7 : 110 . B
Ir"icoLpítes uoraginosus sp. nov.
5741/2 30.0 : 105.2; 5647/2 sO.2: 109.6
Myrtaceidites eugeniíoides Cookson Q Pike
S2L2/L 37.9 : 105.4
M. tenuis Harris
5277/t 37.3 : 707.2
Cupanieidites oythoteichus (Cookson Q Pike) Krutzsch
5560/1 28.L : 109.1; 5727/1 37.2 : 92.6
IníponopoLLenites genrnatus sp. nov.
5647 /2 59.1 z 707 .2i Ss47 /L 32.3 : 98. B
ST555/9 38.8:101.8
Myrtacei,dites mesonesua Cookson Q Pike
5727/L 27.1. :93.1¡
Tt ioz,iT:eû :)\¡¡it .

































PLATE 8 (cont. )
Tr.ícolpítes cf. I. membTqnus Couper
s737/L 32.0 : 107.8
Myn'bac e oipoLL eruLtes aus'by aLi s Flarrís
S2L4/1 2B.B:103.4
Beaupreaidítes Ðeyyucosus Cookson
5563/1 18.3 z 94.4
Bea,tpreai&Ltes tnigonaLi,s sp" nov.
5561/1 ?7.2 : 93.1; 5561/1 36.0 : 104.3
Pv,oteacidí tes tub eycuLíf otvnis Harris
ST?LB/74 39.0 : 105.2
P. sp.
S70s/1 27"7:99.8
P. echinatus sp. nov
5563/2 4s.s : 96.6; 5563/1 40.0 : L02.1;
5272/L 46.9 : 96.5; S75L/2 31.5 : 98.8
P. Latv'obernis Harris
s730/L 27.9 : 114" 1
P. aff.. P.. pachypoLus Cookson & Pike
s560/1 23"6 : 99"3
P. obscwus Cookson
5562/7 26.0 : 105.5
P. anrwLaris Cookson













Ga¡nbiey"ina eã¡ardsii (Cookson & Pike) comb. nov.
sT2.08/2 32.8 : 104. L
TilíaepoLLerrites not abiLis Harri s
sT2tB/L3 37.7 : 104.0
TnboLporLtes adeLaí.densis sp' nov.
5T228/L4 39.5 : 103.0; ST555/8 34.8 : 104.6
TrLcoLporites scabv'atus Harris
1T2LB/4 34.3 : 105.1
T. spp"
s647/2 76.2 z 92.7; irSOZ/L 41.7 z L0L.7;
s561/1 s3"4 : 100.L
T. cf . T. mícroretíc+tLatus Harris
5T225/3 38.9 : 105.4
I. sphaeniea Cookson
5705/1 36.7 : 113.6
T. proLatø Cookson
S70s/1 47.5 : 100.6
T. micnoretíeulatus Harris
ST27B/I 39.4 : 100.9
T. concinrus sp. nov . 
,
5546/L 20.1 z 98.7; 5560/1 30.7 : 107.0;
5727/7 43.7 ¿ L12.6
T. cf.. T. fissiLis Couper
S20B/L 37.3 : 101.1
T. spp.
SL7/4 47.5 : LL2.6; ' 5161/1 33.7 z 95"2; SI07/I
32"0:104.6
TricoLpoz"Ltes aff. I. membnanus Couper
Sssg/1 20.4 : 99.4
Tz'icoLporites deLicatus sp. nov.
5559/I 37.3 : L04.2; 5546/1 24.8 : 97.4;
5559/1 28"7 z L04.1
?, spp.


















































PLATE 9 (cont. )
P, Lautus sp. nov.
5289/1 40.0 : 94.2; 5561/1 44.7 : 109.4
P. tmicus sp. nov.
5648/1 25.4 : 104.5; S6ZT/L 25.6 : L09.6
P. cf. P. coLLaroides sp. nov.
s7L6/t 3s.4 : 9s.s
P. sp.
Ss60/L 32.5 : 99.5
P. obsctty,us Cookson "
SzBg/7 47.L : 98.B
P. coney,etus sp. nov.
S2B9/L 24.6 : 102.9; S360/2 s6.4 : 105.8
P. Latz,obensis Harris
ST218/38 32.0 : 101.6
P. LigneoLus sp. nov.
S7L5/1. 50.3 : 707.7; ST2LB/76 38.7 :102.8
P. cf . P. gz,anoratus Couper
ST208/5 42.I : 1.02.8
P. paruus Cookson
5209/3 45.8 : 104.6
P. simiLís Harris
5209/2 38.7 : 100.9
Tyiorites cLauatus Cookson
5T502/21 101.8 : 35.'B
Proteacídites pachypoLus Cookson Ç Pike


















Proteacidites aff. P. c?assus Cookson
5730/t 29.8 : 98.5
P. Lepídus sp. nov.
Ss61/1 35.2 : LOB.6
P. uaz,íus sp. nov.
S7t6/t 46,7 z LL2.4; SS47/L ZS,s z g6.4;
5562/ L 37 .7 : 97.5
P. sp.
S7t0/7 27.8 : 95.9 '.
P. adenwfthoides Cookson
571.s/t 2L.7 : 101..9; SztO/t SS.7 : 102.0
5564/L 46.4:101.5
P. cf. P. asperatuæ Mclntyre
5564/I 37.7 : 110.8; 5647/Z 30.1 : 95.9
P. syrnpltyonemoides Cookson
5T217/9 39.5:107.9
P. paLeocenícus sp. nov.
S2I7/2 42.8 : 108.7
P. sp.
5546/7 48.2 : 106.2
P. uuLgar,ís sp. nov.
S7L0/L 42.7 z g7 .4; 5560/1 Z9.S z 1.03.4;
5650/1 39.6 : 707.3
P. spp.
5730/L 31.8 z 95.2; SZ}s/t sI
Trí.ordtes sp.
5663/2 47.8 z L04.6
P. subscahyatus Couper
ST2t7/L 34.1, : L02.6; 5561/1
Ss61/1 33.7 : 101.5; STSO/L
P. scahorattæ Couper






















Pv,o-beacidites cLintonensis sp. nov.
S74t/7 18.0:110.7
P. comautnenszis sp. nov.
ST90/6 40.7 : 101.5; STs02/29 58.3 : 105.7
P. spp.
SL04/2 48.0 : 101.4; 5289/L 36.9 : 95.5
P. ínczmuatuts Cookson
S7L0/L 42.L :108. B
P. kopiensis sp. nov. '.
Ss60/1 26.7 : L07.3; 5623/t 17,L : 109.6
P. sp.
STs47/29 30.1 : L04.2
P. eyz,ensis sp. nov.
5766/2 40.s : 95.4
P. tni,partítus sp. nov.
S650/L 47.3 : 103.4; 5560/1 28.2 z L01,2;
5560/1 39.5:106.3
P. reticuloscabratus Harris
S?IB/L 39.4 : 100.9
P. reticuLatz¿s Cookson
5730/L 22.7 : 98.5
P. sp.
S27S/7 47.9 z 1L4.3
P. coLLaroides sp. nov.
5247 / I 33 .3 : 11J, . 0; S24L/ L 26 .8 : 99 .7
P. fz,omensis sp. nov.
5L7 /2 36.I : 1,01.6
P. sp-
5T502/30 46.I : 10L-7 '
P. synrphyonemoides Cookson
SL7/2 33.5 : 112.6
P- sp.
5766/3 39.0 z LlI.2
P. cz,a.ss1/Ls Cookson








































Py,oteacidites uonaginosus sp. nov.
STs47/33 47.4:103.5; 5T502/46 44.2: t03.2;
Ss46/L 42.2 : 95.3
P- sp.
S72B/1 26.8t707.L
P. clíntonensis sp. nov.
S74l/2 43.6:102.8; 5662/7 42.3: t02.8;
s705/1 49.1:103.4
P. confz,agosus sp. nov. "
ST24L/4 36,4 : 105.3; ST24L/9 42.0 : L06.1
P- sp.
STs02/4 37.1 t L03.2; ST502/15 36.5 : 702.2
P. sp.
ST22B/12 38.7 : 105.9.
P. tovtuosus sp. nov.
Ss63/2 51.8 : 100.4; 5741/2 17.3 : 95.4
Proteacidites sp.
5757/2 43.2:105.9; 5705/L 49.4 z 94.3
STst/2 28.3 : 100.8
Beaupreaidites sp.


































PLATE 12 (cont. )
N. inerassata (Cookson) comb. nov.
5726/1 26.2: 108.7; 5722/L 21..5 z L02.6
¡/. faLcata (Cookson) comb. nov.
S72B/1 38.3:712.7
N. braclryspinulosa (Cookson) conb. nov.
5730/t 27.0 : 108.6
N. matatæaensís (Couper) comb. nov.
S72B/L 4L.B: 107.8; 5726/7 2L.4:103.6
N. d,emiruta (Cookson) 
"gr'tí. 
nov.
S70S/L 32.6 : 106.4
N. hetera (Cookson) H-arris
S70s/L 49.1 : 110.7
iY. aspera. (Cookson) comb. nov.





Pv,oteacidLtes tortuo,s?,¿s sp. nov.
374L/2 2L.8 : 107.5
P. dih'tynensis tlarris
s560/1 55.6:101.0; sr279/7 39.3: L00.3;
5730/7 2s.8 : 111.3; 5705/1 51.7 : 109.4
P. gran&is Cookson
5212/1 59.6:95.9
P. aff. P. crassus Cookson
ST2o8/1 38.9 : 104.8 '
P. oz,natus Fiarris
sT2L7/1 39.8:105.8
It íorítes magwLfícus Cookson
5730/t 32.9 z 94.3; S70s/1 32.8': LL2.3
Pt oteacídites pidingaerLst^s sp. nov.
srlB8/1 36"4 : L02.5
B eanpn eaidites eLegans if ormis Cooks on
5T222/ B 34 .2 : 103. 8; 57 05 / 1. 47 .7 : 105 .l-
Proteacídites pen'p.ruuLus sp. nov.
5705/1. 44.8:109.2
BeaupreaidLtes retíeuLat?,¿s sp. nov.
s161/1 49.7: 102.8; 5766/7 34.6:99.7
AnosopolLis ezwcíformis Cookson & Balne
5165/1 37.3 : 98.5
A. dLluynensis sp. nov.'
5T209/2 39"3 : 100.7
IrdcoLpoz.ítes sp
5275/L 34"3 z \L2"7
HalonagacídL-tes cf. H. haLoragoid¿s Cookson G Pike
s272/r. 3s.B : 108.1
? Lactoridaceae
sr7L7 lr 39.6 : 101.5
llothofagidites fLemingii Couper co;¡ib. nov.
5722/1 29.8 : 10i5.9; :.riÛ5iI ¡il).1 : li(i'7
I¡1, uane.beenùsi. (CooliSr:riì çulilb . ¡roV.
, r-.t 4 '. ,' i.[.ilj¡.ll't\)tL"t"l l. {t./.¡'.
21314rs
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PLATE 12
